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1.1

1.2

1.3

1'.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

-ft4

SAFETY

ti

General Safety
Hand TOol Safety
Power TOol Safety
Fire Safety 1

4Hygiene Safety
Safety and Electricity
Fire Types.and Prevention

1,8 Machine Safeguarding (includes OSHA Handbook)

ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS

2.1 Basics of Energy
2.2 Atanic Theory .

2.3 Electrical Conduction I

2.4 Basics of Direct Current

2.5 Introduction to Circuits.

2.6 Reading Scales \)

'2.7 Using a V.O.M.

2.8 OHM'S Law '

2.9 Power andWatt's.Law
2.10 Kirchoff's Current Law

2.1a KirchOff's Voltage Law
2.12 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays
2.16 Basics of Alternating Currents
2.17 Magnetism .

COMPUTERS

3.1 Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic
3.3 Computer Overview

4

3.4 Computer Software

TOOLS

4.1 Boring and Drilling TOols

4.2 Cutting Tools, Files and Abrasives
4.3 Holding and Fastening Tools
4.4 Fastening Devices

4.5 Basic Science - Simple Mechanics

4.6 Fasteners .
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

, 5.51

5.6
5.7

5.8
5.9

N5.10
5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15
5.16

,6.1
6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

'6.7

6.8
6.9

'6.10

6.11

6.12

DRAFTiNG

Types of Drawing and Views
Sketching
Blueprint Reading/Working Drawings
Working Drawings for Machines and WO
Machine :and Welding Symbols
Blueprint Reading, Crafting: Basic
Blueprint *Reading, Crafting: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Crafting.: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic
Drafting, Machine Features
Crafting, Meadurement

, Drafting, Visualization

HUMAN RELATIONS
aa.

Communications Skills
Feedback
Individual Strengths
Interpersonal Conflicts 1

Grobp Prpblen Solving
Goal - setting and becision-making

worksite Visits.
Resumes
Interviews
'Expectation
Wider Influences and Responsibilities.

lding

Print Reading.

Print Reading
Print Reading
Print Reading
Print Reading
Print Reading
Print Reading,
Priht Reading.

V

Personal F

MILERS

7.1 Boilers
7.2 Boilers -

7,.3 toilers -
7.4 Boilers -
7,5 Boilers -
7.6 Boilers -4,

7.7 Boilers
7.8 Boilers -
7.9 Boilers -

4
'WAHINES

8.1
8.2
8.3

8.4
8.5

finance

Fire Tube Types
Watertube Types
Construction
Fittings
Operation
Cleaning
Heat Recovery Systems
Instruments and Controls
Piping and. Stew Traps

C Steam JUrbines
Steam turbines
Steam ILIrbines

Steam Ibibines
Gas Turbines

-.Types
Components
AuxillAries

- Operation and Maintenance
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'9.5
9.6 ,
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AppliCatiOnS

;Pulps COnstruction
Pump - Calculating Heat and Flow
Pumps,- Cperation
Pulyps - Monitoring and Troubleshooting
pumps' -.Maintenance
. .

:,CatIEUS",70b1

Casbustion - process
iTYPits':of Fuel

canbastion. snct'ftel Gases
Ocinbustion !,-.ileiat.;Transfer
r,..cfnbOstion Wodd....

. .

TP.Apg,k1A
4
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.,,,..6 .1 Linear Measure '',,, .., !',.;....,
16.2 Whore .NUritters '
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Compbund Numbe*s
Percerit "1'

Ratio and.'Prop6rtion
:Perimeters Areas, and VoluMes
Circumfererice.Ad .Wide Area of Circles

: Area; of Plane, Figures and Volumes of Solid Figures
Metric's.

17.2.,
17,3
17 .4.

" 1T.6
1'7:7
17.8

17.10 .

17.11
17..12
.17.: 13

Hydraulics -.
Hydraulics
`Hydraulics
_Hydraulics

?'Hydraulics

Hydraulics =-
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics 7;
Hydraulics-
Hydraulics.

Hydcaulics
Hydt*ulic:s

METALLURGY'
tincltided are. II-S packets: :;`

W 3010,
W 30111-1 .

W' .301142
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'POWER IRIVES
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.'107.:
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t,.ever
Ttansmission o'f ForCe
Symbols
Basi.c Systems
.Purve
Pressure Re.lief, Valve
Reoenkoirs-, ,

Dikm:fional dopt,rol. Valve
Cylinders ,

.Forces;' Area; essure
Conductors ConnedtOrs
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MILLWRIGe
. SUPPLEMENTARY REFER-NCE,DIRECTORY

_ Note: All reference packets are numbered on the upper right -hand corner of the resPective cover page.
N..

5upplementary A .

I
.

t.

Packet ; . Description Related Training Module $
.

. .

L
' 1.8 . . A.'Concepts & Techniques of Machine Safeguarding, U.S.D.L., 0.S.M.A... 1.8 "MathincafeguardIng -

12.1

. 12.2

./12.3

12.4

7 ,12.5

12.7

O

13.1

13.2

13.4
13.6

13.7

13.3
'13.5

''.

Correspondence Course, Kecture 1-, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Types 7.1

of boilers 4, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Boilers, Fire Tube. ype

'. Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec, 2,*Steam Generators, Types 7.2

of,,Boikers II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
,

Boilers, Water Tube Type

S

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler 7.3 Boilers, Construction

Construction & Erection, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 2, SteaM Genetators, Boiler, 7.4 Boilers, Fittings

Fittings II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
4

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4; Sec..2,,Steam Generators, Boiler 7/4

Fitting I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 10,.Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Boilal 7.5,,

Operation, Maintenance, Inspection,.S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Boilers, fittliags

e,

Boilers, Operation

Correspondence Course, Lecture 3, Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Boiler 7.7 ,

Details, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Boilers' Heat RecOery..
Systems

PUMPS

Correspondence Course, Lecture 9, Sec. 2, Steam Gen4'r4tor, Power 99 Types & tlassifications

Plant Pumps, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada 9.2 Applications
9.4 Calculating Heat & Flow

.

9.6 Monitoring & Troubleshooting

9.7' Maintenance
4

w
Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Steam Generators, Pumps,' 9.3 Construct-1On

Calgary, Alberta, Canada 9.5 Operation 1.

_
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"Supplementary
Packet # Description

14.3
12;8*

14.4

,15.1.

o

15.1

4

Related-Training Module

\CoY-'respondence Course-Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Steam Generators, Steam

Generator Controls., 5.A.I.T.' Calgary; Alberta, Canada

-Corrpspondence Cturse, Lecture 11, Sec., 2, Steam 'Generators.,

Piping 11, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
4

,

Correspondence Course, Lecture 1, Sec: 4, Prime Movers, & Apxil-
Ja"ries, Steam Turbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary,. Albeda, Canada

Correspondence Course; Lecture 4;\Sec. 3, Prime MoversoSteam
Turbines I, S.A.I.T.", Calgary, Alt;erta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 4 Prime.Movers'& Auxil-

iaries, Steam Turiline S.A.I.Y., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

14.3

7:8

14.4

8.1

8.2

8.3
..

Steam Transport .s

Boilers, Instruments &
'Controls

Steam Purification

Steam Turbines, Types

Steam TiAtines, CoMponents

Steam Turbines, Auxiliaries

%
-

15.4 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Prime Movers,' Steam .

TuAine Operation & Maintenance, S.A11.T., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

15.5 Correspondence Course, Lecture .8, Sec. 3/ Prith4 Movers, Gas.

Turbines, S%A.I.T., Calgary,. Alberta, Cana,6

16.2 Boilers Fired with Food & Bark Residues, D.D. Junge,
0.S.U., 1975

16.2 c.vrrespondence Course, Lectue 5, Sec. 2, Steamnerators, Fuel
Combustion, S.A.I.T. Calgary, Alberta, Canadi

.16,3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 5,,,,Sec 2, Plant Services; .Fuel

& Combustion, S.A.11., Calgary, Alberta,Canaea '

.

x ..
,

.

.17.). Correspondence Courte, Lecture 12,'Seo, 3, Steam. Generation, Water
Treatment, S.A.I.T.; Calgary, Alberta', Canada

Corre4ndence Cease, Lecture 12, Sec.\,2, Steam Generation.; Water

'Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,' anada
he" .i7.2

%

8.4 Steam Turbines, Operation
& Maintenance

8.5 Gas Turbines

10.2 Combustion Types of Fuel.

10.2 Combustion Types of Fuel

10.3 Combustion Air & Fuel Gases
cr.

12.1 Feedwater, Types &
Operalion

12.2 Feedwater, Water

'Treatments

.
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Supplementary
Packet # pescriptton

17:3 Correspondence Cdurse, Lecture 7, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler.

Feedwater Treatmerlt, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

18..1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 5,Electricit Direct

Current Machines, S,A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

.

/

Cor'respOndence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 5, Electricity, Alternating

Current Generators, S.A.F.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

t

18.1

18.2

Related WaininLModule

12.3 Feedwater,- Testing

11.1 Generators, Types &

Construction

11.1 Generators, Tes &
Construction

18.2 Generators, Operation

19.1 r Correspondence Course, Lecture .9, Sec. 4.,-Flrime Movers & Auxil- 13.1

4011"t9.1

Air COmpressors, Types '

iaries, Aic Compressor I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Cours ledtUre 6, Sec. 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-

iaries, Air Compressors II, SitA.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

a

20.1
, Basic Electronics, Power Transformers, EIRE -51

21,1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 5, ElectrtOty; Switchgear

& Circuit, Protective Equipment, S.A.I.T., Calgary; Alberta:

/Canada
.

, .

-. ,

.

-2&1- .z.e
Correspondence Course, Lecture 10; Sec. 11.., Prime Mo4ers, Power

plant Erection & Instelation, 'S.A.I.T:, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12

13.1 Air Compressors, Types

13.2 `Air Compressors, Operation
& Maintenance

15.4 Transformers .

15.3 Circuit Protection

15.1 'Installation Foundtions

13
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USIN9 TRAINING MODULES

The following pages list modul es and their corresponding numbers forthis

particular apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for'different reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees diVide the total packets to

fiheie tndiyidual class schedules.
J-
k

There are over 130 modules available. ApprentiEes can complete the

whole set by the end of their indentured apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance to the
,

remaining modules.

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign_ the modules in...

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective.

4

-4

9
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Modules 18.1, 19..1, and 20.1 'have been matted because they contain
. dated materials.

I

40
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSEAC TAPES

Taps 1:. Fire Tube Boiler's Water Tube .Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions.

Tape 2:

Tape 3:

Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

Cambbstion, Boiler Care andAeat Transfer
and Feed Water"lypes.

Tape 4: Boil Safety and Steam Turbines

NOTE: The above cassette tapes are intended as additional
reference material for the respective modules, as
indicated; and not designated as a squired assignment.

4
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BASICS OF EWERGY

r.

;

s`

Goal:

The apprentice will be7ableto
describe basic' /its of energy..

ewe

01,
Performance Indicators:

1'7

1. Describe units. of. measurement.

'2. Describe conversion of energy.

3. Describe potential energy.

4. Describe kinetic energy.

5. Describe energy efficcitency..

,
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Objectives

Given:

Definitions and explanations Of
base units,'energy, work, con-
version .of energy, And efficiency. ,..

Directions
Obtain the following:

Calcplator

/ Learning Activities'

,

Read the Key Words list.

Read the Infoulation Sheets.

Do Task: Solve the Problems on the Problem Sheets.

V

EL-BE-02
Basics of'Energy

The student will:

Solve problems dealing with energy.
Answer 'questions about energy

correctly.

ti

Do the Self-Test. 4

Do. the Final Test.

Obtain Final Evaluation.

3

20
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a Key Words

Ic

.

f

EL-BE-02
Basics of Energy

Base Unit:, The term used to indicate the amount of something. 'As'examples:
Length is measured in feet (the foot is a base unit for length). Weight is
measured in grams (the grais a base unit for weight).

-"' 4.

Efficiency: The relationship between:theienergy applied and the energy output
-. (expressed in percent).

r
. l

Energy: Theability.to'do work. %
4

ca.
Farce; Pressure or push on amobject or particle.'

)

Joule: Equal to the newton--the ban unit for mechanical energy.

' Load: The part of an electrical circuit where energy conversion tams place.

Newt6n: The base unit for force in the metric system--approximately .224
pounds of force.

Work: . Force times distance.



Information Sheet

Ener9y and Work
.

If
.

If our car stalli in the street and we must pu.sosh. it to the cu *.by hand, we
. know that, as we are moving the car, pushing it is work.' When have moved

the car to where we warp itb, the work Is done. Wk.,' then, is made up of two
things,. First, there isIthe push or forte we place on the car in the direc.tion
we want it to go. Second, the car moves over a distance to a point where we
want it to go. Force and dtstance.make up work.. The force must be enough to
overcome the friction of the wheels and to raise the car over lumps in the
roadway. Mathematically, the workodone is equal to the force timek the
distance.. The work energy symbol that we use when we calculate' for work is the
upper case W. The'base unit of measure in the metric system for work.is.the '
joule.

f ii,,
..k

, ,1 .

. .

ELBE4y
if
Basics of Ener4k

4

.To find the amount of work done in joules that it book to move the car to the
curb, we must icnow.the.force used and he distance moved. If we pushed on'th
car with a pressure of 45 pounds and-Ae-moved the car16 feet, we, figure
out the work dope by multiplying 45 times 16. .However, the joule it4 metri
measure, so we must convert the force and the distance to metric terms before
we can calculate the joules.

1

The Metric Measure of Distance
.

4! .4

The meter is the metric measure of distance. One meter is egual to approxi-
mately 39.4 inches. By converting, 16 feet is equal, to approximately 5 meters.
(16 x .12 . 192 inches. 192 39.4 = 4.87 meters or approx.imatety 5 meters.)

4
..

The Metric Measure of. Force

%

The metric measure of force is the newton. One newton is equal tq approxiniately
.224 pounds of force. By converting, 45 pounds is equal to 200 newtons.
(45 4, .224 = 200)

Now We know brat :

Work in joules = Force in newtons X Distance iveters

Let's find how many joules it took to move our car to the curb.

Given.: Force (F). 45 pounds or 200 newtons
Distance (d) . 16.4 feet.or 5 meters

Find: Work (W) in joules

Solution: Work in joules * Force in newtons X Distance in meters
W . 200 newtons X 5 meters
W . 1000 joules



EL-BE-02
Basics of Energy - .

it took,1000 joles to movehour.car to the. curb.
. 1

.

The measure of work done is also important when electricitysupplies the energy

to.do the work. .An'example of work done vsing an electrical circuit is using.

the starter on the car. The energy from the.battery must turn-the starter
motor to crank thecengine. 'The work done ,by the battery-can be expretselim6in

joules.
-.

S..

Energy Conversfion.
t

One of the basic laws of physics states that energy cannot belcreated or

destroyed. Energy, can be converited from one form to another. Energy is

converted from one form to another in a battery.' Inside the battery the

4 chemical action that ebkes plac produces stored electrical energy. %

A

6

I

This stored energy is not doing any work. It is available for us to use to do

work. We call this type of stored energy "potential energy."

Potential Energy

As was stated, potential energy is stored energy. The energy is, there ready

for us to use. This type of energy is not doing work until 4e use it to r

operate a device. The electrical outlets in your home provide energy in th+s7 I

manner as do batteries and otherources of electridal energy.

To be able to use potential energy,'we must get it moving. This is done by .

converting potential energy to moving energy. When we conhect a, pimp to,a

battery, the potential energy becomes kinetic, or moving, energy which lights

the lamp.

ego

6

23
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Basics of Energy T

Kinetic Energy

Shown below is ah,electrical arcutt demonstrating how the. Chemical energy of
the battery is coilvprted to electrical energy. The,electrical energy is moved
to the lamp where, it is converted to light, energy. The lamp ison energy
converter and is called the load In the cjrcuit.

CHEMICAL
ACTION

ENERGY SUPPLY

Efficiency

ELECTRICAL OUTPUT
MOVING ENERGY

CONNECTING WIRES

EP1E14Gf

ON\ \
I

/

rcr

`y-
4

LOAD( ENERGY 'CONVERTER)

With today's energy crisis, we are all concerned with conserving energy.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to operate our machines with no loss. When we
talk of efficiency, we are referring to how much energy we put into a machine, .'

how much we were able to use, and how much was wasted' in a form that we could
not use.:::Let's take an example of Na very common device that we all use. It is
the comm00, screw-in, incandescent light bulb. Show below is a diagram of an
incandeuent lamp system.

41:

ELECTRIC

.ENERGY

SOURCE

.

-r-- 'LIGHT ENERGY irLAMP .

I// HEAT ENERGY (LEAD)

7 . /it L

0

eoll
Qi?

ifi_
,

24
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Basics of Energy

In.this type of system (which we all uselo it is a fact that if 1,000 joules of
energy were applied to the lamp 'we woolU let only 200 Joule's of light. This'
means that the other 800 joules of energy went some place else:. The4ne'rgy that 0.

was not converted into light was converted into heat. .0e:light,bufb makes q
better heater than a light source! To, .figure the' iefffcieftcy of this lightbulb
we use the(1ol) owing formula: .'e q

4

r
-work ous.04,

percent efficiency.= 'X 100 %
work in

Given:' 1,000 4oules electrii input

200 joules light4tput
v,

Ffn efficiency

W out
Known eff ,= la- X 100 1.`

W in

200-
Solution: % eff

1,000

X

%AO= .2 X-100 %
.

% eff = 20 %

Answer % eff = 20%
,

.1

I,.

id-

",

The other 80% of the energy in heat loss was wasted as an unwanted type of
energy. All electrical devices do not operate as inefficiently' as thelight -
.bulb. The fluorescent lamp is more efficient tiwn the incgndesCent type. TO
power transformers that you see on the power poles operate with over 95%
tfficiency.- Motors in clothes dryers, washers; etc., operate with from 50 to
70% levels. of efficiency. 'By knowing the efficiency, we can make wise choices
of electrical devi-ces to save energy.

er
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Self-Test

1. Energy, is

4 (a) force.

PC

pressure.ao do work. 08

d travel,

2. The base un1t(r energy is the

(a joule.
(b meter.

c newton.
(d) neutron.

The symbol for work done in the joule is

(a) P.

(d) A. V

4. Efficiency is measured in the

a

b

newton.
rn

c percent.
d joule.

$

Which device listed helo4 has the lowest efficiency?

EL-BE-02
Basics of Energy

1)1 =ring machine ,

c) incandescent lamp
(d) fluorescent lamp

6. The conversiWof energy states that

a) energy can be created.
b energy ian be changed into another form.
c energy can'be destroyed.
d energy is'equal to the newton..

4

9

26
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AI
'7. If you push on your car with a With a force f 450 newtons for 5 seconds

but the car does not move,

EL-BE-02
Basids of Energy

I.

(a) the work is equal to t9e pressure.
(b) no wOrlic is done.

the work ismALIRAWilemtons square
.2507670iiof work is done.

8. To calculate for.the joule you must

(a) divide the newtons by the force.

(b) multiply the. efficiency times the force.
(c) find the reciprocal, of the number of newtons.

(d) multiply the distance times the force.

9. Efficiency ofany device has to do with thg

(a) amount of energy input compared to thk,wanted energy output.
(b) amount of heat dissipated.
(c) amount of energy input coMpared to the .6evilons applied.
(d) amount of time operated.

10. Stored energy is known as

(a) kinetic energy.
(b) newtons.

(c) potential energy.
(d) joules.

1t. In the elqotric circuit that is shown below, what device is the load?

14*

4.

BATTERY
(a) The battery.
(b) The wire that is connected to the

battery.

((c) The lamp.
d) There is no load in this circuit, .,.

10
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Task

Task Sheet

Solve the problems below:

1.' Ho much work is done if we ride a bicycle 1 kilometer (1000 mfeiVws) by
applying 50 newtons of steady pressure to the pedals?

jou4 les

2. flow much work is done if you push a car 80 metees by pushing with a steady
force of 820 newtons? .

'joules

3. Our flashlight batteries produce 240 joules of chemical energy to smpplyi
200 joules of eleatakal energy to the flashlight lamp. What.is the !

r
efficiency of the bat y?

tx

4.. Our refrigerator's ice maker was able to, produce 10 pounds of ice. Each
.pou3d of ice represents 150 Joules of energy. Our refrigerator used 1,950
joules of energy to produce he 10 pounds of ice, What is the efficiency
of the refrigerator ice Aker?

A
gib

5. The study lamp that I use Oyes 150 joules of energy in the form of light.
To produce this we have .to supply the lamp with 750 joulestof electrical
energy. What is the efficiency of the lamp?,

C

0.

Kl
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Answers

Answers,to Task Sheet

1. 50,000 joules

W F X d
W 50 X 1,000 .

W 50,000 joules.

2. 65,600 joules

W FXd
W,. 820 X 80
W A 65,600 joules.

3. 83.3%

W out
% eff ------ X 1Q0

Wing`

200

% eff *-----X 100
240

5

% eff X 100

500
% eff 83.3%

6

4. 76.9%

W out
% eft X 100

Win

1,500
% e f f X 1(19,,

1,950

% eff 76.9%

0
12

4

d 2 9

S

I
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Answers to Task Sheet

S. 20%

W out
% eff X 100

Win

150
% eft = X' 100

750

1.

100

o S eff 20%
i* 5 .

(.0

411

1

13

44,

1
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Final Test

If a lamp gives us 500 joules of light energy while it is beingsupplied
with 1,200 joules of electrical energy, what is its efficiency?

How much varkis done if you roll a rock 5 meters with a force of 1,000
newtons?

3.

joules

weight 1 meter from the'

r
How much work is done if you hold a 5 kilogram
floor for.10minutes?

'joules

4. Efficiency is measured in the 4

(a) newton.
(b) meter.

(c) 'percent.

(d) volt.

5. The symbol for work i.s

(a) D.

b A.

d
P.

V

6. Efficiency is a factor of

(a) the power (used.

(b) the amount of energy input Compared
wanted.

to the energy output in the form

(c) newtons times force.
(d) the tower used compared to the heat dissipated.

7. 'Moving energy is known as

a

b IC?nec
voltage.'

--/---

c potential energy.
d the joules per second. .4



a

A,

.4

8. The definitio6 of energy is

(a) the force applied.
(b) the ability to do work.
(c) the pressure applied.
(d) the travel per time.

The base unit for energy is the

(a) work.
(b) newton.

(c) force per second.
(d) joule.

10. What type of ghting has the worst efficiency?

cd iirri,

I

a flux escent.
b) ph s horescent.

ndescent.
escent.

11. . The func ion of thecload in an electric circuit is

(a) energy production.
(b) improving efficiency.

(c) energy conversion.
(d) no function.

1

,

6

4
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Final Evaluation

U.-BE-02
Basics o f Energy

13 All answers on the Task Sheet must be ,100% correct. Answers on the Final Test
must. be 90% correct.

Task Sheet Score

Final Test Score

OK Re-Do

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning package.

4

0

4

16
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SELF-TEST ANSWERS

Is

1.

2.

3.

c

a

b

4 .11

5.

6. b

7. b

8. d
411.

9. a

10. C
1I

11. c

0

f

t
4,k
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2.2

ATOMIC THEORY

4.

Goal:

P

The apprentice will be able to'
describe the atomic theory.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe parts of an atom.

4 '

2. Describe valence electrons.

3. Describe free. electrons.

4. Describe insulators and
colductors.

1

p
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Objectives.

This learning packag.

Directions

Obtain the following:

This package.

Learning Acfivities

.11=21400A114214mois

...400riliModow

Read thO4y Words list.

Read thOjnformation Sheets.'

Do the Stlf-Test..

Do the al Test.

Do the-Iask.

Obtainj)nal Evaluation.

p

EL-BE-03
Atomic Theory-

The student will:

Draw the structpre of the at and
name the parts iihic \deal wi h elec-

.

trical theory.

Answer correctly questions pertaining
to the,structure of th4' atom.

t.



Key Words.

EL-BE-03
Atomic Theory

Atom: The smallest bit of anelement4,the built block of matter.

Compound j. Chemically united materials.

Electron: .The.negative.bIt of.mitter found in the atom in shells around the

Matter: Anything'that had' weight and .takes up space.

Mixture: Combinaton(of materials that can be separated by mechanical means.

Nucleus: The center section olothe atom which contains the positive. charge.

Prciton: The positive bit ot'matter in theatom.found in the nucleus.

Valence:. The system that has to do with the bonding of atoms together to form

9
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Information Sheet

In the larSt
,

package we found that we need energy to do work. To do' work was to-
apply pressure to.make something move. When. we use electricity to'apply the
pressure to make work take place, what is really hAppening? 'Where is the
pressure coming from ? What is moving? What kind of work is being done?
Before we can answer these questions, wehave to look into the electrical
circuit, right into. the materials of which it is Ade. The materials that are
used in electrical circuits fall into three categories:, conductors, semicon-
ductors i and insulators.

The conductors include most metali. Copper is the most common one used.
Conductors form the part of the circuit that .allows the electricity to pass..
The wiring in your house, the coils in motors'and transformers, and all of the
connecting oourt'' televisions, lamps,etc., are all .conductors.

The semiconductors'are :not as common., They are riot good at allowing electric-
ity to pass, but they do not stop it. Semiconductors are used iA many types of
electronic components. Two examples of components which use semiconductors are
diodes and transistors.

A

The insulators are very important to electrical circuits. This type of 'mate-
rial prevents the electricity from moving. The Olastic covering on wires and
the, tape that we use to cover electrical connections ale insulators. Our
perional.safety depends on the use of good insulators: they prevent us from
being electrocuted.

What is there abotit these materials that makes them act as they.do in elec-
trical circuits? To answer this, let use into the materials themselves to.-
see how they are put together.

Materials, no matter what kind, are called matter. Science tells us that
matter is anything that has weight and takes up space. That covers everything
from the air that we breathe to the ground that we stand on. Matter can be a
gas, a liquid, or a solid. Matter can be metal or nonmetal. But whatever
form or'state of matter, lain apply as,to how it is put together. Some mate-
rials are found as mixtures: they are made up of two or more things. Mixtures
can, be separated by mechanical means. let',s take the example of dirt in water.
To remove the dirt,. we can let the mixture settle and filter the dirt out of
theater. In this wiry, we have separated a mixture by mechanical means.

Many materials Re compounds. Like a mixture, a compound is made up of two or
more things, but they have been combined by a chemical reaction. We cannot.
separate compounds by mechanical means. The water that we filtered is itself a
compound. If we could look at water before it parts were combined chemically,
we would see that it was really two very different kinds of materials. Two
gases, hydrogen and oxygen, in the Proper combination, make up water. Watertis
not a single material; we can break it down into two different materiali. If

,t, we break water down to the point just before it separates into these two differ-
ent materials, we would have the smallest bit of water possible. This amount of
water would be so small that it could not be seen even with a powerful micro-

.
All scope. This afflount would be called one "molecule" of water. A molecule of
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watetkets made up of two parts hydrogen and, one part oxygen. H.20 is the

chemical formula for water. The H2 stands for two atoms of. hydrogen. The 0

stands for one atom of oxygen. When we write H20, we mean water. We also

mean that a molecule of water is-made up of two atoms of hydrogen united with

one atom of oxygen.

Any material that can be reduced down to the atomic:level (size) and still have

identity as the same material is an element. Water cannot be broken down'into

the atomic level and still be water. When we break water down to atoms, we

find two atoms of hydrogen and.one atom of oxygen. Hydrogen can be brokentklown

to the atomic level and is still hydrogen. Hydrogen, then, is an element. .

Examples of other elements are copper, gold, silver, and carbon. There are 92

-natural elements. Materials that are made up. of two or more elements are

called compounds. Examples of compounds that are very important 4 electrical
work are brass (made of copper and,zinc)sand glass' (made up of.sitfcon and
carbon). 'Let us get back twthe elements to find out:how, some of their atoms'

are put together.

One of the elements that make up water is hydrogen. Let's take a very close

look at one atom of hydrogen. Always remember that the atom is so small that

we have never seen it. The only way we know of its appearance Is by experiment

and calculation. Below is a diagram of a hydrogeA atom.. Note the name of each

part.

N

0.

/
.

N,,,,---SHELL/
i \

PROTON
i

1 NUCLEUS
- \ /

Notice that it looks like a small solar system with a proton in the center and

an elect on in orbit around the outside.. The center is called the nucleUs.

The orbitris called-ashill. An atom of hydrogen is the simplest and lightest

of all. Its atomic number is one. Before we go on to the next'atom, let's

review its parts.

The Electron

This part of the atom is very light. It has the negative electric charge and

is the,part of the atom that is the most mobile. The electron is in motion

around the nucleus in a sort of orbit or shell. Some atoms have many electrons

and shells around the nucleus. a
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The Proton

This part of,the atom is heavier
times heavier thandthe electron.
electric charge and is locked up

The Nucleus

than the electron.
This part of the a

in the nucleus.

n

EL-OE-03
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fact, it is over 1,800
carries the positive

This is not a part as such. This is the name of the area in the center of the
atom.where the protons are grouped. In most tases the nucleus has more than
just protons in it. It may contain neutrons. Remember that the nucleus is
very dense and is responsible,for almost all of the weight of the atom,

The Neutron
r

This particleis found in the nucleus and has no electrical charge.
ally, we can ignore it.

Let's look at the next atom (atomic number two) in the atomic series.
of this element is helium. Below is a diagram of an atom of helium.
parts. How does it differ from hydrogen?

,

Fl

/

2 PROTONS

\

Electric-

The name
Study its

N\,..--51-1ELL WITH TWO
ELECTRONS

ELECTRON

You will notice first that thit atom is more complicated than hydrogen. Ithas
. two electrons and two prd$ons while hydrogen and has one of each. This

balagke of electrons and protons is true for all atoms in the natural state:
for dch electron in the shells around the nucleus, there must be a proton in
the nucleus. The difference between atoms of different materials is that they
have more. or less of these atomic parts: protons, electrons, and neutrons.

As we go up the atomic scale, the atoms become more and more complicated. Each
time there are more electron-proton pairs, the atom gets larger. More shells
are found around the nucleus. Each shell has a fixed number of electrons that
Can be In that shell in any specific element. On,the following page is a chart
showing the numbers of electrons that can be in each shell. This number of
electrons Is absolute only if followed by another shell. If tlW shell is an
outer one, any number of electronsis'posslble up to the natural number for
that shell.. 4

NUCLEUS

NEUTRON

a
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NUMBER OF ELECTRONS

0 As you can see from the above chart, there are seven shells for electrons.

Depending on the material , all the shells may not be there and may not have a

full complement of electrons. Let's look at a heavier material. Below is a

diagram showing one atom of afuminum.

...--0-... ..

,,e,.,..(:)o, ,
I 5r SHELL: 2 ELECTRONST...4,4"J/ \\ \

.\ O., -

a m° SHELL: 8 ELECTR01\6----jr49
I

\ NUCLEUS :13 PROTONS
. /

3R° SHELL: 3 ELECTRONS4N \p / /qb/7
...,-- --

..... .....

ONE ATOM OF ALUMINUM
Electrons

The outside shell of electrons of the.atom'is the valence r1 g. The electrons

in this group, re the ones that interact with electrons of Otier atoms to hold.

atom to atom. This process is called bonding. Bonding can be veil complicated.

Remember that bonding.takes place when chemical reactions take place. The

trading of electrons from one atom to another occurs In this outer ring because

the electrons are not held as tightly as they are in the. inner shells. When

atoms are bonded together, they form structures called molecules. Because the

are not held to others in the bonding process. These unbonded electrons are
structure of the. molecule varies a great deal , some of the valence electrons

called free electrons.

AO
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Free Electrons

As stated *glove, free electrons can be caused by the bonding structure of the

- molecule. Any force from the outside can push the free electrons around in the

material. The force can be almost any form of energy. A few examples are
heat, light, magnetic energy, mechanical energy and chemical energy. In some

materials, these valence electrons are locked into the bonding more tightly

than in others. In these materials, it takes more outside energy to force the,

electrons around.'

Insulators and Conductors

Materials that have their electrons locked u0 in the bonding process Will not

let go of their electrons nor will they take any.in. The qnly way that free
*electrons can become available in such materlal,s Is by the use of huge amounts

of energy. This kind of material is called an insulator. Some of the common

insulators include air, plastic, and glass. Insulators stop electricity.

Because of this, we find insulators as covering on wires, sections of terminal
strips, and any place we need protection from electricity.

A conductor is a material that has free electrons in the bonding system. It is

very easy to produce electron movement in this type of material. Only small

amounts of energy are needed to move electrons through conducqrs. Conductors

are used as connecting ljnks between electrical devices. Silver and gold are
excellent conductors, but, because of their high cost, they are not the most

frequently used. Copper is a very good conductor and is far less costly than

gold or silver. Because of this, it is the most commonly used.

1)



Self-Test

1, The second shell of the atom can contain

a. 'two electrons.

b.' eight electrons.
c. any number of electrons.
d. eight protons.

2. The part of the atom that has the negative charge is called

a. the neutron.
b. the nucleus.
c. the first shell.
d. the electron..

Matteris described as anything that has weigbt and

a. is a mixture.

kes up space.
s up valence.

an element.

4. proton has the

a. neutral
b. expanded
c. positive
d. negative

electric charge.

5. The nucleus. is the center 4ctigon of the atom which

a. has the negative charge.
b. contains only neutrons.
c. is the lightest part of the atom.
d. has the positive charge.

6a The valence' shell of the atom

a. is part of the atom where bonding takes place.
b. is in the nucleus.
C. has only positive charges.
d. is always the second 'shell.

7. The number of electrons in any atom is equal to

a. the number of protons.
b. to number of protons and neutrons.
c. the lowest energy level.
d. two plus the number in the outer shell,

10 45
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8. A mixture can be separated by

a. chemical means.
b. a double reaction.
c. mechanical means.
d. adding energy.

4
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Draw the atom of aluminum and label all parts.
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Final test

3.

Mechanical means4?f separation will

a. separate atoms.
b.. cause double reactions.
c. separate a mixture.
d. separate a compound.

`kt

I
cEL-BE-03
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The number of protons that are found in the nucleus is equal to
a. the number of electrons in the shells around the nucleus.
b. the number of shells.
c. the number of neutrons.
d. the number of electrons plus the nursper of .neutrons.

The part of the atom that has to do with bonding is

a. the positive chargé.
b. the neutron.
c. lways the second 0411.
d. he outer or valence shell.

The part' of the atom that has the positive charge is

a. the neutron.
b. the proton in .the nucleus.
c. the electron in the nucleus.
d. the lightest part of the atom.

5. The electron has the charge.

a...neutral
b.' eopeo4114,00.4400

ce positiye
d. negative

6. Science tells us that matter is composed of

a. anything that has weight and takes 4 space.
b. only elements.
c. any mixture..
d. anything. that has valence.

The part of the atom that is the lightest, is

a.. the proton.
b. the electron.
c. the outer shell.
d. the

01
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The second shell of the atom can

A. eight electrons.
b. two electrons.
c. any number of electofts.
d. two protrons.

14,
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Atomic Theory

Final Evaluation

All answers on Final Test and completed drawing on Task must be 100% correct.

OK Re-Do

Task Drawing Proper number of protons, neutrons

alOjelectrons and proper labels

Final Test Score Percent

1

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the hext learninglackage.

4.
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Answers

Self-Test

1. b

2. d

3. b

4.

5. d

6. a

7. a

8.

S

a
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2.3

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION

The apprentice will be able to
describe how electricity is
conducted.

Performance Indicators:

I. Describe ;polarity,

2. Describe interaction of charges.

3. Describe ions,

4. Describe moving electrical'
charges.
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Objectives

Given:
.3

Examples of conductors and 'insulators.

A test device.

Directions
Obtain the following:

MaIerials to test.

A continuity tester.

Learning Activities
Read the Key Words list.

Read the Information Sheet.

Do the Self-Test.

Do the Task.

Do the Final Test

Obtain the Final Evaluation.

EL-BE 11.

-Electrical Conduction'

The student will:

Perform a test to determine which
materials are conductors and which 4.4

are'insulators.

Answer correctly questions pertain-
ing to electrical conduction.

3
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EL-BE-04
Electrical Conduction

Key Words

Polarity: Having one of two opposite charges, one positive and onenegative.

Ion: An atom which has an unbalanced charge.

Negative ion: An'atom which has t many electrons and, therefore, has a
nevitive charge.

Positive ion: An atom that has a shortage of electrons and, therefore,
hat' a potitive charge.

Repulvion: The action of pushing away.

Continuity: An unbroken path for electron travel through a material.
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Information Sheet
Electrical Conduction

Electricity is produced when electrons are freed from their ripms. Electronsin the outer orbit or valance ring have the highest energy leirel Ind are thefarthest from the nucleus which has the positive charge.

Polarity

Our idea of electric charge or polarity comes from knowing how the eleCtricfields are structured around the electron and proton. The exact nature ofthese fields is not known, but the actiAlf these fields appears to be similarto magnetic fields. Below is a diagram of a proton and an electron showing theforce field around each. (Each particle is shown round; the true shape'is notknown.)

liffir

f f

PROTON
Notice the force field has direction. Also notice th0 the force fields areopposite in direction. In other words, the field surftunding thelpositiveparticle goes in one direction and the field surrounding the negative chargegoes in the opposite direction.

411
Interaction of'Charges

Because of the direction of the fields there is a natural attraction orrepulsion that takes place. (Repulsion is theoposite of attraction; It isa pushing away.) Study the diagram below which shows what happens when twopositive charges are brought close to each other.

e"."':NN

k.11;)

BUCKING FIELD,/

And below, you see what happens when tO0 negative charges are brought together.

F4IsuLT: REIMION

RESULT:'

REPUISION

BUCKING FIELD

5,
5.7
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From these two examples we can see. that when twolpositive charges are brought
together, they repel each other; they push apart from one another. The very
same action takes place when two negative charges are brought together.

From this we can-say that LIXE CHARGES REPEL..

Let's check the last possible combination. What happens when a positive and a
negative charge are brought together?

ATTRACTION

As you can see, the fields are now held together. They attract each other.

From this we can Aay that UNLIKE CHARGES ATTRACT.

This is the law of electrical charges. This action of attraction anti repulsion
makes it possible to movb electrons by pushing them with other electrons
(negative charges) or by pulling them with positive charges. This is the force
behind the electric current. How can we build this force so that we can use
it to do work? The answer is to unbalance nature by producing ions.

Ions

As was stated before, in An atom there is a balance between electrons and
protons. In a natural atom the number of electrons(is the same as the number
of protons. But this balance can be changed. By the application of energy,
we can force electrons away from an atom. This will leave that atom with less
electrons than protons. Then the atom will have more positive charges than
negative charges. This charged atom Is a POSITIVE ION. This positive ion will
try to steal an electron from anywhere it can,. It is natural for it to try to
regain balance.

It is also possible to add an extra electron to the, atom. Then there are more
# negative charges than positive charges. This charged atom is a NEGATIVE ION.

This atom will try to -give away an electron if it can to regain its balance.

Producing Ions

There are many ways that ions can be produced. A battery gen produce ions with
chemical action. Mechanical friction can also produce ions. If you shuffle
your feet on a rug, you can pick up electrons. By picking up extra electrons,
your body has negative ions on it. If you bring your finger near a door knob,
or sometimes another person, the extra electrons will leave -you with a spark,
giving you a shock as the electrons move from you.
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Now can electrical charges move through things? As you shuffled on the rug,
your shoes picked up the charges but you lost the charge from your finger. Thecharge had to go from your shdb to your finger. Now this happens is quite 'simple. You now have negative ions in your body. The charged atoms will try
VU'regain their balance by getting rid of the extra electrons. Since the shoeis picking up more electrons, they must seek another place to leave the body.As your finger gets close to the door knob, zapll, the electrons jump from oneatom to another through your body from the shoe to the finger in a fraction ofa second. To understand the process be ter, study the diagrai below. In allof the atoms pictured, only the' outer shell of each Is shown because this iswhere the trading of electrons takes place.

FREE

ELECTRONN.

JUMPS' FROM ONE ATOM 70 ANOTHER
.4

The electron that goes in one end probably will not be the same one that leaves
the string of atoms. Another way to picture this is shown below.

The pipe is full of balls. When you add a ball at one end, a ball comes out
the other. In an electrical circuit, an action similar to this takes place atthe speed of light, 186,000 miles per second, or by metric measure, 300,000,000
meters per second.

In some materials the electrtn movement occurs in a very limited way. These
materials are called insulators. In materials with 'any free electrons the
action occurs easily and these materials are called conductors. Because the
conductive materials allow the exchange of electrons through them from one end
to the other, it is said that they have c ntin 1 . In other words, a material
with continuity provides a complete path or e ec ron exchange.

In the following Task you will be asked to test materials and separate the
insulators from the conductors. Remember that insulators prevent electricity
from flowing because Otero are few or no free electrons in the bonding system.
Conductors have many free electrons in the,bonding system so do allow the 0:0

flow of electr



Self-Te6t
4

1. Insulators differ from, conductors in that

a. insulators have more protons.
b. insulators have few free electrons.
c. insulators are metals.
d. insulators are bonded.

poin\2. Materials with continuity

a. are not conductive.
b. allow electricity to pass thr gh.
c. are ferrous.
d. are nonferrous,

An ion is.

a, a metal.
b. . an insulator.
c. a charged atom.
d. a lamp.

4. Like charges

a. attract.
b. have no force fields.
c. repel.

d. attract only metals.

5. Unlike charges

ELBE -04
Electr cal Conduction

O

a. attract.
b. are only at the north pole.
c. repel.

d. are only in insulators.

6. Elect)icity travels at an effective speed of approximately

/
a. the speed of sound. ,

/,

,

b,) the speed of light.
--c. A00,000 meters per second.
d. 120,000 feet per second.

A negative ion Is

a. an atom,with_anAnbalaRce of neutrons,
(b. , an electron.

.

.c., an atom that has more electrons than protons.
d. an element.

)4'

41.
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Task

Material s: Ir

Pieces of copper, brass, aluminum, iron, tin, leadoichrome.
Pieces of string, wood, paper, rubber, plastic, cloth. .°

Equipment:

Test light unit or. continuity tester as pictured below.

q.

. 1=}-
MATER1Ak UNDER)"

BATTERIES - TEST

Test each piece of test'Material,ifor conduction (continuity). To do this,
touch one test wire to One end of the-Miterial under ,test and the other test
wire to the Otbec:end: .. .

. .

, .

Note the lamp. it If it 'lights, :thi'matertal. is a conductor.
If it does notlight,-:the materiatis an insulatoi.."

L i st-the materials s under the Proper' cdl umn head i

'CONDUCTORS

N.

14:

INSULATORS
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An atom that has an unbalance of electrons and protons is

a. an ion.
b. uncharged.
c. an element.
d. a compound.

The44fective speed of elect4icity is

a. the speed of sound.
b. 300,000 meters per second.
c. the speed of light.
d. twice the speed of sound.

3. Unlike charges

a. attract.
b. have no action.
c. repel each other.
d. are unblanced.

Like charges

a. attract.
b. have no action.
c. repel each other.
d. are unbalanced,

5. An ion is

45
a. an iron materlar.
b. a-lamp.
c. an insulator.
d, a charged atom.

A material that allows electron exchange all the way through is

a. said to be ao insulator.
b. said to have continuity.
c. said to have no ions.
d. a nonmetal.

7. An insulator is

a. a metal.
b. a bonded metal.
c. a material with few free electrons.
d. a material with many free electrons.

l



Final Evaluation

EL4E-04
Electrical Conduction

4/01 answers on the Final Test and Task must be 100% correct.

OK E-O
.

Task Score
:

Final Test Score %

.

,

,
.

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the nexiklearning package.

11
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t"snswers
Self-Test No. i

-5

1. b at

2. b
3. c
4. C ,

5. a
6. b
7. c

4

.

El-BE-d4
Electrical Conduction

4
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BASICS OF DIRECT CURRENT

Goa

The apprentice will be able to
describe the. basic characteristics
of direct current.

Performan Indicators:0

1. Describ polarity.

2. Describ charge.

Describ voltage.

4. Describ current.

5. Describe resistance.

6. Describe wire sizes.
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Objectives

Given:

Information' contained in this
package.

Directions
Complete this package.

AO'

Learning Activities
Read the Key Words List'.

44444.4.44.441.44444

Read the Information Sheets.

tymoswaseJora.

Study the Task Sheets.

Complete the Self-Test.

,CoWete the Final Test.

Obtain Final Evaluation.

EL-BE-05
Basics of Direct Current

The student will:-

Name and define the four factors of
electricity.

Describe what actions take place as
values of voltage, current, and
resistance are changed.

4
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Key Words

EL-BE-05
Basics'or0treot-Current

Ampere: The base u of measure of electron flow (one coulomb per second).

Charge: An electr 1 unbalance; the charge' may be negative or positive.

Coulomb: The base unit of charge, 6.28 X 1018 electrons..

Current: The flow of electrons.

Ohm: The base unit ofmeasure of resistance.

Polarity: Identification of charge; it may be 4., or Assignment of connec-
tions.

Power: The Allay to do work.

Resistance: The opposition to the flow of electrons.

Volt: The base unit of measure of electrical force.

Watt: The base unit'' of measure of electrical power.

r7
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Infoimation Sheet

As you learned in.the last package, electrons can move through conductive
materials. This movement occurs because the Galance between the number of
electrons and protons has' been upset. The imbalance can be caused by energy
applied to the material in 'some way or another. An example of a common device
with an electron imbalance is a battery. Let's take a look at a flashlight

,

battery. At one end is the'positive pole, and at the ogler end, the negative
pole. Inside there is, a chemical mix which produces lefge amounts of negative .

ions (atoms with extra electrons) on the negative end,. and positive Sons '(atoms
with a shortage of electrons). on the positive end.

(7.

The action of the chemical mix takes place at a fiXed speed. The result is
that ions are produced at the same rate. When the battery was first con-
structed, this action took place to bring the battery to the 1.5 volt level.
If the batten), were to be used in a circuit which permits a very high current
flow, the chemical action would not be able to maintain the surplus of electrons.
The output voltage of the battery could drop below the 1.5 volt level. So we
cannot use the electrical output from the battery faster than the imbalance
is produced on the inside of the cell.

Polarity

Polarity refers to the direction in which electrons flow or attempt to flow.
The battery has a positive polarity on one end and a negative polarity on the
other. This marking shows whefe the electrons are coming from and where they
are going. Now certain devices are connected in terms of polarity 4s extremely
important. Diodes, capacitors, and transistors, meters and many other instru.
m s must be connected to the power supply with their leads in the correct

rity. If these components or pieces of equipment were to be connected
ards (with theTlarity reversed),,they.could be destroyed.

70
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Charge,

As the negative ions are added to the negative end of the battery by the
chemical action, a very interesting and important thing happens._ Remember how
electrons like each other? Right, they don't. They repel each other. The
more electrons we pack on the negatilve and of the battery, the more pressure we
get. The action is something like oieslOacking a suitcase. We keep putting
more and more in until it is bulging and no more will fit; If the latch fails,
the contents will pop out. The battery is like this The electra4 keep
building on the negative side until they are so crowded that no morecan fit. k

. The electrons want to get to the positive end of the battery,, but they cannot
because the chemical action stops them one way, and the air stops them thee
other (air-rs* epoor conductor). This imbalance we call charge. The amount of
charge can be measured by knowing the number of electrons in the imbalance.
This number is n n rmally huge, and its unit of measure.is the coulomb.

Coulomb

ti

The number of electrons measured as oge coulomb is extremely large. The number
is a quantity of electrons equal to 6,280,000,000,000,000,000. This is read
six-thousand-two-hundred-eighty-quadrillion. To be able to use large numbers
like this easily, a system called scientific notation is used. When this

1'8number is converted to scientific notation, it looks like this: 6.28 X 10, .

This stands for 6.28 multiplied,by ten eighteen times. The advantage of.this
system is that it allows large numbers to be used without confusion. At this
point don't worry about learning scientific notation but be able to recognize
it when you see it.

Joule per Coulomb

Now that we know that the coulomb-is the, base unit of electron chaFge, and we
can remember that the joule is the base, unit of enerk, we can dome up with a
relationship to give us a'miasure of electrical fore This should be a measur-
able unit to show the amount of force between the negative and the positive.

0
polarity. This ,unit is called the volt.

4

The Volt (V)

As shown above, the symbOl for voltage is V. It is used to indicate the output
of a battery or power supply: As an example, a flashlight batter it rated at
1.5V.

8
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The relationship between charge, energ ,a d voltage 'is: voltageoquals the
energy divided by the charge.

Energy W (Joules)
Voltage (V)

Charge Q (Coulomb),

Just remember that voltage is the measure of the electrical pusp. The more
voltage, the more push. The voltage is the prime mover of electrons.

To measure voltage, we:use a voltmeter. The voltmeter is like a small motor
with a needle on the end of the shaft to show the amount of rotation of the
shaft. Study the following drawing.

L7

r

I

NEEDLE

ZERO RETURN
SPRING

MOTOR ROTATION.

Notice that the more the needle goes upscale, the more force it takes to
stretch out the zero-return spring. So the higher the voltage shown, the.more
force. It is important that the correct polarity be used when connecting the
voltmeter. If it is connecteein the reverse polarity,, the needle will.tcy to
go downscale.

7
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(

Another way to visualize what voltage means is to think in terms of water?'
pressure, Study the diagram below.

E3C7UL

o.

i The flow would only take place if there were pressure on the bottom of thetank. \

WATER LEVEL

,RUBBER DIAPHRAM

;"

RUBBER DIAPI-IIIAM

LARGER BULGE

As you can see, the tank that has the most water in it has more pretture on thebottom. Let's go another step. If the tank had a hole in the bottom of it
the water would flow out.

WATER LEVEL
FLOW WATER DELIVERED,

4
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Current Symbol (I)
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In
-.

.

an electrical circuit, flow also takes'place. In the water system the
material that was moving or flowing was ter. In the electrical ci uit the
material that does the flowingis theke ectron. The electronflow r current
will move from a place with more pressure to a place of less press e. Study
the circuit below.

.

+ LE% ELECTRON PRESSURE

CHEMICAL

ENERGY -0--FLOW

,ENERGY DELIVERED
e.

,,,MORE ELECTRON CONNECTING WIRES

PRESSURE
FLOW

gtice that there is a complete path from the negative side of'the clattery
thrdugh the connecting wires on through the lamp through more connecting wires
and back to the positive end of the battery. This complete path must be
connected all the way'around the circuit or no current flow ien take place:
The current flow around the circuit is always an even trade. Whatithis means
is that for each electron leaving the negative grid of thtbattery, there must
be one going in on the positive end. The operation is something like a pipe
filled. with balls: when a ball is added to one end, one comes out the Ogler.
Study the following drfwing. 1r

40

LAMP

ONE COMAS

OUT

ADD ONE

Alerdicimmordierdwimina,...,
woorAworzerAworAwAwor*

10,
Ner,

gro

Aqie

011:111:1111.11:0:0:11101.`v
BAL MOVEMENT

9
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O
.r The flow of electric current' can be measured just as we can measure water flow

in gallons per minute. The measure of electriC current flaw is the ampere,

The Ampere (AY.

A

measure the, fl'Ow It anything, all you have to 'do, is to count how much is,.

.going by'a given place in a given period of time. We .know- that in the electri-

cal circuit the flow is made up of moving electrons. Butginthe electrical
circuit it ta'k'es hUge amount , el ectrons per second' to' make. 'very much

. happen. Remember 41he 'coulomb? Right, it was the huge .amount of electrons. that

we uge to Measure charge'. 'So we extress the amount of current flow in tv
number of coulOmbs,going'bt per second,- ...You must l'ealize"that 6.28 X 10

electrons are, a, lot of 'electrons, One ampere, then,wis equal to.one couloMb

passing one pOintin one second: To measure current' flow in..amperes we must

put a coulomb counter in the circuit. -To do this...the ammeter must be placed

to check on all of .the current flow.', The amm ter is always connected in the

circuit in series': 'Study, the 'fol levrihg circuit rawi rig*

I.6V

oVOLTMETrR

FLOW,.

9,

AMMETER

S.

Notice that,the current" st pan hrou'oh 'the eter,
,,,

on thrOugh the lamp, and

back to the battery., Th voltMot 1t, connected I he' battery to check.

the batteryii voltage wh n it is: (V op atier9.° ,tet'slake'.Another look at the,,

circuit, We know, that the energy .1,9 circuit tomes from the, stored enero),

.'i.h the battery* We Also know th' t .th .energy ',that we,a're using takes,,the fo,m,

of light and Mat from the lamp: ,,Whatvi,s in thejomp 'that.. gives us the type 'of-

energy that we want? .1:Th,e.. lis.'res0Cance:' : 1,..:
.,,.,...,

LIGHT AND

HEAT ENERGY

LAMP

A', ;I

L.

4,



Resistance (R

Inside the lamp there is a tiny wire which is made of tungsten. Tungsten is a
metal which is electrically conductiVe but much less so than Conductors like
copper. The melting point of tungsten is so high that it takes white hot heat
to melt it. When we force current through this tiny tungsten wire, the force
from the battery gives up its energy in a sort of electrical friction. The
result is high heat and light. It is the resistance that converts the energy
into the form we want. 'Toasters, electric hea air dryers, electric
stoves and ovens are other examples of every ' ;y devices which use.reststance to
convert electrical energy..to.heat and light

There is a wide range of resistance level in materials that we class as
conductive. Iron has six times more rest tance than copper. Silver-''is a I
better conductor than copper but not by.much. .Aluminum is not as good a
conductor as copper but, because of-its low cost and light weight, it is used
by the power companies for power lines.

EL-BE-05
Basics of..Oirect Current

4

How do we measure resistance? What is the unit of measure for resistance?
The ohm is the unit of measurement. n is the symbol for the Om. To
understand what an ohm is we can look at it in two ways.

The Ohm

From what you have read so far in this package you should know what avolt and
an ampere are. If we hook up a circuit which has a battery with one volt
output to a resistance that will allow one ampere of current to flow, that
resistance, then, is one ohm. Study the circuit below.

RESISTOR MUST

BE ONE OHM (IA)

Notice that there'is one ampere of current flow with one volt applied.
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The Ohm (2)

The other way to explaip an ohm is to use a standard component that we know //
has one ohm of resistance.

A coluMn of mercury 106.3 centimeters high and one millimeter square at a
temperature of 0° Celsius has cme ohm resistikaELV to end. Studfthe drawing
below.

I MM

SQUARE

I

ONEOH

MM.

Take another look at that column ofimercury. The resistance of the mercury or
any other material depends on four factors:

1. The material ofewhich it is made.

2. How long if is.

3. The cross-section area.

4. The temperature.

All of these four factors are important to review when circuits are designed to
be sure that the connecting wires are of thg right size. If the wire size is
Ubo small, they may heat and cause damage Ind energy loss.

O
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Mire Size
.

0

When wire, is made, it is sized to a system of numbers for the diameter of the,
copper conduttor. To understand how this system works Wmust understand how
wire'is made. Wire is drawn. To draw wire is to pull it through a hole which
squeezes it:into:a'smaller diameter and makes. it longer. See the illustration
below.

0.

0- PULL

.SMALLER DIAMETER

DE RATE

The holes in the die plaths'muit be in a sfze sequence decreasing gradually so
, -that the copper will pull through rather than snap off. It is thit sequence

that gfyes us thdtwirt size number system. In the illustration below there is
a part of a wiry drawing sequence showing.four.steps_.

j WIRE
SIZE

NO

DIE I Dir 2

WIRE.
SIZE

NO.2.

DIE

WIRE WIRE

SIZE SIZE NO.4

PsiCt3 (WIRESIZE NOT TO SCALE)1
DIE

PULL

wi.

When we select a given wire-size Wilber, that number, is the die number that the
wire went through last. The dies are numbered in the order that the wire goes
through them. This means-that the hole .in .the #1,die is larger than the hole

13
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in the #2 die.- Number one size wire, then, is larger than #2. As the wire
size gets smaller, the numbers get larger. Number 0 wire $s almost as large as
a pencil, whereas, number 36 wire is as fine as hair.

The amount of current (amps) that a given wire size can carry without heating
varies somewhat, but here is a chart with some examples of wire size and
current-opacity. (Copper wire.)

# 6--50 amps
# 8--40 amps

#10--30 amps
#12--20 amps

#14--15 amps

In most cases copper wire comes in even number sizes. The smaller the size of
the wire, the less current it can carry.

Measuring Wire Size with aKWire Gauge.

0
. Tne wire size can be determined by the ute of a wire gauge. The name of the wire

gauge that is in general use is the American Wire Gauge (AWG). The drawing'
below shows the AWG. The sizes shown start at #0 and go to #11, but*the gauge
continues to436.

.5

ol
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Notice the shape of the cutouts around the gauge.

51.0T

HOLE si

EL-BE-05
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The cutout is made up of a slot cut into-a hole. To properly use the wire
gauge t 0 bare round wire is tried into the slots until one is found that the
wire just fits. the hole is not used for wire measurement.

(N0.6 WIRE

O

4/6

WIRE JUST

FITS IN THE

SLOT (NOT

ill
ROwer and Energy .. THE HOLE)

An electrical circuit is system of transporting power from one place to
another. On the input end we have a source of energy which Is converted into
electricity. The battery does this. The chemical energy produces the electri,
cal imbalance. Wires are connected to the. battery. which lead to the load end
of the circuit. The load converts the electrial energy into the form that we
want. The loads can take many different. forms. i A light bulb givei us light.
An electric heater gives us heat. The electric Motor gives us motion.
How can we measure just how much. lectrical power we are using in a d vice?.

1

Power is explained as how.fast en rgy is used to do work. The base u ..for
energyPis the joule and the base nit of time is the second. Power, then, can'
be measured ijilthe joule-per second. The name given to this joule *per second
measure is thT watt. So the base unit of electrical power is.the watt. The
symbol used is W for watts and P for power.

,
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Self-Test

1. Varity s identified by

a. numters.
b. color code.

.

c. the shape of terminal or markings of
d. the method of connection.

The ion producer in the batter? is

a. a coil of wire.
b. aluminum foil.
c, a chemical mix.
d. a tungsten electrod0.

The Voltage level from one flashlight battery is

+ or

EL-BE-05
Basics 'of 01 rest Current

a. 2.5 volts.
b. 3 volts.
c. 1 volt.
d. 1.5 volts.

4. The quantity of electrons that equals one coulomb.is

a. 1.414 X 1Qx
b. 3.14 X 10.
c. 6.28 X 1018.
d. one billion.

5. One ampere of current is equal to passing one point.

a. one joule per second
b. one volt per coulomb
c. one ohm per volt
d. one coulomb per second

0

The .electrical f4Ftor of voltage is explained as

a. the flow of electrons.
b. the resistance to electron.flb
c. the force or pressure.
d. the power squared,

I

16
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If the voltmeter is connected in reverse,

a, no damage will result.
b. the reading must be inverted tck be'correct.,
c. the meter pointer will go down olf-scale l
d. the reading will be in ohms.

The symbol for current is,
a. A
b. R

#
c. P

d. I

The four factors-that determine resistance are

a.

b.

c.

d.

10. In the wire-size number ,system

va

a. the larger the diameter of the wire, the smaller the number.
b. the smaller the wire diameter, the smaller thelhumber.
c. the smWer the number, the longer the wire.
d. thelarger the wire diameter, the larger the number.

11. The ohm is the unit ormeasure of

a., power.
b. amperes.
cse battery voltage.
d. resistance.

0

12. The unit-bf measure of electric poweis the

a. ohm.
b. watt.
C. coulomb.%
d. ampere;

17
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Task 01.

EL -BE -45

Basics of Direct Current

The Complete Circuit

The following analogy and circuits are provided for your study. Look at each.,drawing then read the conclusions. Do you agree with them? If you don't or
are confused, re-read the information sheets and try again.

I

OUTPUT(

IleAr
1).014ms
FLOW CURRENT

414_11_111F.LO

VOLTS

E

POW

RE5i5TANCe/T/T

OHMS \\

FLOW-CURRENT

AMPERES

0

I. If the voltage (pressure) were increased and the resistance stayed the
same, the flow would increase.

2. The resistance restricts the flow.

3. If the resistance were decreased, the flow would increase.

4. ,Pm electric lamp Is a resistive unit.r
wt.

5; If the voltage were reduces; he flow would. decreas
,

6. If the voltage were increased, the power output would increAse.

7. If the flow decreased and the voltage stayed the same, the resistance
would increase.

18
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Complete the chart below. (Fill in the missing arrows.)

Example:

This means that the value has increased.

This means that the value has decriiied;-

..,,:

This means that the value has s Old the same.

Vol ta.s e Current Resista ce

O
In this case, if pressure (voltage) increased and the current stayed
the same, the resistance must have increased to keep the current the same.

Below is the rest of the chart. Some of the problems are done for you. Check
them over, then complete the chart.

4.

5.

Resistance

Answers:

I



SMALL DIAMETER
HIGH PRESSURE

EL-BE-05
Basics of Direct Current

LARGE DIAMETER
LOW PRESSURE

DELIVERY

Both circuits in A and B have the same energy output (power output)

.The circuit in B will operate only half as long as circuit A will. Eger0reserve in circuit A is twice that of circuit B.

S3; Circuit A has more energy reserve ,than circuit B.

4. ,There is less resistance in circuit B than in circuit A.

5. There is more current flowin circuit B than In circuit A.

6. The applied voltage is higher in'' circuit fi than in circuit B.,

7. The amount of current flow increases as the resistarite increases.

8. The current floW increases as the resistance decreases.

20'
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1 Final Test

EL-BE-05
Basics of Di recti Current

1.1 Polarity is represented by

a. the method of connection.'
b. the shape of terminal or markings of + or -.
c. c lor code:
d. n bers.

The ion producer of4lattery is

a. a coil of wire.
b. a liquid.
c. a tungsten electrode.
d. a chemical mix.'

3. Voltage of a flashlight battery is

a. 3 volts. '.

b.
,

1 volt.

c. 1.5 volts.
d. 2.5 volts.

4

The amount of electrons that equals

a. one_billion. 41

b. 6.28 X 101
C. 6.2.8 X 101818.

d. 3.14 X 10.

one coulomb is

%I,

'One-ampere of current is equal to passing one point.

a. one ohm per volt
b. one coulomb per second
c. one- joule per second
d. one volt per couldMb

44ctrical factor of voltage is explained as
.

a. the flow of electrons.
b. the resistance to electron flow.
c. the force or pressure.
d. the power squared.

If the voltmeter is connected,in reverse,

a.

b.

c.

d.

the reading will be in ohms.,
the meter pointer will go.down off-scale.
the reading must be inverted to be correct.
no damage will result,.

21
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8. A symbol for current is

d. I

b. R

c. P

d. H

9. The foUr factors that determine resistance are

a.

b.

c.

d.

10. In the wire-size numbering system
. ;

a. the larger the wire diameter, the larger the number.
b. the smaller the number, the longer the wire.
c. the smaller the wire diameter,. the smaller the number:
d. the larger the diameter of the wire, the 'smaller the number.

r

11. The unit of measure of electric'power. the

.a.. watt.
b. 7-ampere.
c. ohm.
d. coulomb.

12. The ohm is the unit of measur

a. battery voltage.
b. resistance.
c.A' amperes.
d. power.

22
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Final Evaluation

The Final Test score must be 901'. or better.

T4k 'Sheet. Score

Fiho, Test Score

,When'' 1 check's indicate. OK, proceed

4
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b 10,ITRODUCT I ON _TO CIRCUITS

Goal:
s

nyprentice will be able
Tend CircUit a.rawings and diag

0011*.*

r.

'

1

-a

r.

Pertormance Indicators:

1 Read schematic divtams.of
electrical circuits.

2. Read pictorial diagrams of
elec ical circuits.

3. Read agrams of parallel
circuits.

4. Read diagfams of series
circuits.

;,$
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Objectives,
Given:

4

EL-8E-11
Introduction to Circuits

The student will:

Schematic or circuit diagrams of series Connectthe components together
and parallel cir uits - according to the diagram.

A series circuit with a missing or
disconnected wire 411

A ptralTel circuit where one component
hasIkeen removed

Four questions on circuits

Direction/.
Obtain the following:

1 each 82 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor
2 each Type #680 pilot lamp (or equivalent)
1 each DC Voltage Source

.(or

0-15V minimum
Interconnecting wires or leads

Learning Activities

'Study Key Words'list,

Read Inmation Sheets.

..
Do the Self-Test.

Do Tasks.

Do the Final Test.

Obtain Final evaluation..

vs,

Determine whether or not the
current is lost in each of,the
components..

Determine whether or not the
current is lost in'each of the
other components.

Answer each question correctly.

adjustable

og'

41,
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Key Words

FL-RE-11
Introduction to Circuits

" Circuit:. A group of electriCal components and interconnections arranged to
ii-Orc7Fm some useful function. -'"....0**114

\

Circuit diagram: The same as a schdmattc diagram. (See below"..)

Electrical components: The parts of devices.that make up electrical circuits.
qt

Parallel connection: Two or more components connected together such that each
component ts tonnected betOeen or across the same two points in the circuit, .'

Pictorial diagram: ,A drawing of how electrical components are interconnected
showing actual pictures or sketches, of the components in the correct locations
for assembly.

. V. Series connection Two or more Components connected end to end so that only
one, end of any component connects to any component,

Schematic diagram (schematic): A drawing of how electricahcomponents are
interconnected using symbols to represent the components.

i

V lta e dro : The voltage across an electriCal component (other than a'source)
cause 'y a current flowing in it. i -.

1.

.4

94 4
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Introduction to CirCuits

Information Sheet
You should now have enough information on voltege sources and resistors toconnect them together and make a complete circuit. Before you get too involved,however, you should lea rn.some naAes for the types-of circuits'you will see and. how they will be drawn on pAper.

A schematic diagram or schematic, for short, is a drawing of electrical compon-ents and their interconnections to form a cirtuit. Symbols are use4 for the. components, and lines are used for the
interconnecting wires. A schematic mayalso be called a circuit diagram. A pictorial diagram is a drawing containingactual sketches of the components instead of symbols. These diagrams 'are used. by assembly people to construct electronic equipment. They show every detdilin the constructiorfincluding.

position end location of components and inter-..connecting wires..

E 7=-7
12V

u,)

,4110...M..WilL1w,1

15P.n.

2W S 50J'
5W

PZ3 270:4
IW

R44

I/2W

Schematic or Circuit Diagram

Pictorial Diagram go

A schematic or circuit diagram is uged by techgicians and, engineers to see howthe components are interconnected. The schematic gives enough i'nfo'rmation toallow the'experienced person to catculate,currents.
and.voltaOS that will bemeasured when the complete circuit is energized.\ In the circuits you will be

95
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constructingo the details 0 a pictorial diagram will.not be important arid

onl' schematics or circuit diagrams will be used.,
1 4,

'There are two.different ways to interconnect two components, series or parallel.

If only Dne.end.of each component is connected together, they are connected in

series. The interconnecting wire is usually not drawn so that the ends are

,,,just shown touOing each other.

Schematic or CircUit Diagram

of Two Series Resiitors

Pictorial Diagram of Two

Series ftestetas

1"

a

INTERCONNECTING WIRE

If the components are connected between or across the same two points, they are

:in parallel(

Schematic or Cifcuit1Diagram

of Two Parallel ResNtors

Pictorial Diagram of Two

Pat'allel Resistors .11.111

In order to powers the circuit, a voltage souroe*mOst be.'added. This will cause<

current to flow. In a series circuitipie voltage source is.05nnected end to

end as the resistors ,are. The serieVcir64t can,haie many more components, bug

they will.all be connected eed to,end in the same way.

I`the package called Basics of Direct CurrOnt, you were introduced tp an

analogy betheenfelectrical current and water flow thrbugh a pipe. ,Th'e same

analtogy shoOld bb helpful to you in. understanding the ideas of current flow and

voltage drops in simple series and parallel circAts. A water flow analogy of .

a sWes circuit.is'given

va



RCLOF
SURE RESISTANCE TO FLOW

LOSS.OF PRESSURE

11-BE-11
introduceithl,u Circuits

1°

ELECTRICAL RESISTANC ,
- VOLTAGE: DROP

I

/

El FCTRICAL
RESI STN' CE,
VOLTAGE DROP

I is electrical current.

E is source of voltage.
.

The water pumplis the source of water pressure and represents,the source of
voltage. The flow rate (amount of water flowing per second) represents the
electrical current. The.naryowing of the pipe resists the flow of water and-
represents electrical resistance.

°In the water system for a given/pump pressureo the mow rWstance that there
is td the flipw of water, the less the flow rate will be.

A

111
Likewise in the electrical circuit, the' more resistance in the circuit, the
less will be the current for a given voltage of the source. 6

In tjhe water system; the wetep is ;flowing at the same flow rate,anywhere in the
system. If it is two gallons per second coming from the pump, then it is two
gallons per second anywhere .in the pFpe or in the return path through the water
tank.

. In the electrical circuit, the current is the same everywhere in the circuit.
If it is one ampere out of the vol ehge source, it will be one ampere in'each,
resistanceand in all the interconnecting wires. Remember that one-Abeere is
one coulomb per second which also equals 6,280,000,000 billioh'electrons. per
second.

Thp water pressure is less in the narrowe.-pipes. 4 In the narrower pipes a.
lesser amount of water has to flow at a veater speed to maintain the same flow
rate.

The voltage' is:,less after passing each resistor tn the electrical circuit. The
current or ritZ,of,electron flow or, the coulombs'per second hays the same:
Just as therp iS a toss of prIessure at each narrowing of the:pipe, there is'a
voltage less across each resistor in the electrical circuit. A

" In a parallel eldctrical circuit the voltage source is connected In parallel,
4 that is, -across the same two points., A water flow analogy of a parAllel

circuit is given next.

A

a
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MORE FLOW

EL-BE-1'1 :

Introduction-to Circuits.-

LOWER RESISTANCE
MORE CURRENT
A.At

E VOLTS
B EE

NTS

HIGHER REISTANCE

0-- LESS CURRENT

E 3

4

Notice that, just as th'e water diviles into separate paths in the water pipes,
the electrical current divides into separate paths in the parallel resistors.

The amount of water in each of the' separate paths adds up to the total water
entering or leaving. Less water flows into.the narrower pipe; it has more
resistance to the flow. Likewise the electrfcal current in each of the paral-
lel resistors adds'up to the total current entering or leaving the parallel'
circuit. LesScurrent flows.in the path with the largest resistance. Since

each resistor is connected between the same two points, the. voltage is the same
across each resistor. The voltage .source-is also Onneeteal between those two

\

points, so the resistN. and the source all have the voltage of'the source
across thein. ,

A series circuit or a7arallel circuit may be drawn in different ways on a
schematit or circuit diagram but still be the .same circuits The following
circuit diagrams of different ways of drawing the same series circuit .and

.

different ways of. drawing the same parallel circuit,show this.
4

Notice that the direction of each current is determined by the polarIty of the
source.

Notice that the end of the'resistor where the current enters always has a
negative polarity Wth respect to the other end.

R2'

s*

R3

RI + R2+

,

Different Ways to Draw the Same Series Circuit
y
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(.

Different Ways bo DraW the Same Parallel Circuit

indicates where wires cross but do not WO (are.not attached)
I

'The dots indicate locations where thekcurrept can divide or. separate into thee,
different paths and are usually shown only Ofhen moire-than two connections are

made at the same place. 1

4
-Later on you will learn that you can make-othereclrcUfts that are coAbinations
of series andparallel circuits. These more complicated circuits will not be
explained now. In a series circuit if only:one interconnecting wire broken

or, removed, the current will go to zero in all of the components in the circuit.
An example of this is a series string of Christmas tree lights. If one light
burns out,, all of the lights will go out. This is!because,'When a light burns
Obut, the electrical path through all the lights is;broken.-110s is like a.
water pipe that is plugged.up so that water cannot pass through. The flow will

stop throughout the pipe. In a series electrical 'Ci'cuit when a wire is broken
or removed, the electron flow or current,, is interrupted and current is stopped
everywhere in 1; circuit. .

71N.J....OURRENT

CONNECTION 8ROKEN

SERKS CIRCUIT.

In a parallel, circuit, however,1 e of the components oth tp than the source
is opened or removed,. the same curr will still flow in the others. The

total current comjng from the source will change, however. An example of this
is a parallel string of Christmas tree lights. If one light burns out, the
others will remain lighted. Anot er example is your household wiring. Each

outlet is in parallel, and when a light burns out in your house, the others
stay lighted.

41
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CURRENT SAME
AS BEF
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CONNECTION BROKEN
a.

NO
CURRENT

\q,

.PARIALLEL CIRCUIT

Using the water analogy, if one pipe in_a, parallel branch of pipes'is plugged, the
other pipes will still carry the same water flow. The total, flow will be less,-
however.

Q.

el
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1. A circuit drawing tharuses
called a

a." pictorial, diagram:':

b. schematic

c. resistor drawing'.

d.

Components in series have

Introduction

sjembols,to represent: electrical components is

the-same

a. current. 4

b. color.

c. voltage.

d. size.

3. Components in parallel.have the same'

4.

p

a. current.
b. color.

c. voltage.

size.

In a series circuit, if a connection is broken, the current in. each
compooent.

increases.

stays the same.
c. is different.
d. goes to zero.

In a parallel circuit, if only one' resistor is removed, :the current? in.
the others

a. the same.
b. o to zero.
c.. increase.

e. are removed.

4

A

,11

1
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Task' A Series Olicuits

EL-BE-11
Introduction tp, Circuitt:

Use the 15 volt source or set the adjustable source 15V. Have your
instructor check that the voltage iscorreCt.

Connect the resistor:and pilo mps as,shown on the schematic using'
the. interconnecting leads.. Have. your)instructor chetkloUr connections.

Connect the voltage source and Rotice that both lamps are ligtted. Have your
instructor check that your connections are correct and.that.the lamps are
working properly.

4
Remove any one interconnecting wire and notice that t1oth Vamps go out. This
indicates that the current was lost parts of the cirtuit.



Use tho 5 volt source or lower: the adfustable source to 5V. Have your instructor,

check that the" source you are ,,now.usino, is 5. vol ts.

Connect theresistor and pilot Lamps :in:.parallei according to the schematic,.

-
.NotiC that both lamps, are..Aighted...when the source, iS attached.

Have your instructor check your connections and that -the lamps are working

properly. Remove one of the lamps from the circuit leaving both 'ends of the

resistor, andsthe other lamp still connected to:the*source.

Notice that the remaining lamp is still lighted.: This ilidicates that the

current- was lost ,only in the lamp that° was :remo'ved and not in any other Oarts.of

the parallel circuit.

I

.1

I'.

3,3
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wilid according to the circuit diagram

°

`

titiAt :1s wired according to the circuit diagram

nal -Test questions answered correctly

4

4,
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OK
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Answer
Self.:Test

1. (p.) schematic diagram

2.: (a) current 44,

(c) voltage

4. (d) goes to zero

5. 4 (a) stays the. same

S

r.

a

4

.

tl.-BE-114.
Introduction to Circuits

4'

,
. '14

,

I

t

1/1

,4,

J

.-,
t

d

A

4,

l6,

10'6
4,

4

O'

94.
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4
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READING SCALE$

e.

z

e

aY

Goal:

4;4

./

The aporentice wc11 be,,able to
reaa scales of electrical
me3surement instruments.'

4

Performance Indicators:

1, Read voltmeter scale.

2, Read apneter scale.

3 Read eameter scale.
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Objectives

b

Information sheets

A volt-ohm-milliammeter

.Directions

Oba\n,the following:

VOM .

Learning ActiVities

i

Read Information Sheets.

Do Self-Tests.

Do Final Test.:

Do Task.

The student will:

EL-BE-12
Reading $cal es

Correctly record measured value
indicated by "wing of each scale.

Correctly identify what number scalp
should be used with each setting of
the range switch.

,4.

4
lo

4

.Obtain Final Evaluation.

..110
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dorrnation Sheet No 1.
EL-BE-12

.Reiding Scales

The ability to read meters properly 'is very important to the electronic techn,i-
clan. Much time can be last by not using the meter Or by'inaccurate readings.

Although reading scales is not difficult, it 1.s very easy to make a mistake.

Scales you are already .used reading are rulers; clocks, and automobile 4
speedometers. Meter § are used to measure voltage (volts), current (amperes),
and resistance (ohmsj. A "needle" or "pointer" moves to a ° position over the
markings on the meter face to indicate the amount of current flowing through
the meter.

4 The markings on a miter face are similar tothetmarkings on the face of a
clock.

\

. 12

f gu re 1 -A. Figure 1-B

In Figure IA, if the minute hand is removed from. the clock, wen would estimate
the time as being 4:30 because the hour hand is halfway between 4 and 5.

In Figure 1B the meter niWdle,is pointing halfway between the filve and the next
lower mark on the face of the 'Meter,., By Anting-the equally spaced markt we
can assume that the reading would be 4.5 wets, It would be volts because the
name on the meter indiptes

r
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Reacting Scales

Using this reasoning, detegnine the voltages indicated when the meter needle
points to the fol lowing points.

4

01.

7
1.4

a

vorts

Figure 2

`.e/.) in Figure 2, we find t+Yat pointer A is two equally spiced marks to the left
of the 5 voltg ark. Since there are ten marks between the zero and ten, each

mark equals 1 volts. Counting from the 5 volt mark to.the left, we see that v

the first two marks/represent the pointer positions for 4 volts and 3 volts.
Therefore, pointgitA reads 3 volts. Pointer B, however, is between the 4 and
5 volt marks.t.'By estimating, we .can see that it is about 1/4 of a division
greater than 4 volts. This voltage can be estimated as 4.25 volts. Pointer C
is half a division above 7 volts or at 7.5.or 7 1/2,volts. Pointer D is at
the ninth division and indicates 9 volts.

Volts

Figure 3

On the meter face in Figure 3, we see small marks between th larger marks.
The small marks now ihdicate the half-iolt graduations so we no longer have to

All." guess where they are. The needle now indicates 6.5 volts.
111F
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4.

SelfTest No. lx
Give. the meter readings
for each "ointer.

4

.

A

A B C

1

EL-BE-12
dingjcales

2. a.b.-
c.
d.

a..
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.,

a
b. .

C.
d.

4



InfOrmation Sheet No: 2

4/ EL-BE-12
Reading Scales

Check your answers and make sure you undeTstand before you proceed. VOMs or
other multifunction meters have a range switch that extendskXhe operating range
of the meter. Without the range switch this voltmeter has only a 0-10V range.'
A range° switch might look like Figure 4.

(A')

1°V

(B) 100V

Figure

We now have two new ranges, B and C. With the range switch at B (100V) th
Meter will have a full-scale reading .of 100 volts so we multiply all of our
readings by 10; the pointer in Figure 3 would now be indicating 65 volts..
If we switched to the 1000V range (C), the reading would indicate 650 volts
(multiply the reading by 100). The range switch indicates the full scale
range or maximum reading of the meter. Current or ampere ranges follow this .

same rule(on ammeters.

Range = 10 100 1000
A . 2.6V A 26V A = 260V
B . 4.6V B 46V B 460V
C = 7. V C 70V C 700V
D - 9.3V D 93V D a. 930V

4
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.Self-Test No: .2

Assume the range switch is set as indicated foE each meter.
Tell the 'readings

for each needle.

EL-BE-12
Reading $cales

1. Range 100
ar
b.
c.

d.

Range 1000
a.

h.

c.

d.

3. Range 10
a.

b.

C.

d.
------

I

st.

Range 100
a.

b.

c.

d.

Range 1000
a.

b.

c.

Rangy 100
a.

b.
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Information Sheet N4i. 3

EL-BE-12
Reading Scales

Other types of ,scales may also be printed on the face , of. the.meter such as
resistance or ohms (a) scale. Voltage or current meters draw the power to
operate themselveS from the circuit from which they are connected. However)
the .ohmmeter has an internal battery to provide *rent for operation..

6

Figure 5

A typical ohMmeter scale would look like Figure,5. You gill notice that 'the

distance between 1 and 2 is not the samCas the d1 stance betweenk4,and 5.
Because of this, we say that scale is nonlinear. The scale ihFiglire 3 is
linear because there is equal spacing between numbers. In Figure 5 the,
ohmmeter needle is indicating 4.5 ohms of resistance.

116



EL -BE -12

Reading Scales

4 . a.

b.

c.

d.

A.
b.

c.
d.

....1

4.



Infoem tion Sheet No. 4. ,

. Figure 6

An ohms range switch might.-look like Figure 6.

These positions mean that any reading made gn the scale should be multiplied by
the number of times indicated by the range "switch. (xl times 1) (x10 times

10; Whatever the meter)reads times 1, 10, 1000, or 100,000, etc.)

01.4r former reading of 4.5 ohms (Figure 5), would have been 500 ohms if the

switch had been placed as shown above in Figure 6.

Remember k thpusand, so 1k is 1000.
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SQIf No. 4

Assume the ohms range switch is set as indicated for each meter.
Tell the readings

5. 4
.for each needle. V)

7
3

1%

L B E 1

Reading Scales.

.

1. Range X1

a.

b.

c.
d.

2. Range X100
a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Range X10
a.

C.

d.

4. Range 'XlK

a.

b.

.C.
d.

Range. X1OK

a o

b.

c.

A.

Range X100K
a.

b.

c.

d.
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Informatioa Sheet No. 5

EL'- BE-'12

Reading Scales.

SOW rang) switches may also indicate function (DC volts, AC volts, reststance,
-- etc.). Myltimeters have more than oneAM:415n. .Volt-ohM-milliammeters (VOMS)

have three basic functjons: the ileasurement of .voltaie and current (AC or DC)
.and resf'stance. Some VOMs may not have a current function. ,Wction may be-
determined by Input pli4gs for the test leads or a switch.

The first thin' you must 'know. when using a meter iS what you wish to measure.
;the function of the meter must be set properly. Stiond, you must .know where..

the range switch is set', and last, what the scale
I

Let's try looking a.t a typical small meter scale all put together. Note the DC
scale. The lower side goes from 0-0.5 and the upper side goes from 0 to 15.
.Your range Switch will tell you which -side to read. The AC scale also hasia
lower and upper side marked. Note that the R scale has only an Upper side
marked.

Based on function and range, this reading could mean many .tbings. If the
function were volts (DCV):

oe" MOW

1
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4*.

o obtain reading: RANG

:. EL-BE-12.

Reading Scales.

0.5 = 0.17V
, ,

Multiply 15 range reading by .1 1.5 -= .' 5V
1#

Mu(I-tiply .5 range reading by 10 5 =, U. 7V 4Itt

I ' `15' = . 5 it

Multip13, .5 range reading by 100 ' 50 = 17 V
...

Multiply 1.5 range reading-bi 100 150 "= 50 V

Multiply 5.range reading by 1 0 0 0 50Q =Q70 V ,,..

If the function were resistance. (R):, =. 45

10 = 450

V

4'

R x 100 = 4.5k

R lk = .45k a

Rx10k =450kc

ti

14

121
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EL-BE-12
Reading Scales.

Self-Test No. 5

Re4d,the following meters according to the function and range indicated.

Function OCV

Range 15----
Reading

Function R

Range Rif7
Reading

3. FunCtion ACV

Range

Reading

4. Function OCV

Range '5

Reading

5. Function R

Range. RX)K
Reading

Function OCV

Range Or"
Reading

argerkisi.moVax+111rMY

15 122

a



t

7. Function '11

Range' Rim--
Readinga

Function R

Ranger-61-7
Reading

9. Function DCV
Range 50

Reading
O

10. Function ACV
Range 50

Reading

EL-BE-12%
Reading Scales

0

11. Function DCV -.#

Rarige 500 oA

Reading ct., 'o

.1. (Neirl 1

12. Function
. Range 1.

Reading

it- 123

1



Final Test

1. Function R

Range X1

Reading

1

2. Function R

Range X107---
Reading

Function R

'Range xfUU---
Reading

4. Function DCV

Range 15

Reading

5.. Function DCV

Range 5
0

Reading

Function DCV
Range 15-----

Reading

A

(

EL-BE-12
Reading Scales

0.1 al

cp. . 40 ck

1
I.0



7. Function R

Range xf---77
Reading

8. Function R

Range xfr---
Reading

9. Function ACV
Range

Reading

10. Function R'

Range

Reading

: 11. Function R

Range X1D0

Reading

12. Function DCV
Range 50

Reading

EL-RE,..12

Reading Scales



Task
4.0

Reading " Scales

There are a numb r of different brands and models of VOMS. Many of them have
different scales and ranges. To become familiar with your meteryou should
look over the scales, ranges, and function selection.

,..

Obtain the following:

VOM

Step 1

Study the four top scales on the meter. Write in the space below the set of
numbers that indicates the full, scale reading,for each range.

'0 to ohms scale

0 to voltage or current

0 to voltage or current

0 to voltage or current

Notice how this meter uses a switch or testlead jacks for different ranges
and different functions. ThiNaions, which are expl'ained -in moredetail
in the package, are usually divided into the following'areas:

DCV - used to measure DC voltage
ACV - used to measure AC voltage

- used to measure resistance
, DCmA - used to measure turrent

Within each function will be several ranges beginning with very low values
and enciing at very high values.

Step II

List the 4,umber of ranges for each function from your meter.
0

DCV 1
1

ACV
,

DCmA 0

0 to j 0' to 0 to R x

0 to 0 to . 0 to I!.)(

A

NO tlY i 0 to 0 to
,

R.x
f

0 to 1
1

0 to 0 to

19

o
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EL -BE -12

Re4ding Scales

III

Step III . p.

Complete the chart below by listing the range for every function, the umber
you would use on each range and how you would modify the number to fit each
range so that the number would indicate the correct value of measurement.

Example: Say your meter has a scale of 15 on DC volts, and your range was
set to 150, you would fill out the chart like this:

FUNCTION RANGES NUMBER SCALE USED EACI NUMBER IS MULTPLIED, BY

DC Volts 150 V 0 to 15 \ 10
,..

,

FUNCTION
. -

RANGES NUMBER SCALE USED ,

,1

EACH NUMBER' IS MULTIPLIED BY

Ohms

.

R x 0 to

.

R x

7-7-7---.R x

Oto

0.to '

R x 0 to
.

DC Volts V 0 to

,

.

V 0 to

Ve to

. V 0 -to
_

AC Volts

1

0 to-

,

.

.

cOto

V Oto

"4 0 to
,

.

DCmA

%I

.

,

./

mA 0 to -,

.,

.
.

.

v

.

.

.

.

mA ,0 .t0 ...4

mA 0 to

mA 0 to

.

StepilV

Get your nstructor's evaluation of this task.

.20



Final Evaluation

Chart filled in correctly.

wF

do

$

I A

r

EL -BE -12

Reading' Scales -.

.0K RE-DO

01;



Answers "

to

EL-6E-I2
aqing Scales

,
Your answers may not be Adintical to thesili,Aiut 1.f they are wtthin 0 percent
range they. will be considered correct. ,

Answers to Self-Test 01

1.'. 0. 2 V

b. 4.5 V

c. 7 V

d. 10

2. a. 1.5 V

b. 3.75 V

c: 7 V

d. 9 V

I

a.

b.

c.

d.

.5'V

3.35 V

7.25 V

9.5 V

1.

4. a.:.41V
b.. 41\V

5.

6.

Answers to Self-Test #3

410
1. a. 150 A .4.

b. 14 a
c. 5.5 A

d. 1.19 a

2. a. 300
b. 7.8 0
c. 2.65 a
d. .75

3. a. 10.1

b. 4.5 0-

c. 1.6

d. .3 a

ot

5.

6.

c. 7-.5 V

d. 8.5 V

a. .25 V

b: 1.75 V
,c. 4.25 V
d. 7.75 V

a. 4 V

b. 5 V

c. 6.5 V

d. 9.75 V

a. 250 A

b. 17 0

c. 2.21 a

d. .39 A

a. 53.0

b. 11.7 A
c. 4.75 0
d.. 1.9 a

a. 22.5 0
b. 4.25 a

c. 1.24

d. .145 a

Answers to Self-Test 05 .

1. 8 V

2. 1.5.0.

3.

4.

135 V

.6 V
4.

5. 32.5 k
6.. 90V
7. 4450
8.

9.

3.5 0
.,?3.5 V

10. 18.5 V

11. 350 V
12. 1.05 V

ArtWers to Self:Jest 02

1 a.. 15 V

b.' 30 V .

4.,.a.

b..

. ,

7.5 V
37.5 V

c. 45 V c. 53.5 t
d. 80 V' d. 7;5 V

2. a. 200 V 5. a. 200 V

b, 350 V b. 350 V
C. 600 ,V C. 650 V
.d., 854 V d. 875 V

1. 2.5 V 6. a. 15 V

W. 4.5 b. 41 V

c. 7 V ' c. 68.5 V
d.. 9V .

d. 94.5V

Answers to Self-Test 04

)
.1. a. 45 12

b. li n
4. a. .22.5 A

b. 7 k A

c. 3.8 A C. 1.8 k 0.

d. 1.6 n d. .4 k a
,

a. 3500 a

b. 1500
c. 36t (2

425 A .

3. a. 275

1).1..74

c. 21.8
d. 3

.22 1.29

a. 750 k A

b. 190 k n
C. 60 k 0
d. 8.25 k.0.

6. a. 1900 k n
b. 1150 k

c. 700 k

d. 360 k

4,4
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USIWG A VOM

I

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
use a VOM for electrical
measureleint.

\*

r.

Performance Indicators:

l'. Identify parts of a. VOM and
their fOnctions,

2. Measure voltage with VOM.
4A-

3." Measure resiitance with VOM.-

4. Measure current with VOM.

130
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Objectives

Given :

Information Sheets.

A VOM, complete with resistors
and a power source.

N.

Directions

Obtain the following:

VOM.

A resistor assortment.

EL-RE-I3

Using a VOM

The student will :

Answer 6 test questions on the .bast
parti of the. meter.

Complete a Task for measuring pc voltage.

Complete a Task for measuring AC voltage.

-CarrIplete a Task for measuring resistance.

Complete a Task for measuring current.

A voltage source (this unit has been preassembledtr; your instructor).

n.

Learning Activities.

Read the Key Words list.

*ImOm.. Read the general description., of the VOM in the Information Sheets.

, Complete the Self-Test to the basics-of the' VOM.

Complete a Task

Compl ete a Task

Complete a Task

Complete a Task

on measuring OC voltage.

on measuring AC voltage.

on measuring resistance.

on measuring current.

Obtain Final Evaluation.
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Key, Words
1

v
EL-BE .43

Using a Om

\.

libm: Abbreviation for volt-ohm-milliammeter. A meter than 'Ca measure volt-
current, and resistance.

Polarity: Switch: A switch which selects +DC or -DC, depending on whether you
are measuring positive or negative voltage. The + indicates a positive voltage
and the . indicates a negative voltage.

Functi ti-RanseSvitCh': A switch which selects the function of current, voltage,
or res.: staiceind the maxjmumount. to be measured.

Ohms-or Zero-Adjust i A knob us o adjust the meter when measuring resistance.
Since the- batiery'inside:your m r supplies power-to the circuit when you are
measuring resistance, adjustments have to be made for the various conditions.of
the battery.

-Anput Jacks: The place where the test'leads are inserted--the red lead going
Into the V-n7A jack and the black lead going into the "common" jack.

Meter Scales. ThOlys marked with small divisions that show the amount,
measured. A ru1 *Os.'8.type of scale used to measure distance. A meter scale
ts a type of set4.4to'measure voltage, current, or resistance.

Test Leads:/,The wires that are used to conn t different parts of a circuit to
the meten,to make a measurement..

ci



'Using a, VOM

Information Sheet No. 1

General description of the vol t-ohm-mi 11 i ammeter. Commercial model s of the
volt-ohm-milliammeter (VOM) multimeter are able to measure direct and alter-

,' nating Voltages, direct current,' and .resistance. .Additional functions are
sometimes included.' A'wide variety of models are available.

.

POLARITY
SWITCH

le 10
vS'

IP

RANGE SWITCH *INPUT+
AND FUNCTION
SWITCH JACKS

M'S .3

ZERO
ADJUSTMENT
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, r

Most VOMS haVe several featu'res in common. Theyare the following;

.4

( 4

EL-BE-13
Using a-VOM

1. tatrilthitch selects +DC, -DC or AC depending on what it is you are
gefng to measure. (See drawing ford typical example.)

2. Function-Range Switch selects the function (current, voltage, or resis-
tance) and the range to be measured (100 mA or 10 mA, Only one of
the ranges can be selected at one time.

3. Ohms Adjust (sometimes called zero ohms) is a variable resistance in the
ohmmeter circuit. Itis used to. adjust -the meter when measuring ohms to
allow for changes. in the voltage of the. internal batteries. 'It is adjusted
with the range switch on any resistance.range so that the needle pointt to
zlero'on the ohms scale (usually on the right side) when the leads are
touched (shorted) together. The meter is.adjusted to zero because at this
time there ti no resistance between the leads Of the meter. This adjust-
ment must usually be made whenevet the resistance range

3



Usiv a Vom

v

Input Jacks are the places on the meter where the test leads are connectell.
They are all clearly labeled, and if there is any questfon as their usage,

-inftrrmat i on. -Most-meal strrements

'are made by using the + and - (common),. asks.
sop

5. 'Meter Scales are like a curved -ruler And are marked with small divisions
from whi4h values may be read.

6. Test Leads are the wires that are used to connect the meterto the circuit
under test. The redlead is considered positive (t), and the black lead is
negative (-)-or common. Connecting es leads correctly is called observ-
ing correct polarity. Incorrect. po ar y in DC circuits cause the
needle to deflect or move backward nd damagg could result. In AC

circuits, polarity is not importan

-Ail VOMS have one thing in common: they have a very sensitive meter movement.
The meter's range and function are changed to measure various voltages and
currents..

a

7 137
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Self-Test

\-0

.0

4,11E-13
.Using a VUM

Genetal descriptien of the volt-ohm-milliammeier

(Select from answers at bottom of page.)

1. Polarity Switch

2. Function-Range

3. Ohms Adjust

4. Input Jacks

Switch

5. Meter Scales

6. Test LJads
if

a. Used to adjust the meter when measuring ohms.

b. ires that are used to connect the meter to the circuit.

Selects +DC, -DC, depending on what you are 901116 to measure.

d. Marked with small divisions from which values may be read.

e. Selects voltage, current, or resistance and the maximum amount to be
mea red.

f. Plac on the meter where the test leads are connected.

00.

Pt

t



Information Sheet Nip, 2

General procedure for using a VOM to measure voltage

EL-BE-13
Using VOM 1'

The following is an outline of the basic parts of.the meter used to measure nc
voltages and the generatl procedure for measuring voltage with a,VOM br multi -
meter. This will' fit the most tohimon types of meters with few. variations.

1. Needle Adjustment For the meter indications to be as accurate as pds-
sible, the needle should rest diregly over zero on the left side of the
Scale when the meter is dittondected. If,the needle does not sit directly
over zero on the left, it thoulebe adjusted only by someone who knows the
proper method.of setting the meter.

Lead Placement Place the Meads in the proper input ja ks. The leads are
connected red to poWtive_(+), and the black to .negativ (-) or common.

Polarity Switch if your meter is equipped with a.polarity switch, turn%jt
to the position that represents the'type of voltage you,pre measuring (At
or DC). If the voltage undermeature is DC, have .the switch On 08+ for
measurements. The DC- is used fhpy in special cases such as when you are .

measuring negative DC voltages. A3n meters that have "AC volts" and "DC
volts" included on the range switch, be sure to se)ect the correct ranges as
well as the type of voltage.

4. Function-Range Switch Tun this switch to the highest voltage range. This
step should be doneiwiTet measuring any voltages unless you are definitely
sure that the voltage will not exceed the range voltage.

5. Connecting the peter Always turn off the power when making a connection to
provide for peronal safety. The leads are connected across (in parallel
with) the part of the circuit under.test. In DC measurements, yo q connect
the black lead to the most negative point of the circuit.and.the ted lead
to the most'positive.point. If you are urisure,of the.eonnection, consult
your instructor.

6. Circuit On If the voltage reading is within a lower range (in the lower
1/4 of the scale), turn the range - switch down until the needle moves above
the 1/4 scale mark. 'Be careful not to turn down more than one range step
pt a t me.

.4 04 7, After he reading has been made, turn the circuit off, remove the meter,
and to n the meter to "OFF" or to the highest range to protect the meter.
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IMPORTANT

General prdcautions should be followed with the VOM as with any other meter.
Some of these are as follows:

When measuring voltage, the circuit is necessarily alive, so keep one hand
in your pocket. This is a safety precaution. If you use two hands con-
necting the meter to a circuit, you are placing yourself in parallel with
the circuit and may have a short circuit through your body. When electri-
city passes through your heart, it can, and probably will, cause severe
shock and possibly death. Do not be afraid of electricity; RESPECT IT!

When measuring_ voltage, do not have.the meter set to measure ohms or milliamps,
as you will damage the meter.

/
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Task A
110

Equipment:

One VOM

One DC voltage source

Procedure:

zal

V

p.

`' ' i

.0

t 7

". EL-RE-13
Using a Vom

1. Set meter function range switch for highest +DC volts range, and hook up
test leads (red tp plus and black to minus). Have iSstructor. check.

. 2i Plug in your vol age *source and locate the "common" and 30 VEX terminals.

3. Connect your black ead to the "common" terminal and your red lead to the
"+" terminal.

(.4. Does your meter needle mover If not, you may be on too high a.range.
Slowly switch the range switch to lower ranges one at a time until your
-needle moves up to the Genter part of the Scale. DO NOT GO OFF SCALE: OR
YOU MAY DAMAGE YOUR METER!! (When the needle starts to move up onto the
scale, stop and read the value to make sure it does not,exceed.the range
of the next'lower.range), USE THE SCALE THAT "FITS" YOUR RANGE SETTING.

How much...0014p did you measure? 00.0.,011.
If you measured About (0 volts DC, then continue on and measure the
remaining'OCvoltages as marked on the source. Record your measurements,
in the chart below.

TERMINALOLITAGE MEASURED OLTAGE INSTRUCTOR'S OK

30 VDC'

18 VDO

12 VDC

5 VDC

5. Get your instructor's evaluation.

This may seem very easy to you ,Out it.take% a lots of practice to make
accurate voltage measurements, and many mistakes can be made - TAKE TIME
and CARE.

a



Task

Equipment:

One VOM

One AC voltage source

Procedure:

I

I

EL -BE -13

Using .a VOM

0

1. Set meter function-range switch for highest AC range. Hook up test leads
in proper input jacks (have instructor check).

Plug in voltage iource and locate the AC terminals.

3. Connect test leads to AC terminalsibf your voltage source (on AC,
polarity does not matter).

4. Observe scale and reduce ranges slowly one step at a time until the
needle rests in the upper half of the scale..

v

Record your reading and range for. AC.

AC

RANGE VOLTAGE

Have instructor evaluate.
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Information Sheet No, 3

General Procedures for using a VOM to measure resistance

. .

The tgillowing is an outline of the basic parts of the meter used to measure
rests ante.

When measuring resistance with the VOM or multimeter, it is necessary to follow.
certain general procedures. These are as lollows: I
1. LeadPlacement Plice the leads into the proper input jacks. These will be

'the '+ (or V- a
-6
A) and - jacks, as used for most other-measurements.

1

2. Polarity Switch This switch is placed in the DC+ position,.as the meter
wflf not work properly when on AC or DC-. .

3. Meter Zero The meter must be set to zero to measure resistance.1 ``Nearly
all VOits have'the highesteresistance where the smallest current flows..
The highest resistance readings are, therefore, on the left of tirsicalei
and the VOM usually does not have in adjustment for this side. ;le meter
zero allows the operator to set the meter so most current is flowing when
the-resistance is zero. This adjustment is made as follows:

Step at,With the range switch on the resistance range desired, touch the
two leads together (short circuit).

4b,

Step b: Move the zero adjustment to the needle points over the extreme
right hand side to zero on the oh)S ms,scale.

Step.c: Dis4onnect the leads. Do not leave 'Op leads shorted together, as
thi4 will run down the battery in the meter!

4. !unction. -Range Switch This switch may be placed on any range desired for
resistance measurements. The raRge switch selects the multiplier for the
meter. To find the actual resistance pf the circuit, take the reading from
the meter scale and multiply it by the number on the range. For example,
if the reading on the VOM is 2.2 and the range is -R x'100, the value would
be 2.2 times 100, or 220.

5. Read the.meter scale and multiply by the number indicated-on the range
setting, and record the value if necessary. lIf a range setting-adjustment
is necessary for a Rosla reading (in the center two-thirds of the scale), he
sure-to check- z &ro ohms again at the new range setting).

6. When finished with the readings, turn the mete to the "OFF" position or to
the highest voltme range to protect the meter.



Task C

Equipment:

One. YOM

One resistor assortment at least

Procedure:

rlesestors)
L-T

Using a VOM

You are:going to measure the resistance of some resistors that may'have a-

wide range, of valuet. NOTE: All the ohms ranges go frbm zero to infinity
(00).. There are two things to remember: 1) .Your most accurate reading

will be in the center two thirds of the meter scale so you want to select
the. range that will get you in that area if possible. 2) You must zero"
your meter every time you 'change ranges. (See step 3)

1. Insert test leads into proper. input jacks.,.

2. Select resistance range.

3. Zero-your. meter on this range.L

A. Connect leads together (short).

B. Slowly turn "ohms adjust" knob until the needle is exactlI over
the zero of the ohms Scale. If the. needle won't go All e way to
.zero on a certain range (psually a lower range) , have your
instructor check it. You may need a new battery in your meter.

6

4. Toliph the test leads to each end of the resistors and carefully read
each value and chart below. Also list the colorcode value for
each.

V

t

COLORCODED VALUE METER READING

Have your' instructor evaluate.

i4 1

1 g



. Information Sheet No. 4
. 0

General Procedure for Using a VOMfto Measure Current

1,

p

EL-B1.13 ,

Using .a VOM

The following is an outline of the basic parts of the meter used to measure
current.

Wheh measuring current with a VOM, it is necessary to follow_certein general.
procedures. Typical procedures .for measuring milliamperes are fs follows:'

1. Lead P)acement Place the leads in the proper input jacks. Usually the
.Teads are connected to the +.and . jacks, as before.for milliamps. Other
jacks for amps or for microamps are available when reading these respec-"-
tive values of current.

2. Polarity Switch This switch is to be on!DC+, as the VOMs do not usually
measure AC current.

3. Function-Range Switch Turn, this switch to the highest range. This step
shouldle done when measuring any current, unless you are.definitely sure
that the current will be less than maximum for 4 lower range.

4. Meter Connection To be measured, all of the current that flows through
the component must also go through the meter. To make this possible, it
is, necessary to open the circuit and insert-the' meter in series. Do not
connect as a voltmeter or ohmmeter or you will probabTy damage the meter.
Assume we have the circuit of Figure 1, and we wish to measure.the current
at point B.

.Figure 1 -0-

Break the circuit at point B as shown in FlOgure 2 .

r

A RESISTOR B C.

41-----A/V

k VOLTAGE tOURCi

Figure I
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Connect the meter as shown in Figure 3 with the negative lead toward the
negative side of the circuit (point B, in this case) and the positive lead to
the positive side of thevpirdvit ('shown as point C). '

Figure 3

5. Voltage On With the voltage turned on, the current Is flowing through the
circuit. If the needle does not go above one quarter of the scale, turn
the range switch down one range at a time until the needle moves into the
middle or upper half of the scale. (Figure 4.)

Figure 4

S

6,
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Using a VOM

-6. Voltage Off Turn off the 'voltage, remove the meter, and turn the meter
"OFF" or to the highestibttage range 'to protect the VOM. Switching to the
highest. voltage range switches out the ohmmeter and the ammeter sections of
the VOM. Both the ohmmeter and ammeter.sections cap he easily damaged by
external voltages.. Only switch to the ohmmeter or ammeter sections when
you need them. Otherwise switch to "11F° or to a highvoltage range for
pr6tection of the.meter.

IMPORTANT

Since it is.very easy to damage the meter when attempting to measure
current, it is important to use extreme caution when using the current
function. Many meters measure only. up to 1/2 Amp (500 milli-amps). So.

don't measure ANY CURRENT.you are not.sure is within the range of, your
meter!! (One -half amp is NOT MUCH.) Another common error is Placing your
test leads across a voltage drop (in parallel to the load). The current
functiort on your meter acts like a. short ctrcutt.and must pe in series with

the load,,whereas your volt functions tend to act. )ike an open switch.

CURRENT

METER

VOLTAGE

METER

%Is

COPT
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Task D

Equipment:

One VOM
One voltage source
Four resistors, 1/2 watt

Procedure:

One wog,
One lk

One 10k

One 100k

'EL 8E-13
Using a YAM

1. List the ranges on your meter for current (DC mA) starting with highest

first.

HIGHEST

LOWEST

I

Now, in the right hand column, record the highest point on this' scale that
your,needle can read to be able to switch safely to the next lower range.
For instance, say' you have ranges 500 mA, 250 mA, 100 mA, 50 mA, 10 mA, 5 mA.

HIGHEST SAFE READING AT WHICH.TO

RANGES SWITCH DOWN TO NEXT LOWER SCALE.

500 mA 250

250 mA

100 mA

-50 mA

10 mA

5 mA

18
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Using.a VOM

The highest safe point on the 500 mA scale would be 250 so we would put 2.50

in the right band column. If the needle goes above that point, it would

damage the meter if you switched to the next lower range.

Have your tostructor check your understanding of this before proceeding.

Set current function to highest range and place test leads in proper input
jacks.

3. Plug in voltage source and determine 'common' and.5 volt DC'terininals.

Connect your 100 resistor to the 5 volt terminal and Your black test lead
to the common terminal.of your voltage source. DO NOT CONNECT YOUR REQ

. TEST LEAD., 'Call instructor to check proper set up of the following:

Meter range and function...01
Test lead connection at meter.

Proper output terminal of voltage source.

Correct resistor.

When approved, hook up red lead and adjust range switch CAREFULLY until you
can make your reading.

Record this current:

You should measure somewhere around 50 mA. If you dol not get anywhere near ,.

this value, consult your instructor before proceeding.

If your reading checks out, proceed to use the remaining resistors. Record

each measurement in the chart below.

RESISTOR
100a

iok
foft

CURRENT MEASURED INSTRUCTOR'S OK



Final Eheluatiool

PROPER READINGS ON:

TASK A

EL-BE-13
Using a. VOM

OK Re-Do

,

TASK B

TASK C

TASK

METER STILL WORKS PROPERLY

Whenrall checks indicate. OK, proceed to the next learning package.

a

L

ov 4

PO

20 ;15Q

a

'41
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Answers

Self-Test Answers

1. c

e

3... a

0 4. ft

5. d

,

6. b

U

4,

EL-BE-13 '1

Using a VOM

14.
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Goal:

111MUCC014 LEAlllina WIWI>

The apprentice will he able to

(0-Iputo vkictrical problens
throu:411 use of Ohm's Law,

A

11*

I

2.8
OHK'S.LAW

4

4

t

Performance Indicators:

1. Compute
voltage

2. Compute
current

3. Compute
-voltage

cureent from given
and resistance.

resistance irom given
and voltage.'

current from given
and resistance.

.0
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ObjeCtives

Given: .

Ohm's Law

Materials to perform a

series oflasks

Directions

Obtain the following:

one circuit board

two 1K resistors (1,000 ohm)

410
one multimeter

one variable voltage power supply

Learning Activities

tudy the Key Words list.

EL-BE-15
Ohm's Law

I

The student will:

Complete a Final Test solving Ohm's
Law problems with 80% accuracy.

Complete a Final Test on Ohm's Law
relationships with 80% accuracy.

Completes Task for current.

Complete a Task for voltage.

Complete a Task for resistance.'

Read the Information Sheets.

Do the exercise on memorizing Ohm's Law.

Do the Self Test on Ohm's Law problems.

Do the Self Test on Ohm's Law equations.

Do the Task on Ohm's Law for current,

Do the Task on Ohm's Law for voltage.

0 the Task on Ohm's Law for resistance,

o Final Tests I and II.

Obtain Final Evaluation.

If



Key 'Words

I: Math symbol for current

R: Math symbol for resiottance

E: Math symbol for voltage

I

I E Ohm's Law equation fpr current when volta,ge and resistance are
known. a

t,

00
R * E Ohm's Law equation for resistance when voltage and current are

or known.

I R Ohm's Law equation for voltage when current and resistance are
known.

Directly Proportional: A math relationship in an equation that result% in a.

larger or smaller answer when the terms on the other side of the equation get
larger or smaller.

*

Inversely Proportional: A math relationship in an equation that results in a
smaller answer when the terms on the other side of the equation get larger, or
a larger answer when the terms get smaller on the other side of the equation/

III
. . ,

Ohm's Law Pie: g circle used to easily memorize each of the Ohm's Lai
ou

equa-.

tions Totind "I" ywould put a finger over the 11th term and the remaining
part would form the equation: I* E

.41,
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Information Sheet
4

Voltage, resistance and current are related in a very spec& way. This rela-
tionship is .stated in a law of electricity called Ohm'sA.aw. *Technically
stated, the law reads as follows: "The current through 41 'resistance is di r- .

ectly-proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional the the resis,-*

tance ". Mathematically this.tis expreadd as the equation I E

Since there are three terms in the Ohm's Law relationship: I, E and R, three
equations may be derived from' this statement. The three equations are as
follows:

For Current

For Voltage

For Resistance

IE (E divided by R) (E R)
"T

E IR (I times R) (I x R)

E (E divided by I) (E

A simple rule to memorize each equation involves using an. Ohm's Law pie.

***MEMORIZE THIS***

To vlve foravoltage, you simply puea finger over the E and you get. I x R, or
E = IR.

7

4/ To solve for current, put a finger over the I and you get E or I =

To solve for resistance, put a. finger over the R and you get E or R E

0
,

Simply cover the letter you want to solve fOr.and,the remaining letters'fdrm
your equation.,

1 at,
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The basic use for Ohm's,Law is to calculate;for the foflowing:

lq The voltage if bile know the current and resistan

EL-BE-ib
Ohm's Law

E IR.

2, The resistance if we know the current And voltage. R

The-current if we know the resistance and .voltage. -I 0

In addition you need to remember that when using Ohm's' Law' in a circuit you
must use each term as follows:

I is the current,through the resister.

E'is the voltage across the resistor.

R is the value of the resistor.

***You must know two of the three terms of each equation to solve for the'
third.***

A.
1

CURRENT THROUGH.

RESISTOR n

VOLTAGE ACROSS

RESISTOR

You may look at each of the three terms another way.

I. I is the total current through the entire circuit.

2. R is the total resistance of the entire circuit.

3. E is the total voltage applied to the circuit:

'4'



TOTAL CURRENT

FROM SUPPLY

' TOTAL VOLTAGE

FOR CIRCUIT I

. EL-BE-15

Ohm's Law

TOTAL

RESISTANCE

:10
When solving for Ohm's Law equations remember to concert all values for
resistance, voltage, and current to their basic units.

O

The basic unit for resistance is ille ohm.

The basic unit for voltage Is the volt.

The basic unit for current is the ampere.

To help you work problems using Ohm's Law, the/equations w141 be presented
showing all conversions to ohms, volts, and amps necessa to solve each
equation. In the following circuit diagrams the symbol is used to representA
the ammeter tat is measuring current (I) in amps.

Now let's try a few problems using each equations. to make sure you can follow
the math Involved.

FOR CURRENT

GIVEN.

E= 10 volts

Rx 1000 or 1k

UNKOWN CURRENT

IN AMMETER
VOLTMETER

READS 10101..1

15 j"

1 E

m 10

1000 (k ohms converted

to ohms)
y

I la .010 amps or 10mA



eta

IWO
FOR RESISTANCE

GIVEN

E. 20 volts

I=.10mA or .020A

AMMETER

READ5 mA

UNKOWN

RESISTANCE

ARVOLTAGE

GIVEN

I. 15mA or .015A
Rs lk or 1,000

. .

0
V a

VOLTMETER

READS 20V

I

UNKNOWN

VOLTAGE ON

VOLTMETER

4

R E

E -BE-I5

Ohm's Law

9 b.

,20

.026A (20mApnverte#
to amps)

.1,000 a or 1k

E IR

E L .015A x 1,000

mA c:hverted
to a ps

"

4.

4
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Ohm's Law

To memorize the Ohm's Law equations, work out the following problems. Check.
-- by-writing the equation and solving. In the following circuits the battery

voltage will be the same as the voltage across the resistor.

.

.0_ 5 rt.

3A

10V

3 4-

El
01H

150V

1E1

+up-- 1% 41"

15V

50-n-

_

3 mik

150V+411-

3A
R

VP

+ 9V -
-r-7-1111
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Self-Test

Ohm's Law Probtems

1. Write the 3 formulas for Ohm's Law.

R = 100-n

1= 10A

0
E.1

1 A

1000-a

44

II.100MA
4(.1 A)

$

10 .162
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Final Test 1 14

Ohm'i Lai/

EC-BE-lb

Ohm's Law

Solve the following problems using the appropriate form of Ohm's Law for each
-one: The ttrst one is done for you as an example.

1,1

5-11-

4

6

+
1 1 1611Win

150V

+ 15V

I=

fA
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.

Each equation tells us what will happen to our answer as each term goes up or
down in value. , .

Refer to the illustration below:

DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TERM

A. E E goes up and I goes up) (E,goes down and I- oes down
R (R e up and I goes down) ( R goes down and goes up.

INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TERM

5 Current in amps

` (I goes down and E goes down) (I goes up & E goes up)
Be E 0 IR 049oes up,& E goes up)SR goes down & E goes down) -

BOTH TERMS.ARE DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL

. Voltage in volts

DIfECTLY PROPORTIONAL TERM

C. R 5 E E goes upjandR goes up) (E goes down and R goes down
I (I. goes up and R goes down)' (I goes down and R goes up

t

INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TERM

R Resance in ohms.

Remember thp basic way Ohm's Law was stated: The'current through a resistor is
directly proportional to the voltage across the resistor and inversely pro-
portional to the resistance of the resistor. In other words when the voltage
goes up, the current goes up; when the resistance goes up,. the current goes
down. Mathematically it looks like this:

(any term on top,of the 'line on the right side of the equation is
E directly proportional tO the term on the left side).

I 5 1r
any termdon the bottom of the line is inversely proportional to the

term on the left side.

You should be able to see that, within this equation, if the voltage goes up,
the current will go up. If the resistance goes up, the current will go down.

«I



A.

s.

Consider,therfollowing example of dirpct -Rroportion.

I 17

4020V

10

GIVEN
.E a 20 V
R m 10c

GIVEN
E * 40V

R 100

EL-BE-15
Ohm's Law

Voltage in B is

2 times that of A

Note that when the :Voltage increased by 2 times, the current increased by 2
times, or by the same proportion. Therefore, we say that the voltage and the
current are in direct proportion.,

4



Next consider an.example of inverse. proportion

A. I *
R

It

EL-BE-15
Ohm's Law

3

Resistance in B
is 1/4 that of A

4k,'

Note that when the resistance was cut in half (1 /2), the_current increased by 2
times or by the opposite.proportiOn. Recall from your equations package that .2

is the opposite.of 1/2; therifdre; when' the resistance was cut in half, the
current doubled, or increased by an opposite or inverse proportion, The above
equation shows current and resistance to be inversely proportional.

.4

4
ti

P
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Let's consider another example of inverse propornion

I2A"*"

4

EL-BE-15

Ohm's Lay

Current in B is
CtimesIthit of A

...11116

B.
IIIE

/ 40V

I =

A

fh

Resistance in B
is 4 that of A

4

Note. that when the resistance was cut tc4/4 in B, the current in B increased

by 4 times or by the-opposite proportion. Recill from your equations package

that 4 is the°opposite of 1/4; therefore, when the resistance was'cut to 1/4,

the current. increased by the opposite proportion of 4 times.

The two examples show that resistance and 'current are inversely proportional to

each other. When resistance goes doWn, the current will always go up bY:the

opposite proportion:.
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40.

,

At this point, you should be-familiar with the idea or dirett,proportion and
. inverse proportion. Let's look at each formula or equation for Ohm's Law '.---\

and state it in spoken terms.

E The current is directly proportional to the voltage
For current I =

R and inversely proportional to the resistance.

For. Voltage E m IR The 'voltage is directly proportional to either the
,

current or. the resistance.*

For Resistance R M 'E The resistance is directly proportional to the
T voltageand inversely proportional to the current.

You may question why we go to all this trouble learning about the relationships
of each formula. Why not just do the math indicated by each equation? The

reason is that-understanding Ohm's Law is necessary to succeed in applying It.
At this point it would be easy to show you an equation, give you the numbers to
substitute for the syMbols, and let you solve for the answer. You may have to
learn to do this for testing purposes to be sure you can work the problems,.but
it is of little value when confronted with an electronic problem'in some type
of radio oritelevision receiver. Your skill in using your nowledge will be in
how you ahplyze the problem. You must be able to interpret he voltage,
resistance and current measurements that are different from th t Balled foi0 An
a slchemaillic diagram. This is the real' test of your ability. In a later unit
we will explore troubleshooting 'Using many of the ideas presented in this
learning unt.

4:

0
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Self-Test
6

ONECTLY PROPORTIONAL VALUES VINVERSELY PROPORTIONAL VALUES
EQUATIONS.

The resistance in a circuitirent down. but the current stayed the same.

What happened?

a. Voltage was increased.
t.'b. Voltage also degreased.

c. Volta* stayed-the same.

If resistance stays the same andtevlaedecreases, what will the
current do?

a. Increase

b. Decrease \
c. Stay the same.;

The current in a ciraht went down but the voltage stayecrthe_same. What

happened? .

:^. . Resistance.increaSed.,

tc--__ Resisstance decreased.
Resistance stayedithe- same.

4. If the current dopbles through a resistor, the voltage across. .the resistor

a. remain the same.
b. be 1/2 of the original valu.
c. be twice the original value.

5. If the resistance in a resistor doubles, the current thr. h the resistor

will 10
1r
,

a. double in value.

O. be 1/2 the original value,

c. remain the same.

(.

bi
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Obtain the following:

1 multimeter
ammeter

2 1k resistors
1 resistor of unknown value
1 circidtbreadboard
1 power supply

?

CONSTRUCT THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT:

.1

Ammeter

JUMPER

E 20 V

STEP 1. Using Ohm's Law, equation for current, solve for the current through
the ammeter. (Do not apply power to thist,circult.) mA

STEP Now apply power to the circuit kind record the current measured .by the
ter. mA

ge

YOUR CALCULATED VALUE IN STEP .1 AND YOUR. MEASURED VALUE IN STEP 2
:4 SHOULD COME OUT THE SAME..

STEP 3. .Open the jumper so .no current will read on the meter. Reduce' the
voltage to 10 vol)ts. 10 volts is exactly 1/2 the voltage used in
Step 2. Using the rule that ctittentand 'voltage are directly pro-
portiona'li, the current should be of the value measured in
Step'2. The exact arrkount of curreiii ihould now be mA.

11
r

STEP 4.. Connect the jumper so tat the ammeter will measure current: Record
the current easured tir the meter, mA.

THE CURRENT DECREASE MEASURED IN STEP 4 'SHOULD MATCH. YOUR ESTIMATIONS
IN STEP 3.

ti"

STEP 5. Obtain your instructorq evaluation.

46.



Task B

11"

CONSTRUCT THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT:

EL-BE-Tt'

Ohm's Law

STEP 1. Cover the face of the-m ter.located on the power supply.

STEP 2. Using the Ohm's Law equation for solving fcir.voltage,eso1ve for the
voltage across the resistor (ER) and! record the value. v

STEP 3. Starting at zero volts, turn the power supply voltage up until. the
ammeter reads lOmA.. Measure-the voltage across the 1k. resistor and
record the value. V

YOUR ANSWER FROM USING OHM'S LAW EQUATION IN STEP 2 SHOULD MATCH
YOUR MEASURED VALUE IN STEP 3. ,

STEP 5. Increase the power supply .voltage Until the :'current doubles or

equals 20mA.

Ustng the Me.t.h6t.orreht and voltawaredtrectly proportiO001,
the new .accross 1kresistor-should increaSerby
4 factor and :read. volts.

, .

4kttack.the yollmeteracross tkieAV:resf.Storand meoUte-the,new
:voltage..

STEP 4. Rembve the voltmeter from across the lk resistor.

YOUR ESTIMATE IN :STP 5 .Houtto MAYO tt youR'tiAsuREct VALVE tN STEP
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Task. C

CONSTRUCTTHE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT:

UNKNOWN
AMMETER RESISTOR

+ VALUE
A

ATTACH METER'

-t TO -AS INDICATED.,

STEP 1. Have your instructor cover the color code.on a-resistor by using
masking tape.

STEP 2. Install the resistor as indicated in the above diagram.

STEP 3. Starting with the voltage at zero, increase the voltage until the
ammeter reads 10mA.

STEP 4. IMeasure and record the voltage across the unknown resistor.. V

STEP 5. Using Ohm's. Law, calculate the value:of-the-pesfstor-us4ng:the
current and the voltage you measured in .Step 4.

STEP 6. Remove the resistor. from the circuit.

STEP. 7. Using your multimeter, set to read resistance, measure and record the
value of the unknbwn resistor. Ohms

YOUR CALCULATED VALUE 910M STEP 5 SHOULD MATCH YOUR MEASURED VALUE I

STEP 7.

STER.8. Obtain your' instructor's evaluatiom.
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Final lest 2
.

1L-BL-lb
. Ohm's Law

The resistance in a circuit went up but the current stayed the same. What
happened?

A. Voltage was increased.
B. Voltage was decreased.

0 C. voltage stayed the same.

\

2. If the resistance stays the same and the voltage increases, what will the
current do?

A. Increase.
11B. Decrease:

C. Stay the ,same.

The current in a circuit went up but the voltage stayed the same. What
happened? 1V

A.. Osistance increased.
B. Resistance decreased.
C. Resstance stayed the same.

If the%current through a resistor increases 3 times, the voltage across the
resistor will

A. remain the same.
B. be 1/3 of the original valued
C. be three (3) times the original value.

If the resistance in a resistor decreased by 1/2, the current through the
resistor will

A. double1X2) in value.
B. be 1/2 of the original value.
C. remain the same.

4

O
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Evialuation

Completed the Task on Ohm's Law for current.

Completed .the Task .on Ohn's Law for voltage

LLA3t-Ib
Ohm's Law

OK Re Do

Completed the,,,Task on Ohm's Law for resistance

.---completed final Test I on Ohm's Law prOtilems

with 80% accuracy.

Completed Final Test II. on Ohm's Law relationships
with 80% accuracy.

When all checks indicate OK, proceed tothe next learning package.

23 175
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Answers

Answers to Exercise 41-

1. R E = 3V In

2. I = E = 10 = 2A,
-"F

E IR = .3A.X 3n =9V

4. I E = 150V. F 6A

5. I s E =

315
.005 4005A or 5mA

-11- ,000n

= ,E = 150V .03A or 30mA
-Tr- 5,000

E =d IR = .003A X 2,0001 = 6V

8. R = E * 9V = 3

Answers to Self-lest #1

1. I = E

EL-BE-15

Ohmis Law

s

Any order is correct as long as the equation is written correctly. .

2. I

R

3. I = E

--r

I 20V

106 6

'120V-my

I .2A or 200 mA

R 12n

4. E= 0 x R; E * 1 x 1,000 ; E 1,000V or 1kV

R = E

--r
6. E IR

7. I = E

R = 75V77 R= 150w

E = .1A x 5,000 .* 500V

5V 10mA or .010A
504
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Y.

Answers

EL-BE-I5
Ahli's Law

Answers to Self -Tent #2

4.1. E Restance and voltage are terms that are directly pro-B. R

,

"7- portional. Therefore, if the 'resistance goes down, the
voltage would have to go down.

2. B.
i Current .and voltage are terms that are directly. propor-

tional. Therefore, if the voltage decreases, the- current
would have to decrease.

A.
Current and resistance are inversely proportional.terms.
Therefore, if the current goes down, the resistance would
have to go up or increase.

E = I x R In this equation, current and resistance are items that are
directly proportiorlal. Therefore, if the current doubles,
the voltage will double, or be twice the original value. *I

5.
R 1 This equation shows current and resistance to be inversely

R proportional. Therefore, doubli.ng the resistance (X2). will
hive th opposite effect.on the current, and it will be 1/2
of its value (opposite' of 2 is 1,42).

Ik



Goal:

I

POWER AND WATT'S LAW:

ti

The apprentice will be able' to use
Watt's Law in computing problems
in electrical power. 0

(1

I

e

I

Performance Inlicatoks:

78

1. Compute wattage from given.'
voltage and amperage.

Compute amperage from given
wattage and voltage.

3. Compute voltage from given
amperage and Ipttage.

.

A
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Objectives
g

Given:

Watt's Law

Directions

Obtain the following material:

Circuit Board 10 ON 1/1 watt resistor
Power Supply

\

Multimeter 10 ohm 1 watt resistor

The student willf

r.sitt

Resistors of different wattage Perform an experiment demonstrating
and equipment tosoerform a task. P,

EL-BE-16
Power/and Watt's Law

,

I, and E relationships using
W is Law.

81
Answer .a set ofresVquestions with
80 percent accu acy.

Learning Activities

Study ,Key Words. list.

Read Information Sheet.

Do Self-Test on Watt's Law equations.

Do Task on Power.

,Do Final Test on Watt's Law.

Obtain Final Evaluation.

......1

I
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' Power /and Watt's Law

Key Words

liy

Power: Work done by electrical prehourt oi vo
., .ltage. ''

Watt: The basic unit of power.
1

Watt-hour: The basic unit of powermultiplied by time.

Wattage:,.The amount of power in watts used.o'do work by an electrical device:-

\Watt's Law: P = 1X L

Amphour: Thmount of current per hour available in a battery.

Tower Dissipation: The amount.of heatigenerated in watts by an electrical
.device.doing work,.

of

Watt's Law .pie: A memory aid to learning Watt's Law.

Dissipate: To give off energy in'the,form of heat.

es0

4o
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U

'Power/ od Watt's LaW

d
The ba%ic unit el power 1%. the watt. All of th-e it d yt:' 1 II your
home Olaf Ase.olectrit iiy- will tell you how much pow'r they.use by teHing
you how many watIA they use.,

Approximate Cost of Dperation.of ApplicanLes

fiance/

Toothbrush
Clock

air Dryer

Sewing Machioe
Shaver
Toaster
Vacuum Cledoei

Radio .

Washing Machine
Coffee Maker
TV, B

TV, COlor

Dishwasher

Refrigerator/
Freezer

'Manual Defrost

Clothes. )r,

Range wit en

Refrigerator/
0 Freezer

Auto Defrost

WaterHeate(
Central A/C

-- ,

Average Lst. cost per Month'
Watt4 at $0.04 pir KWH r

/
1 5

1146

630

71

512

894

45

145

y01

.003

'.06

.05

,04

.04

:15

.29

.34

.35

.1.3(16
. 1.21

2.33

4856 3.31
12200 3.92

5.98

.44P4 14.91
167U /ton ,1 35.00

Mir

Ii

18j.



Information Sheet
"Power/ anOW dtt' s I.aw

You will often heaOhe words "alternate sources of energy" when describing.
different sources of electricity. Nuclear energy, solar 'energy.-, geothermal
energy, and wind power come from 'different sources. The energy front all 'these:-
iillitrent sources can be!'kused to create electrical pres4Ore or electricity./
WEE-this electrical pressure .does some work for such as light- a lamp or
run, a TV '.et we are using some ,of the energy. The amount:/of energy
depend' on the type of; work being done by our electrical pressure:" In this'uhit
we are not concerned with the energy itself but With the worl6thatls being:7'4,done. Power is the word used to describe the ability:o0his:electrical
pressure to do work: Anytime.electricity is used to dosorilethi,ng,,poWers is
also being used. The amount of power'uSed depends upon what:ty*of electrical
appliance you are using. , ,

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'111,11q111+ '$1,110;111111

00-.- )10

II Illiiillk11!1111111111111111'il
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fl

. .
.

.. ,.A stove, for example, uses'more pow r than a TV set. The two electrical .

devices in your home that usethe most power are the hot water heater:eh'e
,electric' heater. The size ofAhe bill that the elettric:.company sends you

depends on how much power you Use.: Conseriing the amount. of power' You. use:,Carl proven very helpful ip trying to keep the electric bill as lout as possible..,

4 J

If you have ever looked at your electric bill and tried to figure out what
makes it so high., youimAy, haVe noticed that you, were billed for the, amount' of
,watt-hours used. The amount of watts used times the.'Orie in hours. the power.,.
is used is called watt-hours.

,
.

_
....



The clearest example of the relationship of wattage use.dtto work dorie'iStttielight bulb. You are aware that. a 10 watt. bulb gives much more; I igilti t,han, a 'i0,.watt bulk and requires much mbre elaricity to:"produce thati,11.ght.,0 illost"home.-.:'
light bulbs. range from 25 tot 150 Watts, `Ihe:electric applianceS that you .have: ,:,
will average from .100 watts to several thousand watts. Yottr electrR coM0pa

, ,
* will chargeryou for;the amount of watt-hours used. Since you are' biji.k4.101Y:'

once per month, several thousand watt-hot/00011 be on your bill erach ,month..
1..; 4

, .4To figure out how many watt-hours something will use, limply.muTtiply the
amount of power in watts thelappliance uses by how many hours .it is turned
on. For ex'ample, if you leave a 100 watt light bulb' on for 30'.days,or 720 .-4
hours # you .would' use. 1:00. x 720 or 721000 watt-hours. This woul:d normal ly be
expressed as 72 kilowatt,hours.:Or 7.2, kwh. (.' *,
The electric company charges a figed amount for each kilowatt -hour used The
electric lines usually supply 120;ivolts for-small applianceS'and 240 volts for

. , larger appliances. If you do not haft a -clevice .connec(-0 to: he eleCtrical
.1 outlet and ahe device turned op ,.then you are not using any,' el ectrical :power

or energy. It is only 'when the iteM'As plugged,,,in and tuilled on that energy .. ,
10r poWeer in watts is being used.

, ..
...

. .
Powers-ts used anytime you have a cOnductor which connec one slot. of the
electrical outlet to the. other. The Iconductor forms a. p lWa:y :fortheelk-tri city. The appliance or the electronic device which is ,plugged into the is

wall represents a LOAD on the electOcal *service to the bousi. Loads, are:ofteri.
represented: in sematit diagrams as a resistor and often :ircated' as RL:

-'WALL OUTLET

OW R CVE'--nr17WTiirS PATH FOR
ELECTRICITY 'TO 'FLOW FROM ONE
OF TK, OUTLETS. TO THE OTHER',



n . .
.....

.....
-:,:Rower 'Is al so thsed Ett. yqu. pro v.! d0..:..d. konne,r`,,fing path, between the-...iWo tr'e rmi.na.,..

...., i;:. of. a ba,ttery , even- i t.ther.e ;i .i i-lo I pad: I ht: battery1 W11.I go' :'.'a liliost' . ',-....'' immediately if ',there is n'o':.1.00,:r.tutimit ;'the._ fl OVI. 0, cur.tient . I'lli s'..A.: known-flog ,. ..as a short circuit t .. '''. ...: . : .: ,..,...-,'

4 , 4 ; ,' 1
of, . . .

,

. 401. : ; ;_. j
The 1 opd 'parts of ttre'0.1 e(i..tr I c a I .,system j0i.:0.-c.;ar , such itS. head1-1,-9nts , radio.,.starter, ;pro,vide a i-eist,,:43'nc?: to the fl,c)W which liMits .the 'current drain froththe7;ba t tier' .:,The'iboad .dSIS.0...:i._1issl.:pa.t.i.es 'heat and .1 ilht. which pre:N./OAS:. the kices-.. from i?ki i'41 Irig -ip.

v.

fr

The amount of Power that a battery can supply:As much less than ihe amcitint%ofpower that can be supp I fed by the el ectri ca neS' xdur \The. amountof powers that -'a battery Gc11 supply usual ly depends on the size and
\
\ype, of th'ebattery;

;#e

SMALL AMOUNT OF PuwER

,
..

-The amount of vol tage that the battery provides IS not the only 'fa'Ctor we must:'.s.,,. Cons,ider.. The 12 vol t flashlight battery arid the re volt car battery each're Orbvide 12% volts at We terminals. The flashl ight: battery Could nover,6e usedto start a car because it cannot siro,ply the 'amount of ,power; required by.,the car;starter. .
.

4,1ipu may have exper enteo a "rie.aci bat terr in. a Car. that riti'ldlriOt1 ,supply _enough'power to start the .car but wpid ri still cause the heath i g is to l i'9ht up. That'',happened because the starter 'rtlqui rvs much more. power -than the teadl gigs.When the battery igets weak , t0s.annut supply...large amOunts of power, 141t, itstill may be able to suppl y .44,!)1,1a I aMount ot. pOWer.,.



'" .
. .Devices that. get theitheir. power.' from a battery or power supply. such as that used

in your experiments State, their ;: powersrequirements AftPS instead of WATTS.
To fi.nd4out :how many watts are required by a,' device that tells. you how much' fcurrt4it', in iamps .t rsequires will involve some calculations: Detenni.ntrA watts

**needed.lor Power) is the basic function of Watt's taw. Electfical 'devices' that
plug into the, wW outlet will always 'have the poW6f. In watts that they require
printed sanewhere on the device.. All other products that* use power from some
type:' tattery or pOwer supply usual ly tell you hoW much 'current. in.:amps they':

Howto convert amps id,to watts !nvolves. an I.equationi:knOWn'as Watt"s
.1.1w.. The lair states that t watt of poWer is used when.t.velt.'.of electricity
causes 1 amp of. el'ectrtca 1 current to flow throttgh ohm. resi

1.-13E -16
Power/and .Watt's Law

'Watt '.s expressed in an e4.uatiori: thap vol tage and.. r rept
Thg 'equatiion- Off .Waftts-Law.using "volta9e -alid;eurrerit looks like. this

II /0.
:

POWER

Watts'
.

*EQUALS CURRENT
in

amps

' VOLTAGE
in

'vol is

.

I wa t:t equals. . 1 amp times volt
ti

s go back to the .ptroblern of figueing out how much powerr your headlights or
care starter May require from the..battery. Due to the load 'resistance. insfcte
the .heai.plighto '2 amps of current 'pay. f l'qw when connected:. to a 12 volt battery.
Th scar', starter may re resent a lower load resistance O.,that .50 amps. of
cuhent :.May flow ,whin connected to:the vol t battery Si rite we know, the
current :throygh each load and the vol t lige across each lOad we can to9pute;
the,amounlof,power needed for each deVice,
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12 VOLT

BATARY

. ,

1.

EL-BE0i§
Power /.and Watt's LaW

RL,

N.4, CAR HEADuGH.T.

AMMETER READS.
2A

X n_ax 12 V P = 24 watts

(2 VOLT

BATTERY

P I.X E = 50A X 12 V' P = 600 watts

CAR STARTER

1101.MM

From- the equation P.. I X .E, you should recognize that all the terms are
directly proportional. This means that if the. value of the current or voltage
increases, the power will also increase:.. The opposite is also true. If either
the current or the voltage decreases, then the power used by the item will also
decrease. Most electrical items require a certain voltage to operate:properly
so it is not practical to reduce the voltage to lower the power required. A.
new small 12 volt lantprn battery may be. able to supply only 1/2 app. for .1 hour.
This means it has a rating of 1/2 ampere-hour. If we apply our Watt's Law'
using P = I X E, we can come'up withhow many watts it can supply. P = 1/2 amp
.X 12 'volts . 6 watts. q.et's try the same thing with a ca'r battery rated aft
.sq amp-hr. 50 amp-hr means it can supply 50 amps for 1 hour. P A'I X E. or
P 50A x 12 v . 600 watts. The total, amount of energy the lantern battery
tan supply is 6 watts X 1 hour. or 6 watt-hours, but the total amount of energy
the car battery can supply. is 600 watts X 1 hour or 600 watt-hours.

As you can see from the examples above, the smaller battery cannot supply very
much energy; only 6 watt-hours, The larger tar battery can supply 600 watt-.
hours. Since they are both rated as.providing 12 volts, you should recognize,
that' it is not how much voltage they Provide but how much pokier and energy they
can supply that makes thedifference.

The type of power we have discussed so far has OM with'tiie amount of power
required to do, a certain work in kcertain time: the car battery to turn the "

startel' or light the headlight, the 110 volt wall plug to run a household
appliance. The word power can alsb t used to express .the amount of heat
generated in an electrical 'item. Consider yoyr electric stove or electric
heater: Both of these devices are designed to give off. heat.

10



EL-B4-16
Power/and Watt's Law -

Other items 'such.ds radios or televisions we do not want to get too hot as heats
quickly,da ages the parts. When:power is used to do some kind of electHcal :
work, he t

L
is always generated by the work being done. An example of heat

being pr ced by the work being,done is the li.ght,bulb. The light bulb is
principally designed to give.off l*ght, :But if.you.touch the bulb after it
has been on for a while, you will feel a great deal of heat coming from the
light bulb. If.you leave your hand _on the bUlb:for'longer than a second, you
will prodply get burned. Larger watta.ge.light bulbs which give off more light
will also giv; off more heat. From this example, yoU can see that the power 4.
required. by-the light bulb isysed in two different ways:

1. The power that produces the light.
2. The power that produces the heat.

Both of these powers are additive and the total amount of power required by the,
ligh bulb is.the sum of the powerAised in heit and the, power used for the
1

1011

Keeping parts from being.destroyed by the hea dissipated in doing work in a

radio or television receiver is of:major imporiance to the technician. To
assist us in selecting parts that will not overheat or burn up; the parts-
manufacturers will many times give'us the amount of power An watts that the"
part can dissipate.or throw off in the form of heat. More than that amount
will damage the part. Resistors are an example of this. Remembers from your
study unit on resistors that they come in various wattage-sizes: 1/4 watt,
1/2 watt, 1 watt, 2 watts, etc.*

ZWAT T5

II/161N DIA

i/2 WAT 3/8 IN. DIA

.1-Bm-f==-= ,--19/LITDIA.1--

H
I/9 WATT

V4IN,DIA.

6.

eI

Basically, the bigger the part is the more heat it can safely dissipate. This
is true for almost all electronic parts. Remember our power equation P r X E
tells vs that the amountof power used to do work and dissipate heat in our.
'elettronic circuit is directly proportional to the voltage and current. If

either the current or voltage increases due to a short (a decrease in resis-
tance) in our tircuit, the power will also increase. If the increase in power
is above the,powerkrating of the part, it will probably burn up.

11
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Consider the NC examples below:

A.

B.

.20V

15WATT

20V RESISTOR
sfjokrED

Vol to

reads

20 volts

AMMETER

READS 5A .

Altmeier
reads

20 volts

AMMETER

READS IA

Powertand.Watt's Law

P I x E

P 20V x .5A

P = 10 watts

I,xE

20V = lA

20 watts

In example A, 10 watts is consumed by the resistor. 'Since the resistor israted at 15 watts, it will not burn up, although if you touch it you will feelsome heat. In example B, the current has increased to 1 amp and.the powerincreased to 20 watts. That sate resistor rated at 15.watts now has 20 watts,consumed in it and it will robably bUrn up.

Anytime you find a resis or burned up in a circuit, you ;should carefully cheCgthe circuit to be sure t ere is no short.which Would
cause ekcessive currentto flow. Remember, a sho means that the resistance has decreased to a low.value. From Ohm's-Law,.a decrease in resistance would mean an increase incurrent. It, is this increase in current.thatmopld increase the power con-,sumed by, the part.

To memorize Watt's Lavi and all of its lariables, we .Can use an aid simtla tothe aid used to memorize Ohm's Law, The Watt's. Law memory aid is also ca lee d:aPIE. (Since p I x E,Arls is usually an easier equation .to remember.)

POWER IN

WATTS

CURRENT

IN AMPS

.12

.19Q

VOLTAGE

I N VOLTS
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Powur/and Watt's Law

You can use the-Watt's Law PIE:just like you used the Ohm's Law PIE:

To find the power, simply-put-Your.finger over the letter P
and you get P I X E.

,To find the voltage, simply put your finger over the letter E
and you get P .

I.

0

To find the current' simply put your finger over the letter I
and You get

=
P .

E

Let's try some example problems for:each equation. Remember yoU must know two
of thv three terms to solve for the third.

Example A: To find the power when the. voltage and current are known.
Equation P 1 X E

Voltmeter
reads.

10V

t:IC/

r

Ammeter
reads lA

P .Exl
P . 10 x 1

P . 10 watts,

Example B: To find the current when the voltage and power are known.,
Equation P

I

ZOV

RESISTOR

USING 5 WATTS

Voltmeter
reads

20V

A

r

I

+20

I = .25 imps
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Power/and Watt's Ldw.

Example C: TOfind the volt'aige whe'nfthe cuTrek and power are known.

puation

Ez?

Ammeter'
reads 2A

E = .5' Volts

-

.

.
.

.

,Occasionally you will'work'With products that have a horsepowqr:.rating. One

hprsepower (Hp) is equal to 746 watts. All power equations apply to horsepower'
Ratings in watts; the same as any other wattage rating. ) ,

0,

4
a

"

4'
V

a

"0 4

p

.141

1 1 A v
0 '

01

' 14 -
192
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,pelf-Test

basic. circuit is

used far all of ,the
practice problems.

. l LEW -16

Power/4nd Watt's Law

.

.
YQU moy refer to the Information Sheets any equations.-

4.
j. P

I = 2 A
E - 3 V

4.1' P.- 1 W

1 - ..001

E

P =410 W
I = 2 A

./ E. -

LO. P

I p. 20 mA
e E =: 20 V

1F

t

I

2. P =

I = .5 A

E 12 V

5. P "W -/

I=
E = 50 V

3. V .5 W

I 2 A

E=(/

6. P .*1 .25 W

I=
E = 5 V

P 9. = .5 W
I .05 I = 5 mA
E -10 V E

11. P = .25 W 12. P = 10 W
I = 125 mA I = 50 mA
E = E =

I!)

o
.4'
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Task 4,

Materials required:

1. Low-voltage power supply
2. 'Two resistors, 1/4 watt 1 W, 1. watt W
3. Voltmeter:0-30eDC

*1--

'Procedure:

LL-BE-16
Power/anO.WattleLaw

A
4 -,Step 1. Connect the circuit as shown below using the 1/4 watt resistor.

CAOTION: Power "OFF" and observe polarities.

0".

4

LOW +
VOLTAGE

DC

POWER

SUPPLY

1101 I /4 WATT

Step 2. With the voltage control at minimum, turn the power switch -to "ON" and
slowlyraise the applied voltage until the resistor begins to get
warm. Let the resistor operate at this maximum cendition for several
minutes while you note-the maximum operating condi-Tim of a 1/4 watt
resistor. Carefully touch the resistor with your finger. to note its
temperature.

Step 3.. Raise the appl.ted voltage .slowly until the resistor heats and burns
open. Note and record the value of the applied voltage when this
hippens. NOTE: When tiN resistor has openO there will no longer be
a current path,.current will no longer flows.and the resistor will
have infinite resistance,. 1

.

.1

Applied voltagesewhen resistor opened:

Ste0. Comput* and record the amount of power that the resistor was
dissipattTg at the4time it opened.

Power dissipation at time of failure:

.4t,-41p 5.

ea> N'IP

Step 6.

Step

Reconnect the circuit using a 1011 watt resistor.
a

Apply the same voltage which destroyed the 1/4 watt4esistor in Step 4,
noting the operating temperature,of-the higher wat e resistor.

. 'How does the operating temperature of the resistors in Step 2 and 6
compare?

Step' 8. Obtalo thPristructorlsil'evaluation.
4

f

'*'16

94
.
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4

final Test

1

The fol°tOwing:quest.lohs refer ,to this circuit.'

1. P 2 W
.1 = 1 m
E=

.2. P.= 2.W
I'= .05 A
E

. O

3. P 20
I = .5 A
E_

I

et,

. P = .25 W
1

E = 250 V

5. P

0 I = 50 mA
E = 500 V

= .25 W
1 = 2 mA,./

E

LL-01.'1U

ower/and Watt's Law

4.

7. A 115 V electric heater furnishes 1150 W of heat. What is the d rating

current? t /

a.' 1.0.A b. 1.150 A C. 10 A

8. What current /does the average 115 V 100 W light bulb draw?

a. .087 A b. .87 A

p

0

c. 1500.A

195

a.
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Final valuation

t

o

404

V.

1

)

It

t 12 )

4 " '. Power/and Matt s Law'

. Date

Name

*

OK REDO

Accurately ..completed a task demonstrati n9

j?, I; and E relationships
1

AnsweredAuestronS on a Final Test with
80% accuracy

r '

I I

4,

e

Z.

all

4.

r

I

p

v.!

18 196
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Answers

Self-Test Answers

1.'s6 W %

2.

. 3.

J 4.

5.

6.

7.

f.

6W.

..25"V

1000 V or 1 k

.04 A or 40-[A.

.05 A o( 50 mA
4

;

5 V

8. .5 W

9. 100 V

10. .4 W

11. '2 /

1Z. 2()0 V CO.

ar

4

7

r

a

4-

....Aawdawiwowo

19
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Sower /an i Watt's Law. .
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Goal:

Tic'.. opprentice

use Kirchoff's

current values
circuits.

4

.)1

ISl

auciuctiona. Lavine mom

2,.10

KIRCUOFF'S CURRENT LAW

will be able 4
Law in c07.1puiing

of electrical

A

t

V.

I)

NA.

Performance Indicators

k. DeScribe kirCCoff's
Current Law. '

A...

2. Describe algqbraic suns.
'

3. ,Solve for current.through,
resistors. ) . f

f
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Law
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100Q .ohm resistor
204-00 .ohn resistor
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Kirchhoff' s Current Law

Kirchnoff' Current CAW': "The algebraic...sum of the currents entering a

aft4OOfnt.Must ec)Ual 1

ebraic The..:resul t positiveI'and/or negative numbers. In

.

.CUrrent'S,enteing a,point are assigned a. positive value.(+).

B.; ..',Curretits leaving a.point t ay'e assigned a'negative value (-)!
9

R: Syinbol Which represents current flowthrough a resistor (notice the
is written; in a lower position).;

I - current flowing: through resistor R

'current 'fowl ng ,th'rough. resistor'.42

ymbOl which- specifies a certain ,resistor; i.e.,

-:.R := resistor number in the circuit

=''iresistor: number. 2 in the circuit

,

R
.

number 3 in the circuit

AY.

JO' I

'

. /

202

t

NI%

point
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.Information Sheet
)

About Kirchhoff's 1..4.14

Iy

'

fL-BE-18
'KirchhoWs Current Law

irchhoff's Laws are very useful in learning to work on electronic ptoducts.
The usefulness results from a commcin-selLse understanding of the laws and not
.just being o6le toyork out p4oblems-:- Sirnply stated, Kirchhoff's Laws say
that you cannot get more voltage or current out, of a circuit than you Out into
it

I 41.

Assbme'that you are measuring a DC voltage of...about 50 vol'ts.in a circuit that
operated from a 25 volt 'supply. Ans"error light" should come on in your mind ,

saying, "Hey, if I only started out with 25 volts, then that's'the most I can
measure so my reading .of 50 volts must be incorrect."'

A similar conditfon could occur whi le/Making i current measurement: If you
are measuring 75 milliamps ,in part'of a circuit that has a total supply current
of only 50 milliamps, then again the light should come on and say,' 'Hey;'it the
whole circuit only draws 50 milliamps,:then that is the most that can be '

measured."

.

The unlikely readings you may obtaiq for the two examples above should tell you
to recheck.your instrument readings or further examine the circuit Tor possible
shorts. (Shorts, or-less resistance,4*eate more current.)

Kirchhoff's Laws keep us on track by reminding us.that the maximum values we
can measure will-deoend'on themaximum voltageand rcurrent supplying ourJ-
circuit.

s.-.

These next two learning packages, will make you familiar'with two of the more .

popular aspects ofKirchhoff's Laws: one package, Kirchhoff's Law for current,
and one p'ackage, Kirchhoff's Law for voltage using one voltage supply.°

Kirchhoff's Current Cow for One Voltage Source

Kirchhoff's Law for current can be stated technically: "The algebraic sum of

the currents entering any point and leaving any pointin a circuit must equal

zero." Let's try to restate the law'in plain language. "The total current
entering a circuit must be equal to the total amount of current leaving the

circuit." Study the illustration on the following otge.
#

r

4

203
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Kirchhoff's Current Law

11-511i7 -
.

# :
.

The term ". algebraic sum" in the original technical explanation refers to adding
positive and negative numbers. By marking the currents entering our circuit
"positive values" And marking the currents leaving bur-circuit "negative .

.

values" and .then adding them, we should arrive at the answer "zero." ilf both N.1..
of these current values are equal, then,,by,using a basic ruledOliaddition that
states "when two equal but. opposite. numbers are added, be cancel and equal
zero," you can easily solve'the problem.;. Examples of equal but opposite num-
bers are +5 and -5.

Using the circuit above as,an example, notice that the current leaving the power
supply and entering point A, the input to our circuit, is 5 amps. Since this is
the current entering the point, we will mark this value +5A.

We mark two currents leaving point A with negative values: I.1 = -1 A and
12 = -4 A, By taking the sum of these 2 currents (-1) + (-4) = -5 A, we can
state thetotat value of the two current leaving the point A as.-5 A.

Now, if we add the current entering the point A (+5 A) to the current leav-
ing the point A (-5 A), we get zero for an answer. (+5 A) + (-5 A) = 0. You
have just taken the algebraic sum of two values which equals zero. This is an
important step to the understanding of Kirchhoff's Current Law.

Let
r
s use point .B of the same circuit in Figure 1 as another example. The

<., currents entering point B we will label as 1'1 (+1 Ar and 12 (+4 A). The total
current entering point B is 11 (1 A) + 12 (4 A) or + 5A. The ammeter M4 shows
5 amps leaving point B; this can be written as -5 A, The current leaving point
B is now -5 A.

Now, we check by adding: (+5 A) -5 A) . zero,

2U4 .01
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KitchhofM Current Law ,

That part' of Kilochhoff's current law that states "entering any point and leaving.
any point" can also refer to a re'sisto'r branch and uld be restated: "entering'
any parallel resistor branch and leaging any parall, resistor branch:" Now
the law could look something like the "the algebraic sum of the currents
entering d parallel resistor branch and leaving that same parallel branch must
equal zero,!.' Study the illustration belpw.

/

4

1111.
Figure 2

1,

Observe that the cur(ent entering this resistor' network fs,equal to I amp. The

current leaving point A is split into 3 different current paths. But since
they are all Irving, you can mark all of them negative values as follows:
II = -.5 A, 12 = -.2 A, 13 . -.3 A. The total amount of current at point B
could be expressed as -1 amp, by adding: (-.5) + (-.2)4 (-.3) = -1.

Now take the algebraic %um of these two current values, the entering currkent of
+1 amp and the leaving current of -1 amp. (+1 A) + (-1 A) = O. This is just
another application of yrchhoff's.Current Law. ,

ILet's try nother application. Study the Illustration-on the following page.'

1

1.

7

205
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Kirchhoff's Current -Law

___ emr...VaW

re*

11.11111= -

411.111111mr.M.111.,...1.61111.111

1

.101111..18

.Lisp ado

Kirchhoff's Laws can also be used to solve for an unkndWn current., The problem

\, is to find the value of current path See if you can follow along with me

')and come-up with the same answer as I do.

1. If It, or the total current entering the branch of point A is +2A, then.

-2A must leave the branch at point B.

Currents add in parallel circuits. We can account for -.9A of the total

-2A by adding current 12 and turreni 13. + (-.4A) -.9A. Since

these are currents leaving the branc0 at point B, we can mark the total
current at this point 4-.9A + x), the.x representing the unknown cur-
rent

3. Now we can set up an algebraic equation'like this:

X + 2 + 3 kg 0

If we substitute our known values for the symbols in the equation* it

reads:

+2A + x + (-.5A) + (-.4A)
+2A + x = 0
+1.1 +x =0
x = -1.1A



4

a

4. For proof, we can substitute the values.

I 4' I.

2
1 = 0

t 34

+2A + (-1.1A) +. (l..5A) +:(:.2A) = 0

+2A + (-2A) = 0. 1

I

/
tel-

EL.PBE-18

Kirchhoff' fi Current Law

. \ . ..
,

5. By inserting t value (-1,1A) forex,.or the unknown II, we have 'written

an equation'which repeats our working..statement.oj Kirehhoff's Law: "The

algebraic sum of the currents entering any parallel resistor branch and
the currents leaving that samtparallel resistor branch must equal zero."

Consider the next application by litudyinglAhe diagram below.

.1.11 =111111,

11

.111=1.1

eon 4.0

Our problem in this application is to'find the current entering the branch that

would be measured by meter mi.
:44 4

The currents leaving point A and dividing between the three resistors in
parallel are indicated by the meters4M2, M3 and M4. Since these currents are

leaving point A, they will all have negative values. By adding these together,

(-1) + (-.5) + {-.7) we get -2.2 or -2.2 A.

By remembering that the total current entering a resistor branch and leaving a
,,,,,resistor, branch must be equal in value but opposite in polarity (+ instead of -)

'we know that meter M1 will have to read +2.2 A. Let's try the final proof by

taking the algebraic sum of those two Values. (-2.2 A) + (+2.2 A) w O. It

checks out so 2.2 A is then the Furrent value for meter MI.

9
A*.
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Kirchhoff's Current Law

1. Using Kirchhoff's Cutrent 'Law, perform the addition thqt will sHow the
a ebraic sum of the currents entering any point and Waving any point are

1 to zero. 4eq

1.1=11111111

fl
I

.

o

2,. Using Kirchhoff's CurreAt Law, solve for the current through resistor
R3 (M').

13

Use the diagram in question #2 and the value you arrived at for question #2
to solve for what meter M4 will measure.

iN

f
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Task A

Jumper wires will be labelled with the letter J. They will connectjtwo termin-
als. Theterininals are labelled with letters A through M. Remembed that the +
and - refer to the way you 011 connect the meters when you removethe jumperf
wires.

Step 1. Construct the following circuit on your breadboard.

tIt

I,

SET SUPPLY
TQ 20 VOLTS

+
10004,

Step 2. Make sure all jumpers are in place.
1 V

Step 3. Set your multimeter to read 250 or 300 MA.

Step 4. Remove jumper J1 and install your meter between the two points 'A'
and 'B.' Be sure to observe correct.polarity when installing your
ammeter. Polarity is marked for each jumper.

Step 5. Set your power 'supply to +20 Volts D.C.

Step 6. Read the current entering the three resis,Aors. mA.

Step 7. Replace jumper J1.

11

QP
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Kirchhoff's Current Law

Step 8., Remove jumper J5 and install your meter between points .and 'M.'

Step 9. Read the current leaving the resistor network. mA.

,

DISCUSSION: The,cyrrent entering the resistor network should equal the current
`waving the resittarnetwork. If youe readings in,Stdp 6 and Step 9 do not

match, consult yoUr instructor for assistance. '

Step 10. Replace jumppr J5.

Step 11. Rem6e jumpedJ2 and `insert your meter to measure the current through
RI and record.the value. mA.

Step 12. Remove jumper J2.-

Step 13. Remove jumper J3 4hd insert.your meter to measure the current through

R2 and recorst the value. mok.
4

164

tep 14.' Replace jumper J3.

Step,15. Remove jumper j4 ar)d insert your meter to measure the current Oirough

resistor R3 and record the value. mA.

Step 16. Record the currents measured.for each resistor below from steps 11, 13,

and 15.

From Step 11, current through R1 mA . .

From Step 13, current through R2 mA ,

From Step 15, current through R3 mA
0 .

Step 17. Total ell three currents and record the value. mA.

Step

r

en
A

18. Record the current tering he network from Step 6. `mA.mA.

Step 19. Record the current leaving the network from Step 9. mA.

17` Step 20. Did the three currents for RI, R2, and R3 equal the current entering

the network and leaving the network?

DISCUSSION: The total amount of current flowing through all three resistors
should equal the amount of current entering the three resistors and leaving the
,three resistors. Due to the resistor tolerances:and the exact way you read
your meter,' your answers may vary plus or minus 1 0% .

Step,21. Obtain your instructor's evaluation for Task A.

0

. :.....___

'12



Task B

11-101.-ki

Kirchhoff's Current law

4

Jumper wires will be labelled with the letter J. They will connect two terminals.
The terminals are labelled with letters A through M. Remember that the + and -
refers to the wayyou Aill connect the meters when you remove the jumper wires.

'

Step 1. Construct the same c*cuit that you used for Task A as illustrated
in the diagram above.

Step2. Make sure all jumpers are in place.

Step3. Set yourfmultimeter to read 250-300 mA.

'Step 4. Remove jumper J1 and install your meter between the two points 'A'
and 'B.' Be sure to observe the correct polarity when installing your

.ammeter. Polarity is marked for each jumper.

I

Step S. Set your power supply to read 15.VDC.

Step 6. Read the current entering the resistor network, \ mA.

, )

Step 7. Repl ace" j umper

13

211
ve.

k
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Kirchhoff's' Current Law

I.

Step 6,, Remove jumper J5 and install your meter between points 'L' ond '11.'

Step 9. Record the current leaving the resistor network. mA: The

current entering the resistor networkshould equal the current leav-
ing the resistor network. If your readings in Step 6 and Step 9 do
not match, consult your instructor.

.
6

Step 10. Replaie jumper. J.

Step 11. Reftve jumper J2 and insert your meter to measure till;current through

'

R1 and record the value. mA. .

Step 12i Replace jumper J2.
A

Step.13. Remove.jumper J3 and insert your meter to measure the current through
resistor R2 and record 'the.value. mA.

`Step 14. Replace jumper J3.

Step 15. Record the total current entering the resistor branch that was
.measured in Step.6.

Step 16. ReCord the currents leaving poineN that were measured, in Steps 11
and 13.

':Current through resistor R1 from Step 11 mA.
. Current through resistor -Ri from Step 13 mA.

Step 17. Total the known currents leaving the branch at point N by adding the
two values in Step 16 above. mA.

DISCUSSION: The total current entering the branch or entering point 'N' is
measured at jumper Ji. Two of the three currents known to be leaving point .'N'
were measured at J2 for R1 and at J4 for R2. To visualize these currents, it

,
is befit to pencil. in those values directly on.the circuit diagram used for this
task. Since you know thaethe entering current must equal the, leaving current,
you an reason that the difference between the known entering currents and the
kno leaving currents must be the amount of current leaving point 'N' and
going through resistor R3. ,,

Step 18. Subtract the-two known currents lepving point 'N' from the entering t
current measured at J1 and record the value - mA.,

. .0
if

Step 19. Rerno1e jumper J4 and insert your meter to measure the current' leaving
point 'N' via resistor R3 and record the value. mA.

DISCUSSION: Steps 18 and 19 should be close to the same value. In this task
we Oote to take a common-sense approach to solving for the unknown current.
It it possible to use Kirchhofflzs Current Laws to solve this problem. However,. .

you Alould always try to visualize .the solution first. This will be of the
gr%test benefit when working onln electronic circuit. In the information
sheets'yOu will find the method used to solve 'for this kind of problem using
the math in KircKheff's laws.

Step 20. Get your instructor's evaluation.

10
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Final Test '4.... sm. ..

Using Kirchhoff's Current Law, perform theadctition that will show the .-

a,igebraic sum of the Currents entering any point and leaving any point
are equal to zero.

.

EL-BE48
Kirchhoff's "Curytnt Law

, ,

2. Using Kirchhoff'-.eurre'nt Law solve.:for-the current through.resistor
R3 (M ).

Use the diagram in question #2,and the value you 'arrivecrat for question..

#2 to solve for What meter MI, 'w1,1,11.,measure.

4

A' 01



EL-U-18,
.Kirchhoff's Current Law

inal Evaluatiak

:Completed Final. Test with an accuracy
of'80 percent

Completed Task 'A
on Kirchhoff's Current Laws.

Cbalpreted Task B
on Kirchhoff' Current, Laws

OK Re- [)o

74ten'a11...cilecks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning package,.

5%.

a

O
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Kirchhoff Curitiit Law:

AnpvVers

1.
R

+ 1

.3A.

R:,

-(-.1A). (-.2A) ..3k=

M3 current equals 1
"

*Algebraic proof 'optiorial

I

,

t..

+I + 2A
R1 R2

(.;4A ). +t'i
R

+I2A = 0
2

1 = -I
-R2

IR =

M = 2A

*Current Wthe same in all parts of a series circuit.

*Curr.ent entering the branch will, equal the current\ leaving the branch.

N

P.

SO,

r

14

4
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KIRCFOFF'S VOKAGELAW

Gbal:

The apprenticeill be able r' use
Kirchoff's Law Amsod.ving voltage
problems.

Performance Indicators:

1. Wscribe larchoffbs Voltage,
Law.

2.. Solve unknown voltages through,

the application of Xirchoff'ti
Law.

216'
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Objectives

Given:

Resistors of different values

A multiMeter

A circuit breadboard for constructing
simple circuits

A power' supply

A Final Test on Kirchhoff's Voltage

Law

Directions

Obtain the following:

2 each.'1000 ohm resistor

1 each 100 ohm resistor
J each 470 ohm resistor
A multimeter
A power supply capable of 30VDC
A circuit breadboard

4

ff

Learning Activities

Study the Key Words list.

Read the Information Sheets:

Do the Self-Test.

Do Task A for Kirchhoff's Voltageaaw.

Do Task B for Kirchhoff's Voltage Caw.

complep Final Test.

Obtain Final Evaltation.

EL-BE-19
Kirchhoff's. Voltage Law

The student will:6

Mark the correct polarity across
resistors in a series cjrcuit.

Apply Kirchhoff's Voltage Law in a
simple circuit with one voltage
source.

Solve for an unknown voltage using

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law.

Complete a Final Test with an accu-
racy of 80 percent.

A
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Key Words

I

EL-BE-19
Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

o.

Kirchhoff'S Voltage Law: The algebraic sum of the voltage sources and IR drops
must total zero around any closed path.

Algebrai Sum: The result of adding positive and/or negative numbers. In

electrical circuits:
I

A, Voltage drops are assigned a negative value (-).
B. Voltage sources" are'assigned positive.value (+).

Cloyed Path: Another name for a circuit that makes a complete loop between
theA)lus (+) and minus (-) points of a voltage source.

IR:Drop:"'Same meaning as voltage drop.' (Notice the 1 and R are on the same
114e. WhenExjxRapplies to the,voltage across a resistor, the lettert
IR may be used to mean voltage drop.

A. IR1 = voltage drop across resistor RI.
B. 1R2 . voltage drop across resistor R2.

Remembei'that I
R

(the R dropped below the I) stands for current flow through a
.

resistor.

R: (symbol) _Specifies a certain resistor,

RI = resistor number 1. in thb circuit.

R2 = resistor number 2 in the circuit.
A

4

2,0

V
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Information Sheet ,

41

KIRCHHOFF'S VOLTAGE LAWS FOR ONE SOURCE

Kirchhoff's Voltage Laws are of particular importance because you will use a
voltmeter more often than an ammeter in.analvzing a circuit. Hence, you will
be working with voltages. Technically stated, Kirchhoff's Voltage Law says:
"the algebraic sum of the voltage.sburces and IR voltage drops must 001.zero
around anY closed loop." Stated more simply, if you add all the vdltdge drops
together iq a series circuit, tile"toof voltage drops will equal the applied
voltage. Oh, oh,.that word algebraitlum again.

Remember that we can do an algebraic sum because we assAgn either positive or4
negative values to our numbers. 'Voltage-drops are assigned negative (-)
values and the voltage 'sources positive (f) values.

EL-BE-19
Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

1

In the following illustration, the voltage'drops will be marked as foilows:
IR1 = -2V, IR2 IR3 = -6V and IR4 = -8V. .

When you begin with an applied positive voltage and then have a series of "
voltage drops,`each drop will cause the voltage at the end of a particular
resistor to be less positive, or negative, as compared to the applied voltage.
This can be more easily seen if you consider the direction of electron current
flow through the four series resistors. Electron current always travels from a
negative value to a positive value. With this in mind we are able to mark the
polarity of the voltage drops acoss each resistor by-starting with a (.4 value
at the bottom of resistor R4 since it iS hooked dit'ectly to the (-) terminal of
our voltage source. We then follow with (-) to (+) markings across each
resistor until we get to the positive terminal of the voltage source. To get 'a
better idea,of this concept, study the following illustration.

a

P

LpipEcToN OF CURRENT-

5
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EL-8E-19
KirchhOff's,Voltage Law

This next illustratpn is showing what the actual measured voltage would be at

the end of each resistor. The meters M1,- My would read as follows:

'ml = 20 volts less 0 drop or 20 volts

M2 20 volts less the 2 volfWiEross RI or 18 volts
M3 = 18 volts less the 4 volt drop across R2 or 14vaii.
M4 = 14 volts less the 6 volt drop across R3 or 8 volts

20VOLTS

aw:DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW

Notice that the meter in each case in the chart above measures what voltage is

left over after subtracting the,voltage drop. Be careful not to confuse the

measured voltages with the voltage drops. The voltage drops are the values

that would be read on a meter if the meter was placed directly across (in

parallel with) each resistor. The polarity signs (+) and (-) indicate how you
would place the peter ptobes when making these measurements: the (-) side of

the meter to the (-) side of the resistorrand the (+) side of the meter to the

(+) side of the resistor. This type of circuit is often referred to as a
voltage divider because the voltage is divided up between the different

resistors.
4

Now, let's get back to the problem of taking the algebraic sum so. we can prove

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law.'

Let's add up all the voltage drops in this series circuit on the following

page and see what we get for an answer.-

1R1 . 2 volts,
1R2 . 4 volts
1R3 . 6 volts

Ii14 21 8 volts

20 volts total (Does this number look familiar?)

6

222
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?VOLT DROP

41/1

41 VOLT DROP

OW DROP
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VOLT DROP

DI RECT1ON OF ELECTRON

A

.

r

Twenty volts is the same value as the'applied voltage from our battery. You may

be getting ahead of me, but let's try to apply Kirchhoff's Voltage Law for this

circuit. 1

Remember thelaw states that the "algebraic sum of the voltage drops plus the

applied voltage must equal zero."

Getting back to an earlier rule involving the numbers, remember that the drops
will be assigned (-) values and the applied voltage (+) values.

The drops total -20 volts and the source +20 volts. Let add them together.

( -20). + (+20) = 0. Thig proves that Kirchhoff's Voltage Law works in our circuit.

Let's try another example of how we can apply Kirchhoff's Law by considering
the following circuit.

"N.

I



EL-BE-19
Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

With a three volt drop across RI, what is the voltage you would measure tetween

point B and the negative side of the battery? Did you guess seven

volts? You are correct if that is the value you picked. The ten volt supply

less the three volt,drov.across resistor R1 equals seven volts left. NOTICE .

the measuring from B,to the negative terminal of'the battery is the same read-

ing that you would get measuring across R2 as the bottom of R2 is connected

directly to the negative terminal of the battery.,

let''s try a little more'difficult circuit-and'see if you can use the ame rule

to solve.for An unknown voltage.

Study the circuit below:.

O

t
p.

+
4144410

20V.

1131 :5V

tR2-
(

CURRENTS COMBINE

.

.4.1

.8.4111.0. MeinaMO POINIMMIN.

,I13143V
t,

1R3 3V

v .

REMEMBER the drops are considered
negative and-the source positive.
First, let's try a little simpler
approach to this prgplem by putting,
down some figures t we know

about.this circuit.,

. ,

First: Add 0 the. ,known voltage drops. (-5) (-3Y) = .8y*

*Be careful .to inOode only one ,3V drop'when adding all the drops together.

Voltage drops across parallel resistrs are NOT 'separate drops.

Second: Let's add the voltaoe drop totai,to the source.

(-80 + (41:: +loy) .12V "*

L

, 2 2 4
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EL-BE-19
Kftchhoff's Voltage Law

0

4.

Third: We -kn w that the algebraic sum of those two values. should equal zero
there ore, the extra 12 volts.must be the drop across resistor R.

Fourth: Le prove it by adding that value to our voltage drops. We need

aid up the drops: (-5V) + (-3V) + (-12V) .4 -20V. Next add this

value teour voltage supply of +20V.

V .

Adding, we get .(-201.) + (+20V) . Oa Since the albegraic sum now equals Oro,
the 12 volts must be the correct drop across,Ri. Algebraically it could be

written as follows:

(-5V) + + (-30 + (+2q0
(-8V) + Iit2) + (20V) = 0

(-8V) + 20V)aa='-IR2
.

(+12V) . -IR2 .

IR2 - -12V .

,

.

The above mathematics is an algebraic proof (which may be confusing if your
algebra is slipping),'but the answer that took all the math is the same answer'
that you got just usingstome common sense. Perhaps you can see why we stress
understanding the problem first and always trying to visualize a common sense

approach before beginning the iiiathematical approach. In this way, when you'do
more complicated math, you.will have an idea of the correct answer before you
begin.

Kirchhqff's Laws can be expanded to include many more complicated circuits,
some including tlo yoltage sources. These you will learn in a later course
if you decide to continue your electronics training.

"'
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Kir6hoff' Voltage Law

Self-Test

1. 4ing Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, perform the addition that will show the

algebraic sum of the voltage source and IR drops will equal-zero around
any closeepath.

.1131:4V

12 VOLT "14\
SUPPLY Rel IRa :2V

R3I 4.".\ s'
IR3= 6V

""1110.

2. Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law,Lsolve for the voltage drop across R2.

1.131%=.3v

20 VOLT
11-- SUPPLY R2 IRz ?

.7.

3
9V

.1,

"tk
p

3. Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, solve for the voltage of the battery.

10
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Answers

1. (-4VIR1).+ (-2W .(.-..6VR3) + (12V) =

(-12V).. '112V), = 0

2. 1R2 = 8V*

*Mathematic proof optional

Possible apprOach could be simply.to use the rule that the sum of aliy
voltage dropsImust equal the supply voltagl.

+ (14,) + k79v1k3) + 20

( 12V) + (20V) = -IR2

= -1R2

-8V F 1R2

, ELBE -19

Kirchhoff's libltage LaW.

3. The battery voltage . 18V,

The simplest approach would be to consider that the sum of the voltage
drops has to equal the supply.

Mathematical proof:

(-6VIR1) + (-12V1R2) +

-18V + V = 0

V -=J2)0t1



Task A

Obtain the following:

1 e h 100-ohm resistor
2' h 1000 ohm resistor . 4

1 e h 470 ohm resistor
1 each multimeter
1 each power supply capable of +30VDC
1 each circuit breadboard

EL-BE-19

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

Construct. the following circuit on your breadboard:

I

ID

Step 1: Determihe the correct polarity (4.) and (-) acros each resistor and mark
the correct, ymbol at each end of each resistor on the above diagram

Discussion: Remember to begin at the negative end of Ris: That is the end of
the resistor.. connected directly to the (-) side of the voltage suppty. Voltage
drops are always marked from (-) to .(+) across each resistor in the direction
of electron current flow.

Step 2: Obtain your instructor's.evaluallion.

12

228



40 Task B

EL-BE-19

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

Use the same circuit constructed for'Task A.

Step Set your power supply to 420VDC.

Step_2: . Measure the voltage drops across each resistor and record in the chart

below.

Remember to put the meter
probes across each resistor
according to the polarity
you marked on the diagram.

3

IR1 V

IR2

IR3

V.

V

Step 3: Total all the voltage drops in Step 2 and record. .V

Step 4: Record the voltage supplied by the power supply..

Step 5: Do Steps 3 and 4 match?

Discussion: Your answer should be yes., You May notice a slight dyference due
to rounding off the numbers or slight measurement error. All the Voltage drops.
should add up to equal the applied voltage in any series circuit' or closed
loop.

Step 6,: Complete a mathematical proof using Kirchhoff's Laws that prove the
"algebraic sum of the voltage drops plus the applied voltage equal zero."
Remember to assign negative values for the drops and positive values for the
appl4edAfoltage. Put your answer in the space provided below.

Step 7: Obtain your instructor's evaluation.

* L.' 13
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Task C

Use tlie same circuit used in Tasks A and B. j

Step 1:

Step 2:

Reduce the applied voltage to 15VDC.

EL -BE -19

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

4

Measure and record the following voltage drops.

I R1

1R2 V.

1111rStep Total all, the voltage,drops from Step 2 d record.

Stgp 4: Record the applied voltage from the power supply.

Step 5: Do the yoltage drops total to equal the applied voltage?

Step 6) fxplain why the two valueslof voltages are not equal.

Step 7: Without measuring the.lit- drops Vith a meter, estimate what the voltage.
drop should be across resisitor'R3. V.

Step 8: Using a meter:*iiiiisure the voltage drop across R3. measure and
record the voltage drop:

Discussion: You should recognize that when ALL the voltage drops are added
together -they will equartheapplied voltage. You should be able to estimate
the unknown value .of IR3 bytaking the differente between what you know to ,be
the total applied:voltage:and the known voltage drops:

Ste5-`1: Using the value,-of .1113 obtained ft'om Step 8 above, add up all the
vol tage drops and recordbelow.

Totalcof (flops

IR1 V

IR2

1R3

Volts

The new value of the total drops should equal the applied voltage in Step 5
because all resistor drops are now included in the answer;

Step 10: Obtain your instructor's evaluation:
V

14
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KirchhoWsliottage Law.

Final Test

1. Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, perform the addition -'that will show the
algebraic sum of the voltage sokrce and IR drops will equal zero around
any closed path. Show all work:

Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law,, solve for the voltage drop across R2.

Using Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, solve for the voltage of the battery.

15



Final Evaluation
(.1

Completeifinaljest with on accuracy
of 80*percent'

Completed Task A

Completed ToskB.

Completed'Tak C

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning package.

EL-BE-19
Airchhoff's

4
Voltage Law

OK Re-Do

A

r

4

.
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Goal:

\

111X1ILKOCIUL LEAVING MGM)

r
0

2.12

4

It

SERIES RESISTIVE CIRCUITS

The apprentice will be 'ab1e to
compute voltatA, current and
resistance in 4 series circuit.

4

4

11

Performance Indicators:

Compute current.

2: CompUte.resistanco:

3. Compute voltage.

233
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Objectives

Given:

A power supply and four

resistors connected in'
series

Questions and problems

Directions

Obtain the following material:

Dr power supply

Resistors (1/4 W, 2% ).* 330, 470, 1k, 1.5k, and 3.3k ohms

EL-BE-20
Series Resistive Circuits

The.student will:

Calculate the total resistance.

Calculate the current in the circuit.

Calculate 'the voltage across each
resistor.

Connect the'st<cuit together and
m4asure the current and the voltages.

Connect a circuit consisting of the
power supply and a single resistor of
equivalent vat and remeasure the
current.

Complete a Final Test with an accuracy
pf 85 percent.

Any OC voltmeter and ammeter (separate meters or a combination. meter)

Interconnecting leads or wires to connect th!arts

Learning Activities

Read Key Words list

Read Information Sheets
rj

DoSelfTests

Do Task

Do Final Test

4

Obtaih Final Evaluation

*1/4 watt minimum, 2 percent suggested tolerance

cM



Key Words

Absorbed energy/power: Power or energy cftsumed by an electrical component or

circuit..

EL-BE-20
Series Resistive Circuits

a

Charge (to).: To supply power tb a device that can store energy such as a.

battery. -

Equivalent circuit: An electrical circuit that is equivalent to another more
complicated circuit in the sense that it draws the same amount of current\from
a ,voltage source as does the original circuit.

'Equivalent resistance: A single resistance equivalent in value to the combina-
, tionof two or more other resistors.

IR drop: The voltage drop associated with a resistor.

Power dissipation: Power absorbed in an electrical component.

Series connection: A method of connecting electrical components so that one

end and only one end of each component connects to each of, the other components.

Supplied or delivered power /energy: Power or energy produced or given u% by a

source' such as a voltage source Tike a power supply or battery.

Voltage drop: A decrease in voltage caused by an electrical componen4absorb-
.ing energkor4power;.current entering th4 more negative end of the component
results in a voltage drop across the Component in the circuit.

.

Voltage riser An increase in voltage caused by a source supplying energy or 1/4

power to a circuit.

1

oh

as



Information Sheet No 1

EL-BE-20 .

Series,Resistive,Circuits

I

When two or more' resistors are connected end to end, they are in series.' One
lead of one resistor tonnects to only one lead of the next resiiftor and so on
The current leaving one resistor is exactly the same current that enters the
next resistor. So the current is always the same for any resistors in series
with each other. In Figure 1 the current is 12.5 mA'Weach of the three
resistors and also in the voltage source.

Suppose you were not told 'what the current was. You only know the resistance,
values and the source voltage'. You can solve for the current by knowing how
resistors combine when they are in series.

4.

A

1=12:5mA

+ RI:160-11-

E40V.:.7.1r=12.'5mA Ka=

Resistance in Serles Adds

1212.5mA

.---igure 1

I: 12.5MA
r

4

1$

Suppose a, piece of. Wire is cut from a spool of wire,, and then a second piece is
cut that'is twice as long. The second piece will have twice as much resistance
as the first. Also, two pieces of the same length connected together in series
will have twice the resistance of each of the single pieces.

, .
.

In Figure 1, the total resistance in t14-Circuit (called Rt) isethe sum of
the resistances of all t4 resistors.

i Rt a R1 + R2 + R3
R1 = 100 p, R2 200 n, R3 a 500 0,so Rt a 100 + 200 +-500 n

Rt a 800 0

The total resistance of resistors in smies is always LARGER than -the resis-
tance of any one of the,resistorsu

To find the current in the circuit replace all of the resistors by a single
resistor wi a value equal to the total resistance. This resistance is called
the equiva en alue of resistance or just equivalent resistance.

V

i
5 23
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EL-BE-20
,Serilps Resistive Circuits

Figure 2 is equivalent to Figure 1 in the sense that the same current flows.,
from the voltage source.sp,

Apply Ohm's law /to the circuit. of Figure 2.

I * 0.0125 A .12.5 mA

Example 1

1- Z .51

150V_
R2.77.5t?

Rt Ri + R2 + R3 + R4
Rt . 2.5k + 7.5k + 5k + 15k
Rt ..30k

41 Rt

150V

IN

150V; Rt 30k

v-T

I =' 12.5 niA,

Rt

I = 12.5 mA 8004'

Figure 2'

E Rt =:300ti

150V

Equivalent Circuit
# f

You should remember from-the Metric Prefix package k 1000 and m

150V
0.005 A m,0.001%A mA

S° 36 x 1b60 n *

.107150V
mA

\
5 mA since k -1-.and m

-,
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Self-Test No. :1

1. Four resistors are connected in series.
75, 'and 300 ohms respectively. What is
Mr the seriel combination?

'EL44E-20

Series Resistive Circuits

heir resistances are 125, 250,
e equivalent value of resistance

2. Determine the value of current in each resistor, and the source.

I
4



Information Sheet No. 2

411 Y Review Of KVL

EL-BE-20
$eries Resistive Circuits

Now that you have how to calculate the current in a series circuit , TYOU
okcan prove Kirchhoff's voltage law still works.

Going back to Figure 1 before the example, you can calculate'each of the ,

voltage drops. .The current was 12.5 mA.in the circuit of Figure 1.

I X R = E

For R1 which was 1000 the drop IR1 = (12.5mA) x (104) = 1.25 volts

For R2 200 0 IR2 = (12.5mA) x (200P) = 2.50 volts

For R3 5000,, IR3 = (12.5mA) x (5000) =6.25 volts

The total voltage drop is 10.00 volts

The source voltage is Ei 10 volts, so the source voltage minus the voltage
drops is 10V - 10V . 0 volts.'

Also, in ExaMple 1, I 5mA and,

IR1 = '(5mA) x (2.5k) = 12.5V

'IR2 = (5mA) x (7.5k)= .37.5V

IR3 = (5mA) x (5k) = 25V

k-IR4
= (5mA) x (15k) = 75V

total drop 150V

'RI,. 2.5k

R2 7.5k

'R3 . 5k

R4 . 15k

E 150V

so, E 150 = 150 - 150 = 0, and KVL again demonstrated. ti

Voltage Sources in Series ,

it

,
ilk,

Voltage sources in series-add in the Same way as resistors, with one adeitional
concern. The polarity oteach source must be the same before the values are
added. If the polarity.-is opposite, then the valkie must be subtracted instead

........,,

.

For example
10V414.....72.14.iii..:.

is equivalent to _1.111L-....
. -11. 1 1 _.

..
\ of added.

and.

I 17.41 I 1.7-
is equivalent to

I
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0 Here are two examples to show how to solve series circuits with more than one
voltage source.

Example 2:
4

Et

I 5V

I

Equivalent Circuit

In the equivalent circuit

Et =E1 +E2 and Rt = Ri + R2 + R4 + R5

15V = 10V + 5V. 1500 n 150 + 700 +-250 + 100 + 300n
re alo

So I = - where 4 m 15V and Rt 15000

15V

1 15000
=.0.01 A'u 10 mA

*.

KVL also holds for series .circuits with more than one source, but it must be
modified slightly.

The sum of voltage RISES from voltage sources MINUS the sum of voltage DROPS
equals ZERO or the sum of voltage RISES EQUALS the sum of voltage DROPS.

The voltage rises are always due to a source) If the current enters the (+)
positive end, it is a voltage rise.

The voltage drops are almost always due to resistors (IR drops), but may also
/ be due to a source that is charging, which means absorbing energy rather than

supplying energy. If the current enters the (-) negative end, then it is a
voltage drop whether it is a resistor or a source.

In this example (Example 2) there are two voltage rises,. E1 and E2. Notice
that the current is entering the (1) end of each source.

El = 10V and E2 is 5V, so the total voltage riseis 10V + 5V = 15V.

411

44t
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There are five voltage drops. Remember that IR means voltage drop., Notice the
current enters the (-) end of each one.

(0.01A) x (1501). . 1.5V I .14-041 A 111 =4500

IR2 . (0.01A) x (7000) 7.0V R2 . 700n

IR3 . (0.01A) x (2500) - 2.5V R3.= 2500

IR4 = (O.OIA) x.(1000) = 1.0V R4 . 1000

IR5 - (0.01A) x (3000) = 3.0V R5 3000

Total drops = 15.0V

and you see that total rise (15V) equals total drop (15V).

., EXample 3: ,f.

..Jvv::-.4111
0

+
RI

A....

:-. 10004i Et --El: ..7...- 5V

37.10V
R31500 A

R2:500-a
I5V . . ..- r

4301 V

Rt

3N-n-

II[÷

kquivalent Circuit

Rt = R1 R2 R3 Et El + E2 - E3

Rt ..1000 + 500 + 1500.1.3000 0 Et = 20 + 5 10 25 - 10 = 15V

I.
-Rt. 3000

jilSo since 3009 0 = 3(

15V
. 5mA

The sum of the vol e rises is only E1 'E2 since .current is entering the (-)
end of E3.

So voltage rise equals 20V + 5V 25 volts

The voltage drops are:

JR1 * (5mA) x (11)000) . 5V

IR2 . (5mA) x (000) - 2.'Te

R3 * (5mA) x (15000) = 7.5i and because the current is entering ( ) end of. E3

.005A

E3 10V

total drops 25V Whichlequals the total rise of 25 volts.

tt



Self-Test No. 2

2.

Calculate Et.

Calculate Rt.

3. Determine the value and direction
of the current in each element.

It.

'11

EL-BE-20
Series Resistive.Circuits"

244.
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Informati nt Sheet No. 3

Power in ',Ser es Circuits

EL-BE-20 .

Series Res44ve Circuits

The total power absorbed in'any circuit is the sum of the powers absorbed in
each element of the circuit. It doesn't matter how the elements are connected
so they can be connected in other arrangements besidevin series.

The law of conservation of energy says that the total energy supplied must
equal the total energy absorbed.

This means that the total power supplied by all of the sources that are
supplying power must egUal the total power absorbed by resistors (or: sources)
in the circuit. If :a source is charging, it is absorbing power. It is charg-
ing if the current enters the (-) end as it does in a resistor.

Review the formulas from the POWER/WATT'S LAW package. The necessary formulas
are repeated in tie REVIEW OF FORMULAS section below.

Refer back to Example '3 to demonstrate the use of these formulas in series
circuits.

E x I a-P

E1 is supplying El x I . (20V) x (5mA) = 100 mW

E2 is supplying.E2 x I ( 5V) x (5mA) 25 mW

111
Total power supplied w 125 mW

E3. is absorbing E3 x I = (10V) x (5mA) 3 50 n*

R1 is absorbing IF, x R1 = (5mA)2.x.(1k) 3 25 MW
-

or (.005)2-x (1000).= .025W 25mW)

R2 is absorbing. 12 xR2.. (5mA)2 x (c5k) 12.5mW

abiorbing 12 x R3.. (5mA)2 x (1.5k) a 37.5MW

El a 20V catturt'

E2 = ,5V VALUES

E3 a 10V

I a 5mA 3 .005A_

Ri =1000 . 1k

R2 = 500 3 0.5k..

R3. 3 1500 = 1.5k

k,
.ti

44

Total,power absorbed ` 3.125 .n4 which equals total power

supplied

REVIEW OF FORMULAS4JOR SERIES CIRCUITS :

Rt = R1.+ R24+ R3 +.and so on

Et . El II2 ± E3 ± and so on; ± means + or - depending on polarity

P = E. x I for sources or resistors

4110 Pa 12 x R

E2
fRr resistors only

Pm.--
R'

1.2 "245



Self -Test No. 3

EL-BE-20
Series Resistive Circuits

cmor

1. Calculate the power supplied or absorbed in each of the elements in Self-
Test 24

Show that the power absorbed equals the power supplied in questiOn

A

O

1 246



Self-Test No. 4

EL-BE-20
es Resistive Circuits

When two or more resistors are in series they have the same

a. voltage. b. current. c. power. value.

.2. To find the equivalent value of resistors in series, the resistances
must be

a. added. b. subtracted., c. multiplied. d. divided.

3. .4To find the equivalent value of"batteries in series, the voltages must b\

a. added. b. subtracted.
c. either added or subtracted depending on-polarity. *

d. either multiplied or dividelo

4. Four resistors (100, 200-, 500, and 50 ohms) are in series. The equivalent
resistance is

a, 150 ohms. b. 500 million ohms, c. 850 ohms. d. 1300 ohms.

Solve for the value of current:

a. 3.3 mA. .

b. 5 A

c. 5 mA

d. .05 A

6. Solve for the value of current:"

a. 5.03 mA

b. 25 mA

c. 1.05 mA

d. 1.05 A

7. Solve for the power supplied by the 50 V battery in q9estion #5.

a. 250 mW b. 50 mW c: 25 W d.' 150 mW

8. Solve for the power absorbed by the circuit in question #6.

a. 5 mW b. 15 MW c. 75 MW d. 126 mW

14

247
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Cr

9. Find' the total,equiplent voltage of the sources:

a. 3.V b. 6V c. 9V d. 15V

A.

B.

EL-BE-20
Series Resistive Circuits

Ali

9v7i1141/

10. Find the equivalent value of resistance and voltage in the circuit; then
solve for the value And direction pf current.

r

*eV

15

20V

4

24,



Task

EL-BE-20

Series Resistive Circuits

Given a power supply and the following resistors all connected in series, 330,
470, 1 k, and 1.5 k ohms each. Set the supply to about 9ovblts. Measure; the

supply voltage with the voltmeter.

Calculate the total or equivalent value of resistance.

Ca'culate the value of current that would flow in the circuit if they were all
connected in a closed (unbroken) circuit in series. See the figure.

*4+
1

Calculate the voltage that would exist across each resistor in the circuit.

Connect the complete circuit according to the figure using the interconnecting
leads and including the aMmeter. Measure the current with the ammeter.

Disconnect the ammeter and measure the voltage across each resistor with the
voltmeter. Remember to replace the ammeter with a short circuit to complete
the circuit.

Obtain a single resistor-of value equal to the value calculated for the total
resistance. Connect this resistor alone with the ammeter to the power supply
and measure thetcurrent. Remember the resistor, ammeter, and batterymust be
connected in a closed SERIES circuit.

All of thecurrents calculated or measured should be the same. The reasons
they may differ are:

1. The meter causes errors in measuent.
2. The actual values and printed values of the parts may differ.
3. You may have made an error in calculation or measurement.

Have your instructor check your results.

SET FOWE
SUPPLY
TO 9V

oi1

Arrangement for
measuring current
(note polarity)

krangement for
measuring 1.5 k
resistor voltage
(note polarity)

3304

(

2.4j
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Final Test

I. When resistors or other electrical components are connected in series, the

current in each of the components will always be

a? zero. b. the same. c. different.

#

Five resistors are connected in series. Two of the resistors are 50 ohms

each, and three of the resistors are 20 ohms each. What is the equivalent

resistance?
4,

Solve for the equivalent resistance 3.3k 44,71Z

in the circuit.

50V
4. Solve for the current in the circuit.

1.511 IR

5. What is the total equivalent voltage 8Vi 6V
of the two sources connected as shown?

41117-771111=

6. What is the total equivalent voltage
of the two sources, connected as shown?

7. A 5k resistor and a 25k resistor are connected in series to a volta

source. Which resistor is absorbing the reater amount of power?
Calculate the power in the 5k resistor if-the voltage source is 10 volts.
Calculate also the power delivered by the 10 volt source. Remember to

solve for the current first!

25k

5?

Solve for the value and direction of th current.

504
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Final oval, uation

el Calculated resistance and current.

Calculated voltages.

Current measured in original circuit.

Voltages measured in original circuit.

Current measured in equivalent circuit.

Final Test 85%.

EL%-BE-20

Sgries ResistIve Circuits

(2'

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning package.

7
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Series Resistive Circuits

Answers

S.

Answers to Self-Test #1

1. Rt ..750 ohms; Rt R 125 + 250,+ 75 + 300 ohms e

2. The current is the same for All series elements.

I * 2 mA or .0..002 A; II . Rt = 2kf+ 1k + 6k or Rt m 9k
Rt

vuoNtifr

AO

18V
.§7. or I as 4 mA

40

18V
also

9000
or I ..0.002 A or 2 mA

Answers to Self-Test

1. Et 10V (same polarity as 25V source); Et 25 - 15 volts

2. Rt . 400 sl; Rt 100 + 250g

3. I * 0.025 A or 25 in each element; .Direction: 25V down
500 to left

15V to .left

100a up
2500 to right

Et 10V
I I =

; 40opa

Answers to Self-Test #3

1. P25V = 0.625W

P15V, * 0.375W

P5OV . 0.3125W

PlOOV . 0.0625W

t,

supplied since current is leaving (-) end

absorbed since current is entering (-) 9nd

P250V = 0.15625W

Equations used: For sources (either supplying or absorbing) P * ExI

111

For resistors P I2R

I * 0.025 A in all cases;-E-or-R depending on value for source or resistor

considered,

2. Total power supplied = 0.625W
Total power absobed * 0.625W is 0.3125 + 0.0625 t 0.15625 + 0.375W'

?absorbed * Psupplied since
0.625W * 0.625W,

\LI
19

252
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Answers to Self-Test #4

1. b. current

2. 0. added

EL-BE-20

Series Resistive Circuits

3. c..beither, added or suktracted depending on polarity

c. 850 ohms

5. c. 5 mA

6. a. '5 03 mA

7. a. 256 mW = Exl = 50x5mA;

al so 2/11( + 122k + 121.5k + 12.25k + 122.25k a 1210k

since power supplied equalspoW absorbed

d. 126 mW * 12(4970).= (2511)X1

9. A. d. 15V - 6V + 9V

B. a. 3 V 9V - 6V

10. Rt = ZOO +.150 + 500 + .50 a 1000 A

I. 25V

1000a

0.025 A * 25 mA

o

", 253 0
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PARALLEL RESISTIVE CIRCUITS ,

Thv apprvntice will be able to-
calcultite.current. and resistance

inn paralTel resistive circuit.

44

4

Performance Indicators:

1. Calculateqotal resistance.

2. ,Calculate total current.
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Objectives
Given:

A power supply and 4 resistors
connected in parallel

An ammeter,andrvoltmeter

A resistor equal in value to
the 4 parallel resistors

Questions and problems

11.

Directions

Obtain the following materials:

A DC4power supply

EL-BE-21
Parallel Revistive Circuits

The student will:

Calculate the total resistance.

Calculate the current in each
resistor.

Calculate the total supply current.

Connect the circuit-together and
measure the currents.

Connect the supply to a single
resistor of equivalent value and
remeasure the supply current.

Complete a Final Test with an
accuracy of 85 percent.

Resistors (1/4 W, 2%)* lk, 2.7k, 3.3k, 4.7k, 8.2k ohms

Any,OC voltmeter and ammeter (separate metn_or_a-combItion mete

Interconnecting leads or wires to connect the parts

*1/4 watt minimum, 2% suggested tolerance.

Learning Activities

Study the Key. Words list.

Read the Information Sheets.

....11.,

Do the Self-Test.

Do the Tasks.

Do the Final Test.,

Obtain Final Evaluation.
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Key Words

EL-BE-21

Parallel Resistive Circuits

Conductance (G): The property-gf a component tIat allows current to flow:
the larger the Conductance, the larger the current; the opposite of
resistance.

Mho (u).: A unit for conductance: '1 mho equals 1 amp divided by 1 volt.

Parallel connection: A method of connecting electrical components between or
across the same two voltage points in a cirqui.t.

Parallel circuit: A circuit where all the components are connected in
paraltel.

Sieman (S): A more modern unit fgr conductance, equal to a mho.

Short circuit: A condition where the circuit resistance is zero.

4
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Information. Sheet
A parallel circuit is one in which all of the components are connected in

parallel. That means that each component is connected between or across the

same two points. Figure 1 shows a parallel circuit and the two points are

labeled point A and point B. As you can see, the voltoge supply is also con-

nected between the two points and determines the voltage between points A and

B. The voltage across each and every component has to be the source voltage,

and for this reason there is only one
voltage, the source voltage, in a par-

allel circuit. The current which the

source produces divides at point A into Tt

the separate current paths through each

resistor. These separate currents
recombine at point B to provide the same

current entering the source as that

leaving the source. As you learned in

the Kirchhoff's Current Law package, 6V

B

It = 1
1
+ 1 2 '+ 1 3

or in this ca

II = 0.5A, 12 = 1A, and 13 = 2

3.5A = 0.5A + lA + 2A or

0

3.5A = 3.5A

Many times a parallel circuit will be drawn or actually

that there are more than two points in the circuit. In

R2 and R3 are connected together first

to fcitm points C and 0 before they are

conflated to the rest of the parallel

circuit at points A and B..

In Figure 2 the currents in each of the

resistors and the total current are the

same as they are in Figure 1. The

voltagg in each circuit.is also the same.

The only difference between the two circuits

is that extra current paths have been made

between points-A'and 0 and between B and

C. If you measured the current in each of

these extra wires you'would measure the

sum of thecurrents in R2 and R3 or

12 + 13.

Figure 1.

connected together so
Figure 2, resistors

13 (2A)

Figure 2

In other words, connecting the parallel circuit to this way divides the total

current from the source in stages rather than all at 'nce. First 11 is sub-

'
tracted from It at point A. What is left is It - I1 which also equals 12

1 3.

This remaining current divides at point 0 into the separate currents

5

25g.

and 13.



In equatio

I

t 2
. I + I 4. 13

It m II + 12

- I = I + IIt -Ii 2 3

EL-BE-21
Parallel Resistive Circuits.

4.

subtracting from both sides of the
equation .

cancelling the 11, terms

3.5A - 0.5A 2 lA + 2A for the values of Figure 2

3A = 3A

Of course the currents add back together in stjges, firlt at point C. to form
12 + 13 and finally at point B to form I1 +.1T+ I3-whfCh equils,y

If it makes it easier for you to. work only with'the parallel circuit drawn as
in Figure 1, it is all right to redraw Figure 2 so that it looks like' Figure
Just gombine points A and D into a single pointoknd combine points B and C
into a single point,

,. In Figurqs 1 and 2 suppose you were not told that the voltage was 6 vOlts, and
that all'you were told was the value ,of each resistor and the total.Orrent of
3.5A.. You can solve for the voltage byknowing'hOw resistors combf4 in
parallel. But before.you do that, you should know what Cionductande Con-. ductance is the exact opposite of resistance.

,

A resistor with a large value of resistance hasilk small valtie of conductance,
and a resistor with a small valucgof resistance has a large value of'conduc-
tance. Conductance is the property of a component to allpw,or to Wept current
from a source, but resistance is the property to oppose or to restrict current

flow. The symbol for.,conbuctance is G and mathematically, G

For a resistor with a value of resistance equal to R ohms, its conductance G is
one dillded by the' value of R. That is the same as Laying that conductance is
the7Riprocal of resistance. _Likewise resistance is the reciprocal of con-
ductance. Review the package on Equations if you are having trouble under-
standing reciprocals. The unit for conductance is the mho. More recently the
unit has been changed to the Sieman or just S, but mTny people continue to use
the mho since it is ohm written ba ds. The mho is.a vi ate y the ohm
symbol written upside down u. F r the three resistors in Fig 1 oc2:

1
C ! = G2 =

RRI
G1 = and R1 m 12a, R2 = 6a, R3 = 30G3

3

a 1

9

c Oil 1

12 1 -Est

I

G3 3

G1 = 0:6830 G2 = 0.167u G3 . 0.333u

6
a

260
f
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Parallel Resistive Circuits

411
Going back to the original problem, given the'resistances and the total current,
solve for the voltage. First combine the parallel. resistors into one equivalent
or total resistance. For parallel resistors you add their conductances. '

CONDUCTANCE IN PARALLEL ADDS

Placing additional components in parallel adds 'to the total current and
increases the conductance of the total circuit. Two resistors of equal value
placed in parallel across a voltage source will draw twice the current as either
one alone, and the total conductance will be twice the conductance of either
one.

In equation form, Gt = GI +

In Figures 1 and 2:

+0.3330G
t

G
t

t
=

0.0830

0.5830

1

G
t

+ 0.1670

1

Rt 0.5830

G3 and so on for parallel resistors.

Since the values for GI, G2, and G3 were
already calculated as 0.083, 0.167, and
0.3333.

= 3.5A

R
t

1.715s1
1 3.5/4

The total or equivalent resistance of resis-
tors in parallel is always LESS THAN the 1 and 2
resistance of any one of the resistors. It

is therefore always smaller than the smallest
one. Notice that 1.715s1 is less than the FIGURE 3
smallest resistance of 30., Figure 3 is an

equivalent circuit for both Figures 1 and 2. The voltage can now be solved by
applying ohm's law to' the equivalent circuit.

An.

0.583

S Rt :015

Equivalent Circuit of Figures

E' I
t.x

Rt

E = 3.5A x 1.715st

E = 6 fits

7

2 61.

I

I

1
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EXAMPLE 1: Four resistors are in parallel and the total current is. 44.4 mA.

G =GIGt 1 +G2 3 +G4 R1 lkt R2 " 2k, R3 5k, R4 0.5k, 44.4mA

1

Gt

1

2 +W3 k4
Calculate Rt and E.

1 , 1 4 1 1

't 2k
remember k = 1000; m = 0.001; and m

G
t

0'.001 + 0.0005 + 0.0002 + 0.002u
Also G

t
lm + 0.5m + 0.2m + Zmu

Gt = 0.0037u or 3.7 mu

1

Rt = 2706 or 0.27kn
t

E - It x Rt

E = 0.044A x 2706*

E = 12 volts

also E = 44.4 mA x 0.27k

E= 12 volts since k x 1

You can double check Kirchhoff's Current Law by calculating the currents in
each resistor using Ohm'solaw.

II .

121
1 2 Tr

12

E -E
1 n

T

12V i2V

2k 13 5k

II = 12mA' 12 = 6mA 13 = 2.4mA -14.= 24mA

It =
1
+ 12 + 13 + i4

It = 12_+ 6 + 2.4 + 24mA

It = 44.4mA

If the source voltage were known'instead of the source current, you could
solve the problem in the same way, and divide E by Rt (or multiply E by Gt) to

find I

t'
Instead, you could solve .for each of the individual resistor' currents

directly and add them to find it.

That'is I
1

=
9

12I = and so on.

If you ar finding the equivalent resistance of two resistances only, an

alterna rmula can be used.

R
t

for wo resistanles.
1 2

0



EL-BE-21
Parallel Resistive Circuits

Y

In words the formula. states that the total or equivalent resistance pf two
resistors in parallel is the product of the two resistances divided 'by the sum
of the two resistances.

Actually you can use this formula when there are more than two resistors if you
combine the resistances in stages two at a time. EidMples 3 and 4 will show how
this is done.

EXAMPLE 2: Find R
t

R1 X R
R = 1 2
t R

i
+ R2

200 X 300'
Rt

a
t 200 + 300-

60000 a

500 1-

Rt = 1200 a.

EXAMPLE 3: Find R
t

R

= R2 X R

R2 R3

2000 X 4000
2000 + 4000

ti
= 1333 Q

RI X R,
R
t RI + R

ti

1000 X 1333
Rt 1000 + 1333

R
t
= 571.4 Q

RI

1000-n-

RI

200

1.

R2

2000-11-

R3

4000 -11-

MM.

Rt.:571.11A



EXAMPLE 4: 0

Find R
t'

Two different, ways of combining rsistors two it a time are shown as,

well as the method using conductances. Compare the methods to see which you
prefer: It doesn't matter which two resistors you combine first. Method 1.

and method 2 are different only because different resistors are combined

EL-BE-21
Parallel Resistive Circuits

first. Method 3.combines conductances:,

Al

Method IL

RI R2 R3

(000i1 1100A 1200-ii

Z1XR4
ti RI+R2 t2 K3+Ri4

:,600X400 0' 1200X1000
ti-600+400 "t:1b0+10-00

ti
R =240o R

t2 5
45.5o

R, XR,
6 42

"t R +R,
61 t2

240X545.5
Rt 240 +545.5

R
t
- 166.7 a

-Method 2

0

"t1 R1±114

600X1000
R
ti 600+1000

R
ti
u375o

11*

l t2
Rt

Rt+Ri t2

R

375X300

"t 375+100

Rtu166.70

04.1Re
2 n

n24(3

Rte

.400X1200
,406+12'00

R
t2
.300n

Method 3

G uG +G +G-t 3+G2 4

g1 1G+ m R3 n
" "1 "

+6
2 n
+1

3 n
+1

4ill
Gt#666+4W+M0 +T000

G
t
u0.00167+0.0025+
0.00083+0.001

G
t
.O.006u

R m
1
u166.7o*

6 ut

Batteries are genet.ally NOT connected in parallel. If tWo batteries are placed
in parallel, plus side to plus side and minus side to minus side, usually one
battery will be supplying power, and the other will be absorbing power. A very.
.large current will flow if the batteries do 'not have, the same voltage. The same
is true for other voltage sources.

A battery.thatis absorbing power is being charged.

This can cause damage to the batteries. unless done under controlled conditions'
which include the following:

1. Charging only rechargeable type batteries.

.4'
2. Observing proper polarity.

.

/3. Manually or automatically controlling the current that flows.

10

264



Small resistance to' limit current
I-.,--

V)

Batterin is being charged

If the two batteries are placed in
parallel, plus2ide to minus side and
m*Ous side to plus side, both batteries
will be short circuited by each other.
This will cause excessive current, and
it will destroy the batteries.

REVIEW OF FORMULAS FOR PARALLEL CIRCUITS

GAR

Gi + G2 + Gi G4 ;and so on

EL-BE-21
Parallel Resistive Circuits

The battery with the sma r voltage is
being charged. If it is re hargeable,
its voltage will increase, nd the vol-,
tage of the battery supplying power will
decrease. Charging will stop (zero
current) when the two-battery voltages
are the same.

1 1 1 1
G + + + aftd so on

1 1;2 R3 1S4

R
R

X 119
for two resistors in parallel

t pi t(2

0

11

Excessive current flows

Batteries Shorted And Damaged

26 5 qf



Self-Test r- 4

EL-0E-21
Parallel Resistive Cirtuits

1. Two or more resist*s in parallel have the same

a. voltage. b. current. c, power. d. value.

2. To find the'equivalent value of resistors
in

parallel the resistances must
be

1

a. added. b. subtracted. c. added then inverted,
d. inverted then added and the result inverted.

3. The equivalent value of parallel resistors is

a. smaller than b. larger itigeg"*c. equal to d. twice
the value of the smallest resistance.

4. A 600 ohm and a 300 ohm reslsto are in parallel. The total resistance
is

a. 900 ohms, b. 300 ohms. c. 200 Ohms. d. 0.005 ohme

Four resistors are in parallel, a lk, 2k, and two 4k's. Rt is

a. 571 ohms. b. 500 ohms. c. .11k. d.4
6. Solve for the, voltage E

ft

E -T
31t' 000-11

E

Solve for It and R
t

3041. 140-11

*

R m
%

t

,
k. Five resistors are iln parallel. R1 ..2k, R2 = 3k, 11; = 10k, 114,x...40 and

R5 = 100 R. Calculate the equivalent resistance R ,

/ *

t

R
t

12

O

0

4 A
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, Resistive R;JCircuits

IP

Batteries can be placed in parallel without danger or damage to the
batteries

a. no matter how they are connected.
b, if the one that is alArging is properly connected and is a recharge-

able type.'
c. under no circumstances.

10. The total resistance of three parallel resistors is 100 ohms. One of
the resistors is 200 ohms and another is 400 ohms. Find the third' value.,
Use the conductance method. 1 cl4

R3 2

11 Which battery is being. charged

(absorbing energy)?

12. Determine thi'value of the
unknown resistanee R.

= 15 SI

.R2 .0 Ip o

Rt.: 5 Q

It

I

fr".

r-

4

13

6

267 041
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EL-8E-21
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Task

Given a power supply and the following resistors Connected in parallel, 2.7k,
3.3k, 4.7k, and 8.2k. Measure the supply voltage wielothe voltmeter. Calculate
the equivalent value of.resistance.

Calculate the value of current that will flow when the supply is connected.
Use the measured value of supply voltage.

Calculate the current ghat will flow in each resistor.

Connect the circuit using the interconnecting leads, and alternately connect the
ammeter in series with each resistor. In this way mea y e he current in eachof the resistors. See the Figure.

Also connect, the ammeter in series with the supply to measure the total current.
See the Figure.

Obtain a single resistor of value equal to the value calculated for the total
resistance. Connect this resistor alone with the ammeter and the supply all
together in SERIES and mess he current. See the Figure.

The current measured with each single resistor shoul0 equal the total current
measured for the original circuit. It should also ecItial the calculated value
for total current.

Also the calculated and measured values of individual resistor currents. should
be the same. The following are reasons why any of them.may differ:

4:h

1. The meter causes errors in measurement..
2. The actual and printed values of the parts may differ.
3. You may have made an error in calculation or measurement. Have your

instructor check your results.

Am ter Connection to Measure 14

R
O

he

Ammeter Connection to measure I
t

r

4.41'

1-4

268
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Final Test

1. When electrical components are connected in parallel the voltage across

each and every component will be

1L -BE-21

Parallel Resistive .Circuits

a. zero. b. equal to the current.

d. the same as each other. i

2. To. combine parallel.resistances you add

c. different from each other.

a. conductances. b. resistances. c. voltages.

3. The equivalent value of resistances 'in parallel will always be less than

the

a. largest resistance. b: allest'resistance.
c, largest plus smallest resistances.

Four resistors are.connected in-parallel. R1 1000, R2 = 1500, R3 = 500,

and R4 = 2000. Calculate the total resistance Rt.

5. The equiialent resistance of three resistors in parallel is Rt = 500. One

of the resistors is lk and another is 2k. Find the value of the third.

Use the method of conductances.

5: Solve for the voltage in the circuit.

7. Which battery, A or B is being

charged? What limits the current

from charging too fast?

8. Solve for It and Rt.

O.

9

6

15V

1.

0.01A

4

15

26z)

eel



rOwers

1. a..Voltage,

inverted then added and the result inverted.

Ik

Parallel .Resistive Circuits

3, a smaller than

4. c. 100. ohms,

5. b. 500 ohms'.

6. 6 volts.

7. 4.375A.

A

8. Rt. = 89.82Q.

9. b. if, the one that is charging properly connected and is a rechargpable
type.

10. 400Q 4.1so 63 Gt - GI - G2

it G3 t .01 - .005 - .0025 U

G3 = .0025 u

1GA

4 -63

1

.R3 .0025

R3 w 400o
I.

..

11. Battery B. (1.V) is being charged. .
-,...

.

12. Rx = 30a; Gt = G1 + G2 + G. Gt = -ts, G1 = 45/3 , G2 -- u

l' Gx G - G - G2, Q10.ti G = 0.0667u G :0.1u
"A-

-..y
t 1 2 ' 't ' 1 ' 2

't G .,0.2 -- 0.0667 - 0.1t, ,,''- )(,:, . .

. G
x

.= 0.0333u %%

. I
-X

,

Gxl
Rx

*0.03-31 "

6

R
X

= 30

4

4

16

270



Final Evaluation

Calculated Resistance .

Calculated Currents

Measured Resistor Currents

Measured Total Current

Current Measured in Equivalent Circuit

Final Test

EL-BE-21

Parallel Resistive Circuits

OK RE-DO

When ill of the checks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning package.

17

271
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SERIES PARALLEL RESISTIVE CIRCUITS

Aft

ail

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
calculate cwrent. and resistance
in a series-parallel combination
circuit.

IF

Performance Indicators:
I

1. Calculate resistance.

2. Calculate current.

3: Measure current with ammeter.
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Objectives
Given: ,

A voltage source and resistors
arranged in series-parallel

combinations

A voltmeter and ammeter.or
combination voltmeter-ammeter

cC

Questlions and problems

Dire'ctions
Obtain the.following:

A DC power supply

Resistors 1/4 watt, 2%
330, 470, lk, 1.8k, 2.2k, 2.7k,
3.3k, 4.7k, ohms

A DC voltmeter and ammeter (or combina-
tion meter

Interconnecting wires or leads

Learning Activities
Study, the Key Words ,list.

I

Read the thfonnation Sheets.

Do the Self-Test.

Do the Task.

Takirthe Final Test.

Obtain Final Evaluation.

EL-BE-22
Series- Parallel Resistive Circuits

The student will:

Calculate the equivalent value of
resistance for the series- parallel

combination..

Calculate the current drawn by the
Circuit with the source connected..

Measure the current with the' ammeter:

Measure the currgnt with the circuit
.replaced by he lquivalent resistor.

Complete a inal Test with an accuracf
of 85%. ,/

275 -`
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Key Wordp

EL-BE-22
Series-Parallel Resistive Circuits'

Kircqoff's 1.91t(lge Law:,/ The law that states that voltages add in series Or
that the sum of the voltages around a clped path is zero.

Kirchoff's Current Law: The law that states that currents add in parallel or
that the sum the currents entering4an0 leaving a'point is zero.

EAB: A symbol to represept the voltage between points A and B in a circuit.

Series connection of component: A method of connecting electrical components
so that one end but only one end of each component 1-connected to each of the
other components; series components always have the same turrent.

Parallel connection of components: A method of connecting electrical comps:),

nents so that they are connected between or across the same two points in a
circuit;!parallel components always have the same voltage.

,J



Infortilation Sheet
EL-BE-22

Series-Parallel Resistive Circuits

Most circuits are connected so that there are both seri s and parallel combin-
ations of resistors. The circuits can be simplified by combining either series
dombinations,or parallel combinations of resistors.. Us lly the combination of
either series dr parallel resistors will change the circ it in such a way that
additional series or parallel combinations result. The mi can then be
further simplified, and the original complicated circuit can b reduced to'a I
simpler one by a series of repeated combinations of resistors.

Using the process of repeated seri* and parallel combinations jest described,
we can often reduce the circuit to tin equivalent circuit of only A single
resistor.' The important thing to learn is how to determine which resistors, if
any, are actually in series or which, if any, are in parallel. You'Must be
careful not to combine resistorss.that are not actually 1, n. series or in
parallel.

(X ,4

It should be helpful to you to review the packages on se ies and oh parallel .
resistive circuits .to remind you'how components are conne ted in series or in
parallel. It may also be helpful to go all the way back t the package "Intro-
duction to Circuits" in which series and parallel connekti s.of components
were first defined.

Before an example is worked, the rules for series and parallel connections are
restated.

Series connection--components are in series if they are connected ery to end
such that one and only one end of each
component is connected to another compo-
nent. Another way toldentify series
components is to look for components with
the same circuit current. Components in
series will always have the same circuit
current. SERIES CONNECTION

Parallel connection-- components are in parallel if they are connected between
or across the same two voltage points in
a circuit. Another way to identify par-
allel components is to look for components
with the same circuit voltage. Components
in parallel will always have the same '

circuit voltage. PARALLEL CONNECTION

A special case occurs when there are only two compoiientsgn the circuit. The
two components are both in series and in parallel since they have the same
current and the same voltage.'

4
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EL-0E-22,
Serips-Parallel Resistive Circuits

Here are some examples to help you recog-
nize series knd parallel combinations.
In the figure, which resistors are in
series and which resistors are in parallel?
R
3
and R

4
are in series. They both have

the same current, 13, flowing in them.

There actN0 rest tors in'parallel. No

two resistors are onnected between the
s,eme two points in the circuit. RI is

between points A and B, R2 between1 and D,

R
3

betWeen B and C, and R
4
between C and D.

The source E is between points A and 0. All

four points. are separate points and 'cannot

be combined since each'is separated, by at
least one component rather than a wire.con-
nection. So the only thing you can do
is to combine R

3
and R

4
into one equivalent

resistor which could be called Rx, and redraw

the circuit.
I

Rx - R3 + R4

Rx .* 20 + 10Q

RX 30Q
,ei

Notice that point C is eliminated when the
eqUivalent circuit is drawn. Notice also
that combin-ing_R andyt_into a single

resistor has resulted in the-Varallel
combination of two resistors R

2
and-the

new resistance R
x'

R
2

and R
x

are both

between the points B and 0 and artin
par lel. No two resistors are in series
a ore.

. E and R are
bOth in series
and in parallel.

R, 30-A

A R130-11-

I

Equivalent Circuit 1

w you can combine R2 and Rx into a single equivalent resistance; call it

and redraw thecircuit.

R x Rx,x,

R2/ + Rx

15 x 30
"y -15 +.30

by * 10s2.

6
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R 30-Q-

Equiv ent.Circuit 2

R y

I 0

Rx

30A.
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EL-BE-0
Series-Parallel Resistive Circuits,

In the second equivalent circuit, the Only two resistors left are in series.
Combining those two into\one final total resistance for the entire circuit,
Rt, you have A

R * R + R
t 1 y

R
t

30 + 100

R,

t
* 402 .

*moo. 4.
12V177'

Final Equivalent Circuit

Now that.R
t
has been determin

1
can be found.

I
1

0.3A

g

You can solve .for all of the other currents and,.1voltages in the original cir-
cuit by going back to the other equivalent circuits. Using equikialent circuit

the voltage.across Ri
mEABai

0111 and the voltagle.ocross R2 En*IixR3i

E
AB

.10.3Ax3On

E
AB
9 volts

E
BD

*0
I

3Ax10a

E
BD
3 volts

Notice that E.,.
4.

E
BD EAD

E Kirchhoff's Voltage Law.AU

.., 9V + 3V 12V f ,

Going back to equivalent circuit 1, 4

1. v

E

gl, and 1
E

J-2 * but E has been found
BD4 K2

4 KX

3Vto bd 3V so It 376 and 13 Ira
..

I

2
0

'

2A

Notice that I
2

+ 1
3

0.2A + 0.IA 0.3A

1
3

0.1A

Kirchhoff's Current Law
A

r

4.
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.t;

Finally, using the original circuit,

the voltage across 411.Ei.c I..3 x'R3 and across.
R4,

En 13.x°R4

,
Eoc x,a0o .

-; ECD
0.1A x 10o

eCD "E
BC

2V

Notice that fic
ECD-a-E80

Xirchhoff.'s Volta0 Law
qr

t t2V'4. IV 3V.

.11

;,r

Finally, al l'pf the currents and voltages have been fdUnd, and Kirclioff's Lawi
have been us1 as a double check.

Example:

Kind Rt and solve for: al)
4
of the cur-'

rents anevoltages .in the
WhiCh resistors areo,
R and R so R m -R .+
2 3' x 2. 3

Rx 50 + 100

-Rx = '1S.OR

it.

'only

Whicb, resistors are in parallel?
... ,

;,.

* R
5

x it a'.
.. 6

Onty .and R6, 0 ik, .6 +6
.

7 "5 "6

x 200R
406*.+ 200

R 133o

.
. R2,501?- IR3

C ;1.

Rii 306A

RI

674

1542V

E
(4* *

..rn equiValent.'circuit 1, R
x

and Ft'
4

are

R

R
.

-n

R. 100st

t
; .1. 41i

,

' .1 b' :

i'



Series-
b

.

Retistif Ve. circuits
P

VanO,Ry ,tre In series: so that Rcs R +.R +

t.

SA,

EA 8, It

5#

zR 00,4,P(1

617:a

E ,

Equivalent Circuit 2 Finals Equivalent Cfrouit

.13

x Rt z
Ii,x Ry

-

45

,

0.335A

4,

Pk

.1.
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Series-Parallel Resistive Circuits

4

POOP

411, It was already .stated "that some circuit's do4lot'have any Combinations of
resistors that are either in series or it parallel. These circuits cannot be

bOmplified by the method presented here. One example of- suctre circuit is.the

ridge circuit. Notice that no two resistors are either .in series or in

parallel. Each of the resistors and the source is between a different set of

. points in the circuit. Also-there is a different current in each resistor and '

the source since the current divides at each of the points, A, B, C, and D.
Methods used to calculate pie voltages and currents are a subject for a more

advanced course in electronics..

A.

BRIDGE CIRCUIT

5SL.

Component Between Points

1n resistor A &

So resistor, A & C

source A & D

C 4o resistor B & C

20 resistor B & D

1.5n resistor C &0
-

Power in a seriet-,parallel .resistive circuit is. calculated in the same way as

1`t-is in.less complicated circuits.

The total power supplieti by sources equals the total power absorbed by resistors
(or other` sources, if they are charging).'

The power absOrbed for each resistor is 'calculated once you have determined.'

.
either:the.turrent or voltage for the. resistor.

Using the resistor current ' P 12 x R
t ,

P
E
2

.

Using the resistor voltagt r a 1
,

_Usingnoth current and voltage
for the ,resistor P' E x I

The power suppriea by a source is caldulated by the ,formula

All thre formulas give
the same nswer.

P E x I

where E and.0a4the values of voltage and current for the source. If the,

turrent4s.leaving thit plus (4) tenminal,of,the source instead of the mihus.,

(0) terminal, the fordOla gives the mwer iblettl, by the source,
e



Self-Test 0

I

4 4 ,.
.

.. fL-RE, p:
Series4arallel Resistive Circuits

4

.

Por.the circuits. in questions 3,114:' it Will 4)robably be helpful to assign
letter labelsto each of the separate points!as was done in thi examples.
What may. look like:two different points will be the same point if they are
connected by a piece of wire. Also two resistors maybe connected together
without drawing a connecting dot, but a connection is nevertheless made so
that a letter should be asstgned,tothat connection or point. _Draw your own
dot if it is helpful. Letter labels are already assigned for the first .two
figures in order to help you understand the procedure.

1. Serfes resistors always have the same

a. voltage.
b. -current.
c. power.
d. resistanceNalue.

2. Parallel resistors' always have,the same

a. voltage.
b. current.
c. power.
d. resistance value.

Determine .which, if any, resistors are in
series and find Ape equivalent. value.

Det4rmine which resistors, if any, are in
parallel and find their equivalent .value.

-.S. Solve for the total equivalent resistance
for the circuit in questions 3. and 4.

Determine which resistors, if any, are in
series and find the equivalent valul.

Determine which resistors, if any, are in
parallel and find their equivalent value.

8. SoLVe for the' total equivalent resistance

for the circuit in questions 6 and 7.

(Circuit for questions 9-11 on following age.) Circuit for Questions,

Circuit for Questions3-5

'9. Solve for the equivalent value of resistance for the total circuit (R,). t.

/
40. Solve for the currents and voltagls Th each of the resistors.

.$1. Solve for the poWer supplied by the source.

it
t`Z

11

283
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d.

10-11.

IOC

Circuit for Questions 9-11

10-n-
10

A

I

er

I I.
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EL-BE-22'
Series-Parallel Resistive 'Circuits

Task

1.- _Clculate the equivalent value of resistance for the circuit shown.
.

27K

Measure the 'urce voltage. Use this value to calculate the.cgrrent
drawn from the sourceth the circuit connected..

%,
3. Check with your'instruttor that you have calculated the correct values.

Then get a single resistor equal in value to the calculated circuit value.

Connect the circuit and measure
.

the current with the ammeter. Connect
also the single resistor alope and measure the current with the ammeter.

ir,

5. All three current should be close to the same.. value. If your resistors

FPt
were low-tolera e types, the results could be considerably off,. Check
with your inst uctor to determine how well-you did.

i

6. Calculate the equivalent value of resistance for the .re-arranged circuit .°

as shown.

I.8K A JUMPER O:VIRE

7. Calculate the curre

Connect a jumper
wire between

K points A-and 8
as shown.

en a 9. vo) t source is' connected to the circuit.

8. C6nnect the complete circuit and measure the current.

.9. Connect a single resistor of equivalent value as calculated at measure-
the curr nt in the Iipgle resistor withthe ammeter.

40. Have your instructor check your calculated and measured results.

*Was A and-8 are indicated as separate points only indicate where to
attach an interconnecting, wire or jumBee. When thisijumper is connected, the
two points beipme the same point in We circuit. The circuit Can be drawn a
different way by placing,the 2.2k resistor to the right of the 1k resistor,
but an interconnecting jumper is still needed. In both cases the 2.2k and 1k
resistors are in parallel and connected between the same two points in the
circuit.

13



FinalTest

EL-BE-22
Series-Parallel Resistive Circuits

1, Determine which resistors, if any, are in series.

2. Determine which resistors, if ,any, in parallel.

3. Solve for the total equivalent rest stance:

4-. Solve, for the currents and Voltages in each of the components.

5,. Sol ve for the power suppl led by the source,.

25V
4.110"

150-rz ?Bpi)

53.11-

\,

14
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4- Final Evaluation

Calculated Resistance

Calculated Current

Measured Current

Current Measured in Equivalent Resistor

Final Test 85%

EL-tE-22
Series-Parallel Resistive Cirtuits

OK % RE-00

a

When all of the checks indtcate OK, koceed to the next learning package.

a

15'

s.

4

4
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EL-BE-22
SeriesLParallel Resittive Circuits.

Answers

1. b. current.

2. a. f.voltage:
A

3. No resistors /are in series.

4. 3750, 3k, and 1k'are all in parallel. All are between points B and C.

G
ins 1 1

ti
1., 775 .U00 1600

0.004

4

1 '

R . rum . 2500f equivalent value

MNO--(u)

(inverted ohm- -0)

5, 2k`and 250a.are in series equalling 2000 + 250 m 22500

6. 8T.and 4i are in series equalling, 8 + 4 Ill 120

55 and 70 are .in series equalling .5 + 7 120

9 x
7.10 rr9o.and 3a are in parallel equalling 2.250

8 120 and 120 are in parallel equalling 60

20, 60r and 2.250 are in series equalling 10.-250

It
9. Circuit is drawn with letters assigned.

8
A K) Jr4

\ in -Oral lel

(90 between points
B and C

I

i01

a in series, point C
is eliminated when

combined

in parali el be en
points B and

v)

288
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.

10. I - .25AIt
attA1

10V

10
I\A\ 2VP "4:t (4,

5v

6 EL-BE-22

Series-Parallel Resistive Cir'cuit
1

in series Rt * 10 + 20,+ 100

Rt on

20R. I I .25A In bdth 10o resistors and
2,1 equivalent resistance E * IR

0

Aar=

19A

/OA

E
A

3
'ff
"0

\

.083 * .167A *1

, 5V MP .25A 4x 20o
0

lo-ft
11.424:4.OVVLV44W .061A

.111A

41

E7* IR

2.0-a. 1.67V * .167A x 10o

. 3.33V .167A IC 20o.

16

O

I * ,

\*.D .111As* 3TV

5.33V ..055A itga
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11. Psource IN 1 0 V X '0,25A ii.,2.15W

p

'SeriesnParallel Resistive Circuit

1

18 .290
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Final. Evaluation

Caltulated Resistance

Calculatedturrent

Measured Current

Current Measured in Equivalent Resistor

Final Test 85%

EL-BE-22

Series-Parallel'Oes'istive Circuit

A

RE-DO

When al] checks indicate OK, proceed to the next learning. package.

Air

4

le

*
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2.15
SWiTCHES AND RELAYS

/

epoboule.1011li .

The apprenticewill be able to
describe types of. switches and
relays.

Performance Indicators:

1. Identify common types of
switches.

2, Describe relays.

292
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qbjectives. .1;

, EL-BE-23.-

Switches and ReIay:i

.Given: K The student will
,

An, assortment of, switches and relays Identify the different types of

Questidhs on switches and relays_

Directions
Obtain the following:

.Assortment of switches.

A relay .

Connecting devices
Lamp*

*4

'Learning Activities
Study Key Words list.

Read the Information'Sheets.

Complete Task circuits end drawing.

Do Self-Test..

Do Final Test.,

,Obtain Final Evaluation..

switches..

. Connect circuits using ;witches to
operate lamps in 'different modes'.

4. 0

;Draw operational circuitAtagrams
using switches and relays.

Complet a Final. Test with an accu-

racy of/90%.

. I



Key Words,t

4110 iAre. 'A discharge of eleetriCity ttzeiigti'a gas (such as air)-.
n

Closed: closed .10-op, a complete path; a connected ci.rcuit.'

Nc: NOmally cloied; -cl,otedin the rest position.

/ .LL-1:1 lit-Z.5
6W1,tC.FleS -and Re 1 ay.

'.',.

NO Normally open; open in the rest position.
1.

Open: An .open, loop not connected; not operatiso anal; discnected.
1

-. -
, .

,

, . Pole: The part of the switch tha t cohas. the moving contact on it.
.

Rotary: A switch that tarried with a knob which can selec't any one of .many

tcontacts.,
_ f

` Throw: , The part of a switch which has the stationary contact on it.
I Iir

'Hydraulic (ctioh: Devices that are operated by fluid flow. lExample: the
'brake system in the automobile.)

Bimetal action: 4A strip of,2-layer metal that bends asfheat is applied.
'The bending of the strip cdp activate switches, etc.

Symbol for relay

Symbol for switch

I

4

r.
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Information SINYet

r

4 ` SWitch,es and Relay

The switch is one of the most common electrical devices., We, use switches

every day to turn off 'or on our lights, appliances, and machines.. Some

switches are very simple. On* example is-the light switch that is on the wall

of a home. Some switches are very, Complicated. These include multi-heat

switches'on the electric range and rotary switches that are found in radios, TV

sets, and stereos.
4

Lees.start with the' most simple switch, called the SPST switch. The SPST

stands for single - ole sin le-throw. ,Below you see the symbol for a SPST

switch.' Next tote sym o .see' what the switch looks likd.(pictorial).,

ti

POLE rTHROW
SYMBOL PICTORIAL

Notice that on the symbol there are one pole and one throw. Because there is

only one of each, there are only two places to connect wires. On the pictorial

you will notice that there are only'two terminals. This will help you identify

a single-pole, single-throw switch. Now let's hook this switch into a circuit.

We will use symbols for, the circuit components. Study the symbols and pictor-

ials below. Be sure that you, can identify each of them.

BATTERY LAMP

4'
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EL-BE-23

Switches and Relays

Here are two ctreuits. They are the same except that tqejirst one is shown

with the switch open andthe second with the switch closed.

No current flow. Current flow.

The circuit that is open is/broken; there cannot be any,current flow The

circuit that is closed haS'acomplete path for current. his makeS it opera-

tional. This is the type of circuit that is found in the common frashlight.

As you have learned, switches are identified by the nuMber of poles and throws.

Let.'S look at a single-pole? double -throw switch.

ce--°-°1--L-THROWS
POLE 0

) .

, The SPST switch was good for turning one laMp off and on with one switch.

How can we turn one lamp off and on with two switches?' The SPOT is the switch
.A. for the job. Study the next drawings. Notice that no matter which position

the switches are in, it is possible to turn off or on (the lamp tom one position

or the other.
.

Closed C,

1

When this type of circuit is used in a home,
hook -up. t.

Open

s called a three-way switching,

r
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EL-OE:-23
Switches and Relays

There are other switches which make it possibl,e to turn ,off or on a lamp from
three or more positions.

. The following shows the first Vmo'switches we have -

studied and two other switches that you may see.

:

e.

.S.PST SPOT

DOTTED UNE MEANS
POLES WORK ?NETHER

0.
DPST DPDT

There are some switches that are made:so-that they return to the same position
when they are released by.the operator. These are called momentary-Contact
switches.' They are normally spring loaded so that they flip back when released.
Momentary-contact switches can be the normally open type (NO) or the normally
closed-type (NC). Pittulfted below are the momentary-contact-type switches.

6
.11

11 PUSH WILL A PUSH WILL ,

or-OPEN THE 1- CLOSE THE CIRCUIT
I 0C.LICUIT

NC NO

NC 4 NO SWITHESCAN LOOK ALIKE

4

Another type of switch that-is very common and sometimes very complicated is ' k

the rotary switch. The rotary switch may have many sets of poles and multiples
of throws, The following are a few rotary-switch symbols and their names. The
second P.stands for position; 3P3P.stands for three-pole, three-position.

SP5 P
SINGLE\R)LE 0 70
5 F051TION 0

3P 3P

0
All THREE POLES

6."1"---- WORK 'TOGETHER
0 I

id*

1
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EL-8E.23
Switches and Relays

Another switch which s -less common but very important is the reed switch. it
is sealed in a glass tube and is operated wit a magnet. What' it looks like is

.shown beloW. .

N
GLASS TUBE

LEAVES

0

.SEALED BOTH ENDS

~A5 THE MAGNET I BROUGli$49SET1-1E LEAVES shAP. TOGETH ER
MAGNET .

5PST- NO

a,

The outside appearances of switches lar,y,as to their a ation and.mounting
method. Below are a- few of the most common.typdl,and It names:. The names.
refer to the mechanisms which activate them.

Toggle
6

Slide Rocker Push Button Lever*

Switche,s are given ratings for their current and voltage capabilities. To
understand why this is done, remember that whe ever an electric circuit is.
broken, an arc occurs. This hot arc burns awa at the contact points. The
more current or the more voltage, the greater t e arc. The contact points take
most of the beating as the switch is used. These points are made of metals that
are very hard and will not burn or a material that is conductive even after it
is burned. The points in a car are of tungsten, a very hard material. *The
points in a water heater are made of. silver. Silver is conductive afteg it has
been burned. Some switches have snap actions which switch very quickly. The
fast .switching reduces the arc and saves-the contact points.

300
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EL-BE-23 .

Switthes.and Relays
a'

Relays

The relay is nothing more than a switch at is operated from .a distance by an
operator. a time clock, audio or,even lrcomputer, Have you every wondered
.what turns the bell off and on at the beginning and end of the class time?
Right, a relay is the switch that does the job. The time clock turns on*the.
relay and the .relay turns on the bell. You may ask, "Why do'we need 0 relay?
Can't the time clock turn-on the_bell?" If you think aboutipit for a while, you.
will realize that there'are many bells in the school building., of
the arcing\on 'the contacts in the,clock. Wouldn't it be better to divide up the
switching into 'several switches .fdr different parts of the building? Right
again. The clocklowill last much longer if we don't overload the small timed
switch iniide the clock

But just how does the relit), work?' Mot relays work on electromagnetic action.
There are a few special types that use air, hydraulic action or even bimetallic 1

action to do the switching. Let's consider the magnetic type.

The magnetic relay, as the name says, uses magnetic energy to operate the switch
contacts. The magnetism is produced by the electric current from the coil. This
closes the 'witch and closes the circuit. .When the current is off, th'e magnetic
field collapses, which allows the return spring to lift the arm and opeft,the
switch. Study the circuit below. Notice that the electromagnet is turned on and
off by a remote SPST switch.

RETURN SPRING
MAGNETIC RXE

POLL
.,...
....

ARM

RENOTEGOINTRa.
SWITCH i: II

ELECTROMAGNETIC COIL

When the SPST,switch is closed, the arm of the electromagnet Is pulled down
against the pole face with a snap. When the control switch is open (as shown),
the magnetic pull stops, and the arm is pulled off the pole face by the return
spring. It is this up-and-down' actionthat is used to close and open contacts
in the relay. The following circuit shows a practical set-up with a relay used
toturn on-and off a motor on an industrial elevator.'

I

301
4
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ELECTRIC LINE

HEAVY WI

Switches and Relays

MOTOR

7OPERAMR p
SWITCH '0

ELECTRO
MAGNITIC

L

SMALL

WIRES MATERIAL

BUCKETS

04'

LOAD

O\'\ -.0///1

There is an advantage in using the relay to turn the vouir off and on: small
wires to a small,switchcan control large amounts of energy.'

REEk/ BELT

DUMP

--CONVEYER BELT-W:7

ZOO Ff,

The construction of relays differs somewhat, but all of them use similar
action. The drawing below shows the construction of a typical relay. Notice the
-set of contacts. Which ones are normally open? Which ones are normally cliosed?

. e

FILE FACE (AC TYPES ALSO HAVE 0 RING)

Piva

RETURN

SPRING

ELECTROMAGNETIC<1.
COIL

SWITCHING CONTACTS
ea.411.0.01 3

Relay with Parts Labelled

at

g

You are right! Contacts 3 and 4 are normally open (N0)% .Contacts 5 and 6 are
normally closed (NC). Connections 1 and 2 hook to the electromagnetic coil.

10

302
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EL-BE-23
Switches and,Relaye,

Another switch that you should know about ii the
.

mercury switch. This switch
is 6 position switch, When one side is up, the switch is off; when the other

. side is up, theswitch is on.. Study the, drawing below. Is this a SPST,or SPOT?
Now is the contact made? . 0

,

I .

4

A.

MERCURY WIRES

Closed Position* Open Position

Right! It is a'SPST switch. It has only two confections. Right again! The
contact 1.s made by the* conductive mercury touching the wires in we end of the
bulb.

4 .

You may have seen one of these switches in action on the trunk of a car. When
the lid is open, iteturns on the light. When the lid is closed, It tilts the ,

switch which turns off the light.
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. 1.

Self-jest
_1111,

Choos the correct,. nswer.
4.

1. .The A/C relay has a spilecial

a. washer t,

b. R ring k
t

c. D ring er'

d. A ring

The matytetism in the relay is prOVicled by

a. the soil.
b. the contact.
c. tihe terminalt.

d. the'retiprn springe..

V'

"

. \ This push, button is a type
a. SPST

b: ft0,

c. closed
d. .NC

'Switches and Relays

on the pole face.
.t

s symbol is for a type, switch.

a. SPST
b. .DPDt

c. SP5P

"e'd. 5PSP
,

in this schematic.,

r

ow.14.41..01,11Wonlin.r.

5. Idenilfy the switch
SPST

SPOT

c."''DPOT,
d, ,IPST

6. In this drawing Si

a. toggle 4
b. midair
c. SPOts, ,

d. DPDTk\.
.11.\

7. SPST stands fosr a.' type switch.
a. single-pqfe, single- toggle

;.

b. single-pdle, single-throw
c, any rocket§,

type switch.

d. snap

The snap action on sollswitches
a. helps the ope,ator know when the switch is activated.
b. increases the 'arc.

c. decreases the arc.
d. means that the 'stitch is new.

tCo 52.

0

t

4.4

tit

304
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,

The mercury An' the bercury.switch provides

a. the electrica) .contact.

b. weight control.

c. indication of swifigh position,

d. improved appeararice.

10... Silver.is used on some switch contacts because of

n.

a..Appea'rance.
b, lower contact reitstance eve if burned.

c. smoother action.
d. high expense.

OW

I

EL-BE-23
Switphes\Aad Relays

,

13
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Task 4

Construct and test the following circptits.

p.

Circuit 1,

Construct a circuit -to turn on and off one lamp with one SPST switch.
(Use schematic as a guide.,)

EL- t3E -23

Switches and' Rel ays

Circuit 2

Construct a circuit to turn off or on a 'lamp from two locations using
two 5PDrswitches. (Use schematic as.a guide.)

Circuit 3

Construct a circuit to turn off or on one lam
by a SPST 'switch. (Use schematic A a guide.

with a relay controlled

LINE

SPST
Ci rcui t 4 dM

Complete this drawing (schematic) using a rotary switch as a selector
to connect any one of the :following to an amplifier.

TURNTABLE Elp--

TUNER 0

TAPE PLAYER Fri--

4

444

14.

30/6

AMPLIFIER

SPEAKER
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Final Test
1. 'SPST stands for'

a. Single-position, single-toggle.
b. Single-pole, single-throw.

c. 5pecial-position, single-throw.
d. Any toggle switch.

2. In this circuit drawing $2 is a
a. a toggle switch.
b. 4-way switch.. 4-----00

SI

ti

SZ

AEL-BE-23
. Switches and lelay5

c. SPDT switch. .

d. a rocker switch.i

In this drawing Si is a

a. SPST.

b. DPST. E4

c. SPDT.

d. DPDT.

This symbol is for
a. SPST

b. 5PSP

c. SPSP

d. DPST

type switch.

5. This push button is a type.

a. NO

b. NC

c. SPST co
d. closed

0
6. The coil in a, relay provides

a. D-ring mount.
b. magnetic energy.
c. heat.

d, return action.

/

The D ring is found on
a. SPST switches.

b. ribrmally open switches.

c. AC relays.

1. d. DC relays.

Why are some switch contacts made out of silver?
a. It makes the switch care expensive.
b., The silver keeps its conductivity even though it is burned.
c. The action is smoother.
d. Less heat is developed.

15

4 30
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mekcury switch is a
4. position switch
b., OPDT switch.
c. them° switch,
d. NO switch.

10? Some switches have snap action
6

4 a. so the4pperator can heat* the stvp.
b. to ineneasearcin§.
c. to reduce OM rating,
d.. to reduce arcing and, heat.

y a
a

qii 16 308

c.

EL-BE.23
Swi tches and Relays '4



F; hal Evalwatiop

Check sheet

4-BE-23
Switches and Relays

All drafts 100% operattonal.
All drawing~ 100% correct.
A sore of 90% pr better on the Final- test;

, Circuit construction

Circuit drawing ,

Final test

Ok

When all checks are OK, proceed to th.e next package..

17
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-\;(Answeri
MP

Self-Test

1. c

o

3, %to

5.'

6. c

7. 'b

8. c-

9. a

10.4tb

18
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2.16

BASICS OF ALTERNATING .CURRENT,
(

r

k

,

,Goal:

The apprentice will be'able to
describe the basic concepts of
alternating current.

.e711

e

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe flow of elections.t.

2. Describe vaveorms.

3. Describe cycles and frequency.

4. Describe peak and RMS voltage.
o

5.. Describe audioftenerator.

311
A
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BASIC 8LECTAONICS
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Basics of Alternating 'Current
EL-E3E-25

41,
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Objectives.

Given:

A series of questions on basic AC

Ten problems dealing with RMS and
peak' voltages

An audio generator and head phone

Directions

Obtain the following:

0 An audio generator
He. phone set (with connecting wires)
Calculator

Learning Activities

Study the Key Words list..

Read\ the Information-Sheets.

Complete the Self-Test. '

'Solve the problems on the problem sheet.

Do the Task.

Do the Ftpal Test.

ObtpiPainal Evaluation.

I

e

EL-BE-2$
Basics of Alternating Current

The student will:

Answer 9 of the 10 questions correctly.

Solve 9 of the 1.0 problems correctly.

,,,het up and operate the audio generator
properly:

314
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Basics. of Alternating Current

Key Words
AC: Abbr cation for alternating current. Symbol:

Al tern ,One half of 'a cycle; it can be positive or negative.

Alternating current: Current that changes polarity at a regular rate.

Audio generator: .A device that produces alternating current which can be changed
in frequency, wave shape, and output level. This pakage will cover frequencies
whith are in the range of the human ear.

me

Cycle: A set of positive and negative alternations of an AC voltage.

+ALTERNATION

1011E'
ALTERNATION

Frequency: The number of cycles'in a given period of time. As an example,

a frequency of 20 hertz means 20 cycles per second.

Hertz: The measure for the number off cycles per second. (Hz)

Peak: The furthestloint from the center that a wave form reaches in either
the or positive direction.

Pr AK

66N,- WU
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Rise time: The amount of time tbat it takes for a voltage to get from 0 up
to peak.

t
TIME

RMS: Short for root mean square.
%

It is a value that is 70.7% of the peak value
or .707 times peak.

Sine wave: A 'smooth, 'ever changing wave fonm. A pure frequency.

Example of a sine wave -

Square wave: A wave form that changes abruptly from 0 to peak value; holds

At peak and then abruptly' goes back to 0, reverses to a peak and returns to 0.

Example of a square wave--



Information Sheet

AC and the Oscilloscope

EL-BE-25*
Basics of Alternating Current

k
In the last package you learned how to set up the oscilloscope and use it to
take DC voltage measurementt. Although taking DC measurements with the scope
is important, the real advantage of using an oscilloscope is to look at voltages
that change value at a fast rate of speed. Before we worry about how the scope

sees these changing voltages, let's take a, look at what AC really is.

1

Basics of AC

We know that DC (direct current) flows in one direction. The electrons leave

the battery from the negative pole, pass through the wires and the load, then
return to the battery's positive pole. The electrons are going in only one

direction. Study the circuit

FLOW DC MOTOR LOAD

SHAFT ROTATION

From this circuit you should recognize that:

1. Thls is a DC circuit.

2. The DC motor is the Orcuit load.
3. The mot* is turning clockwise.

The motor can be reversed by changing the polarity of the voltage source
connected to it, thus reversing the direction of the current through the load.

If the battery were to be turned one-half turn, the motor would go counter-

clockwise. See the circuit below.

OC MOTOR LOAD

SHAFT ROTATION

ti

t
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I

From the last drawing you should recognize that:

1. The battery is connected with the polarity reversed.
2. The current flow is in the opposite direction.
3. The motor is now turning in a counterclockwise dii'ection.
4. The DC motor can4be reversed by changing polarityt

Now let's goll step further. We will set up a circuit that will switch polarity
of the battery. Study the circuit drawn below.

METAL HALF
RINGS

MOTOR TURNS IN CLOCKWISE
DIRECTION

PHONOGRAPH TURNTABLE ../

t

As the battery rides around and around on the turntable,\, *hlOspring brushes
slAde on the metal half-rings which connect the motor to the battery. tet's
look at the circuit again after it has turned one-half rotation,

4 Now the polarity has been reversed and the motor shaft direction has also been
reversed. The action thattakes place is one of the motor changing direction
over and over. The faster the phonograph turntable goes, the faster the motor
must change directions. This changing of direction of currentflow is called
alternating current (AC) because it alternates polarity.'

6
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To really see what is happening in an alternating current circuit we must be
able to recognize the changes of voltage and polarity* in relation to time.
This sounds like a big order, but if we construct a graph to show these rela-
tionships, it becomes much simpler. To get an idea of how this graph should
look, let's go back to-our turntable-AC current producer and connect a graph-
drawing attachment to it. Study the drawing below.

111#

.....LIO III
qk 4----
la

PEN

PAPER

From the drawing above, you should be able to recognize

1. As the battery rides around on the turntable,
changing polarity is fed to the .motor.

that:

a current that is

2. As the current changes polarity, the motor changes shaft directioh.

3. As the motor tries to turn,,it is limited by the springs.

4. The pen draws a line on the moving paper which shows the direction
of motor shaft rotation.

The next stelis to study the graph that the pen made on the moving paper. The
drawing folling shows the graph and what happened in the circuit to cause it.

7. 318
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MOTOR ON CCW

MOTOR OFF SWITCHING TIME /INCHES
PAPER MOTION PER sEcoNg

TIME

MOTOR ON CW

This graph (called a wave foym) can give us much information about the circuit..
Study the followi list:

1. We can tell how much voltage was applied to the motor by the amount of
motor pull. If the battery had more voltage, the peak wave would be
higher because the motor would turn,More. (The higher the wave form, the

more the voltage.)

2. We can tell the current direction (polarity) by the direction of the wave

from the off line. Above the off.line is normally positive and below is
normally, negative...

3. If we know how fast the paper was moving (inches per second), we can
tell how many changes of polarity took place per second.

4. The pen cannot get from the center (zero point) to the top of its swing in
zero time. This slight delay makes the vertical lines slanted by just a

small amount. The time that it takes for the pen, t9 ,go from zero up to

peak is called rise time. The amount of rise timrcanbemeasured on this
greph if we know how fast the paper was traveling.

S.

8
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The Sine Wave

Most wave forms don't look like the .one made by our batter, f turntable device.

The most common wave form is the sine wave. You' may hear ,it called the pure

form of any frequency. The alternating current that we get from the power
company has this sine shape. The drawing below showi a sine wave similar to
the ones produced by the power company.. The amount of time span shown is only

1/60 of 0...s!cond. This means that 60 of these take place in one second.

A

PEAK 10.

RMS 120t

VOUS A/C

RMS 120

PEAK1697

.`

ME -L--4P-

From the drawing of the sine wave you should be able to recogniie that :.

1. The sine wave is alternating current because it changes polarity.

2. The sineowave shows a smooth change of voltage from zero, up to 'a peak i.alue

.positive, then back down to zero. From zero it goes up to a peak value

negative them back to zero. This all took place in a 1/60 of a second.

3. , The 11'st of events that took place in .24tbove is called a cycle. Each

cycle is made up of'one positive( alternation and,one,negative alternation.

4. We can measure alternating turrent by the number of cycles per second.

5. The peak voltage is the very top of the waveform.

6. The amount of time that it takes for a voltage to get from zero up to

peak fs called rise time.

The RMS voltage is slightly less than the4eak value. (70.7% of peak.)

An explanation of RMS voltage follows in the next paragraphs.

9
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Frequency in Hertz

As was states before, we can measure alternating current by the number of cycles
per second. The measure that is used is.called frequency (how frequently a cycle
takes place). Remember that frequency in hertz deals with the number of cycles
per second, no other time interval. As an example, the frequency of the power
line is 60 Hz, The cycles per second is understood. 60 Hz a 60 cycles per second.

Peak and RMS Voltages

When'AC voltages are measured, we have a different problem from what we had
with DC. The DC voltage was the same.as long as the circuit was on. With AC
both the negative and the positive voltages go up and down. Why not measure
the voltage at.its highest point (the peak voltage)? This might sound like a'
good way to do it, but there is a problem. The voltage is only at the peak fon
just an instant. Because of this, the amount of,poWer from.a 100 volt AC circuit
is less than from a DC 100-Volt circuit. It was found that 100 volts peak AC
produced as much power as a DC voltage of 70.7 volts. All AC voltmeters don't
measure peak, but they do measure ,707 times the.peak. This measure is called
RMS.voltage. If.we know the peak value of an AC voltage, we can find the RMS.

RMS = .707 X peak

Let's say that we 'checked the line votpage and found that it was 160 volts peak
value: What would be the RMS voltage?

RMS = 160 X-.707

rs
=.113.1 volts*

4,

AC voltages are almost always expressed in RMS. The line electrical outlets.in
our homes are called 110 volts. This is really a RMS voltage. If this is so,
what is the peak line voltage? To figure this one we.need another magic number
like the .707, .This time the number is 1.41421.. This one you can find with
your calculator if it has a square root sign (.1--') on it. 1.41421 is the
square root of 2.

The formula for finding the peak voltage if the RMS is known is

Peak = RMS X 1.414

Let's finish Ar problem. We said thit the line voltage was 110 volts RMS. This
means that

Peak * 110- X 1,414

Peak = 155.5 volts
s

If you are unsure about how to do this, read it again because the test will,
have problems dealing with RMS and peak. -Refer to the sine wave figure as shown
in the beginning of 'the discussion.

10
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The Audio Generator

When there is need to test a DC circuit, it is a simple matter to use a battery
or a power supply. The AC circuit is a different matter. In the AC circuits
it may be necessary to change not only voltage but frequency and wave shape as
well. The device to do this is called an audio generator. As the name implies,
it generates audio frequencies. The audio frequencies include the frequencies
that can be heard with the human ear. The audio generator must include fre-
quencies from-20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Audio generators differ somewhat depending on the manufacturer, but the controls
are very similar. The following ,drawing is of a typical audio generitor. Study
the controls so you can explaintwhat each of them does.

PILOT LIGHT---4we

FOWER SWITCH-44P

ODIRSE
FREQUENCY

Am,

.0-.SINE 60uARE

FINE FREQUENCY ADJUST

WAVE SHAPE SELECR)R

'11
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Problem Sheet

1. The line voltage was measured to be 117 volts RMS with a voltmeter.
What is the peak value?

2. While working on a power supply the peak AC voltage was measured with an
oscilloscope. The voltage was found to be 1.55.5 volts peak. What was .the
RMS voltage? 4

3. While working on the water, heater in my house,.I found that the voltage
across the element was 225 volts RMS. What was the peak value?

4-10. 9

The table below represents a series of line voltages taken over a period
of one week at 'the peak load time. Some of the readings are peak values
and some are RMS values. 'Complete the table so that both peak and RMS
values are given.

Peak RMS.

4 Sun 125

5 4Mon 150

.

6 Tues 109.5

7 Wed 146

8 . 113

9

rThurs

Fri 142

10 Sat '110.2

o

4

4

4

4..

0

P
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Self -Test
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EL-BE-25'
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1. To reverse most DC motors you must
a. switch the shaft end to end.
b. invert the motor.
c. reverse-tht polarity of the connections.

give the shaft a twist 1s the opposite direction.

2. The difference between AC and DC is that AC
s, a. flows in one direction.

b. switches on and off.
t. switches polarity.
d. has only positive alternations.

The rise time isl
a. the timesit takes' for one cyC1e of AC.
b. the time it .takes for the voltage to go from 0.6 the peak va lue.
c. the time it takes for one.turn of the motor.
d.. the lag between cycles.

The sine wave is
a. a smooth pure wave .form. -

b. an abrupt changing wave form.
c. a triangular stfaped wave ,form.
d. a sawtooth typdli wave form.

Orfe cycle is

a. equal to RMS times peak.
b: one positive alternation and one negative alternation.
t. a span of 1/10 of a second.
d, equal to RMS minus peak.

oRMS voltage is
a. higher than peak.
b. .equal to the square root of two.
c. .,equal to .707, times the peak val.ue.
d. equal\to 1.414 times the peak value.

7. The audio generator produces signals in the frequency range of
a.,- 10 hz to 100 kHz.
b. 20 hz to 20 kHz.

c. 400 cps to 5 kHz..
d. any electric organ.

8. The audio generator's output can be controlled to
a. change frequency.
b. change resistance.
c. change wave shape, voltage, and frequency.
d, change wave shape, resistance, and voltage.

9. The AC voltmeter measu#es
a. peak value.
b. 1.414 volts less than peak.
c. RMS Voltages.,
d. -.707 of the RMS voltage.

13
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Task

..e/
Set-Up and Operation of the Audio Generator

For this task yoU will need the following mate ials:

One audio generator
One pair of head.phones
One set of/connecting wires

r

Set-Up .

Refer-to this drawing for all steps in this task.',

(All audio gedbrators are not'alike,,but they will have comparable controls.)

O

With the audio generator in front of you
IDENTIFY the following controls:

1. Off-on switch

2. Pilot

3. Coarse frequency. adjust

4. Fine frequency adjust ,
0

5. Wave foJt swi tch

6. Output level control

....611,

4
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7. Output terminals

B. Power cord

Operation of the audio lenerator

1. .Plug in power cord.

2 :Switch unit on (check pilot).

Adjust. tine frequent ontrol.to 1000 Hz.

Switch coarse frequent'requen correct band for 1006 Hz (B).

5. .Switch.wave form to sine position.

6.. ,Conhect head 'phones.. to output terminals.
.

7. Place the_head phones on your head with the phones slightly off ears
avoidloud blast).

8. Adjust:::itpo.tlevel control so you.can hear the sound (called a signal).

9. Turn,* Irequpncy' controls to different settings. (Notice how the
pitch yin the phones goes up as the frequency is increased.) What is
thehighest frequency you can hear?

Answer thls.questions below.

1. .Whatils. the lowest sine frequency that you can hear? (not feel)

2. 'What is' the highest sine frequency that you can hear?.

3. How does the square wave sound different from the sine wave?

Instructor check

15
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Final Test

' 1. A smooth, ever-changing pure-wave form describes
a. a satooth wave form.,

0
b.. a, triangular wave form.
c. a sine wave form.
d. a trapezoidal wave form.

2. In an AC wave form, the time
0 to the peak value is kRown
a. ' one cycle.
b. an alternation.
C. the rise time.
d. the fall time,.

3. AC is differentfrom DC becauie AC'

-,a. flows in one direction.
b. switches on and off.
c. switches polarity.
d. has longericycles.

that it takes for the voltage to,go from
as

To make a DC motor reverse directions
a. reverse the polarity of the connections.
b. invert tip motor.
c. reverse thelmotor shaft end to end.
d. give the shaft a twist in the reverse direction.

5. The major advantage of ,the oscilloscope is its ability
a. to measure DC power levels.
b. to see changes that happen at a i'ait'rate of speed.
c. to measure DC voltages.
d. to measure DC current level.

7.

The output of the audio generator dan be changed
a. as to its voltage.
b. as to its voltage and-wave shape.
c. as to its voltage, resistance, and wave shape.
d. as to its voltage, frequency, and wave shapes.

The normal AC voltmeter measures
a. RMS voltage.
b. peak voltage.
c. .707 of the RMS value.
d. 1.414 times the peak value.

8. The frequency range of the audio generator includes
a. 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
b. 10 Hz to 400 Hz.
c. to 10000 kHz.
d. to 2kHz.

16.
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let

RMS voltage is

equal to .707 times the peak value. -

equal.to 1,414 times the peak value.
equal to the square root of two.
the same as the peak value.

EL-BE-25
Basics of Alternating Current

10. One cycle of alternating current is
a. one span of 1/10 of a second.
b. equal to RMS times, peak. *

c. one positive' alternation and one negative alternation.
d. equal to RMS minus .peak.

I

4

1

$.
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Completed Task

EL-BE-25
Basics of Alternitihg Curnent

4

OK t RE -DO. °

, 1
Completed problem sheet with 90% or better

Completed Final Test with 90% or better %

611

When all checks indicate OK, proceed to the ne)ft°141rning package.

4
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Answers to Problem Sheet:

1. 165.5 V peak
2. 109.9 V RMS
3. 318 V peak,

4. 177

5. 106

6. 155

7, 103

8. 160

9. 100

10. 156

Answers to SellpTest:

4

fr

EL-BE-25
.

Basics of Alternating Current.

4.

,g4v**441.,

4

1.

4

1. c

2. c

3. b

4. a t ,

5. b

6.

7. b

8. c

9. c

.1
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Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe permanent and
electromagnetism.

2.17
MAGNETISM

A

ti

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe permanent magnets.

2. Describe magnetic fields.

3. Describe laws of repulsion
and attraction.

4. Describe magnetic flux.

5, Dedlribe electromagnetism.

."
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Objectives

Given:

A list of questioni about basic
permanent magnetism and

electromagnetism.

A set of magnetic equipment.

Directions

Obtain the'following:

Set of magnets.

Compass
Magnetfc cores-
#18 wire
Paperlor cardboard tube
Power supply
Box of nails

Learning `Activities );---

Study Key Words, list.

Read Infdrmation Sheets.

Dp Self-Tests.

Do Task A,

Do Tasks B and C.

Do Final Test.

4.10.0.1110..1.0

Obtain Final Evaluation.

EL- -BE-45

Wigneti5m

The student wip:

. Answer questions on the final test with

-an accuracy of 90 percent.

Identify magnets and magnetic polarity.
Wind a solenoid and an electromagnet

and test each..

334
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'Magnetism

-Key Words

Coil: A. spiral winding of wire.

Core: The conter part of a coil, made of a magnetic material or air.

Domain: Very tiny magnetic area in,iron; nickel, or cobalt.

Electromagnet: A coil of wire powered by a source of electricity;.,

Field: The magnetic flux arOund a magnet.
t

Flux: The lines of magnetic; force around a magnet.

Gauss: A unit that is used to measure the amount of magnetic force.

Ireper:' A piece of iron across the poles of a magnet placed there to prevent
loss of magnetism when the magnet is in storage.

e

Line of force:. Referring/to the magnetic flux.

Magnetic metals: Iron, nickel, and colbalt.

Magnetic polarity: Referring to the .north- and south- seeking ends of a magnet.

Magnetomotive force: The magnetic push.

Pole: The end of the rignet, where the magnetic force is greatest.

Residual magnetism: Th magnetism that remains in 0 metal after the magnetic
force has been removed..

Saturation:, The point at which a piece of magnetic material cannot be further
magnetized.

Solenoid: A coil Without a core. A sucking coil.

7
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Information Sheet No. 1

Permanent Magnets

EL-BE-45
Magnetism

Magnetism is involved in a great number of electric and electrOnic devices
such as motorg, solenoids, transformers, meters,. etc. A knowledge of the basic

principles of magnetism is important for understanding the operation of these
devices.

There are only'three magnetic.maierials o1 earth. A magnetic material is a

material. that can be attracted by a magnet. -These.materials are iron, nickel,
and colbalt. Materials like steel are alloys that contain iron;..therefore,
they are magnetic.

'ffg,

The simplest magnet is a bar magnet. One end of the magnet is labeled N and .

the other end is labeled S. All yoU have to do to understand the N and S is to
make a compass.out of the bar magnet. The end that pointnorth is stamped N
and the end which points. south is stamped S. So when we say the north end of

a magnet, we mean the north-SEEKING end. What makes a magnet want to'point
north and south? No one has the answer to that question., The exact nature
of magnetism is not really known, but we are aware of the actions of magnetic
materials.' If we look into a piece of iron with a magnetic eye,.we will see
a lot of tiny magnets called domains, pointed every which way all over inside
the material.. Remember that these domains are only in the three pgnetic
materials: iron, nickel, and colbalt. The shape of the domain is not really,/
known, but we will picture it as a tiny bar. These domains can turn and spiny

around in the material. The drawing below is a domain grouping inside a non-'
magnetized iron bar.

4

NON -MAGNETIZED
IRON BAR'

litel-MICROsCOptc,
SAMPLE

1

Notice that the domains are pointing every which way. The total effect is that
the N end of each domain is facing a S end of another domain. This cancels out
the external magnetic force so the bar of iron is not a magnet.
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1

0 If the
,

bar of unmagnetized iron were.put into a magnetic field (next to a ''c-:-''

Magnet), the domains itiscde of the iron would align.themselves with the
magnetic field. Study the draWing below.`

The magnetic domains in the iron are lined up so that the S ends are pointing
toward the N end of'magnet. This causes the magnet to attract the iron and
makes a temporary magnet out of the iron bar. (Notice the dotted S and N
indicating that the magnetism is temporary.) When the magnet is removed from
the iron bar, the domains will spin around to cancel out-the magnetism. The
iron turns back to the nonmagnetized state.

If there were some way that the domains could be )ocked into the magnetized
condition, the iron bar would remain a magnet. This is impossible with soft
pure iron. The addition of carbon copper, aluminum, colbalt, and nickel to'
the iron produces an alloy which will lock the domains so they cannot turn. .

This means that a permanent magnet 'is' a special alloy of metals. The magnet
must have special handling because heat or jarring will tend to unlock the
domains, which will destroy the magnetic effect.

4

(N) ENDS

4B-OF NE

DOMAINS

V

The Magnetic Field

The magnetic field, sometimes called a flux field, is the invisible force
around a majjnet. This force is very common. Because the earth is a magnet,

.

we live in magnetic fields all the time. When we walk, we are going through
these magnetic lines. How can we dAect or see magnetic lines? One way is to
take a bar magnet, place a sheet of paper over it, and sprinkle iron filings
on the paper. The following drawing shows what the result wodld look like.

6
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IRON-FILING PATTERN OVER A BAR MAGNET'

PAPER
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# From the iron-filing pattern, it is hard to see the full picture of the lines
of fOrce. What can be seen is that

1. The. ends or poles have most attraction.
2. There are two poles.
3. There seems to be no magnetic adtion in the center.
4. The force field seems to be in lines from one end to the other;

In the following drawing the magnetic flux is shown again, but this time it is
shown more clearly than could be done with the iron filings. .(Only a small
amount of lines are shown to make the drawing clear.)

This drawing shows that there are distinct lines of magnetic flux. Each has
direction from the N end of the magnet to the S end. These lines are also
complete (continuous) from the north to the south end. /

9

/
4 /
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The Magnetic Laws of Attractioh-apd Repulsion

EL-BE-45
.magnetism

As was stated before, the N end ofAhemagnet tries to point north. This means

that there is an attraction to the north pole of the earth. This makes the

compass (whichlnakes use of amagnet) very important for navigation. What is

happening to the flux lines during the attraction? Study the drawings of the

magnets below.

.Attraction

North to

Attraction,
South to North .

Repulsion!
North to Noirth

Repulsion
South to South

Knowledge of the directions and form of these magnetic fields is very important
forunderstanding thetaperation of devices such as speakers, tape-recording

heads;-etc.

From he drawings you *now at:

1.\ Unlike magnetic poles attract. (North and a South or South and,

\\North)

2. Like magnetic poles repel. (North and'a North or South and a Sodth)

3. When the poles attract, the flux lines from one magnet combine with

the flux lines from the other magnet.
1.

When the poles repel, the magnetic flux lines do not combine.

. \
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Keepers

The magnetic flux passes'through material; with different amounts of resistance.
As an example, the, magnetic flux passes through iron much more easily than
through air, plastic, etc. For a magnet to last a long time, the gap between

the north and south' poles should be as small as posstble. When the magnet is

not in use, it is wise to place a bar of soft iron between the poles. This bar
of iron is called a KEEPER, The magnets pictured below he keepers on them.

S

Measuring the Magnetic. Flux

How strong.a magnet is depends on many factors. Some of these factors are the
following:

I. The mass of the magnet (amount of metal
2. Row well it is magnetized.

3. The alloy of the metal.
4. Its shape or form.

Magnets with Keepers

The more lines of magnetic flux per area, the more magnetic effect we can get.
The measure of magnetic flux concerns the number of lines. There are at least
three systems- of measurement of magnetic flux: Gauss, Maxwell, and the Weber.

Gauss is a. measure of the number of lines of a magnet. The Weber has to do
with the amount of flux change per second to produceone volt induction. As a
point of comparison, the earth's field is less than one Gauss while 4 small toy.

horseshoe magnet could have 200 Gauss!

The Square Lay Magnetic Relationships

Study the drawing below that shows tests of magnetic pull.

ONE SHEET OF PAPER

'MAGNET

!I

14 LIDS

TO PUU...

OFF

Each eime that you double'the distance between the magnetic pole of thvmagnet

and the magnetic material, the magnetic pull decreases by the square of the

distance. This means that as you move away from a magnet, the flux level drops .

at a fast rate. This is very important when dealing with tape heads of a tape

recorder: A\yery mall amount of dirt can hold the tape far enough from the

head to make the tape unit completelpinoperative. Keeping the magnetic gap

clear on a tape head.ts very important.
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Self-Test No. 1 1

The magnetic field is sometimes called

a. magnetic force.
b. flux lines.
c, iron filings.

d. north and south.

2. The direction o1 magnetic fieldsvis

a. around the magnet in a crosswise direction.
b. from the north pole to the south pole.
c. from thesoUth pole to the north pole-,
d. along the sides of the magnet.

3.. The law of magnetic attraction and repulsion states that

a. like poles repel and unlike poles attract.
b. like poles attract and unlike poles repel.
c. the south pole attracts another south pole.
d. the square of the north pole equals the square of the south pole.

4. If a block of soft ron is 1 crii\froM a magnetic pole and then moved to .5
cm, the force betwee them will \ %.

a. double.
b., halve.
c. quadruple.
d. triple.

5. The flux lines around `a magnet are

a. in both directions.
b. more dense as you move away from the pole.
e, completefrom. the south pole to the north pole.'
d. complete from the north pole to the south pole...

6. The strength of a magnet in the center sectionhalfway between the poles is

a. equal to the square of the north pole.
'b. zero.

c. four times stronger than at the poles.
-d. weaker in larger magnets.

The strength of a magnetic field is measured in

a. volts per inch.
b. Gauss or Weber.
c. flux line diameter.
d. the square Maxwell.

'8. The following materials are magnetic

a. lead, tin, and zinc.
b. gold, silver, and copper.
c. aluminum, chromium, and platinum.
d. iron, nickel, and co1balt.

10 34j



Inform Eqion 6heet No. 2

!

Electromagnetism

There is a relationihip between magnetism and electricity. 'One of these
relationships is that whenever current is passed through a conductor, a

magnetic flux is set up around the conductor. The form that the magnetic flux

lines make is one which surrounds the wire'in a sheath. Study the drawing of elk

the current-carrying .conductor.

0
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:The Magnetic Flux around a Wire

From the drawing you.$hould be able to recognize that:

FLUX LINES

1, The current-carrying conductor has:a:magrietic flux.,around it.

2. The magnetic flux is around ticwire-in a crostWtSe.direction.
The magnetic flux is continuous all along the wire.

If you know the direction of the ctirrent.flow'through thewirel, you can tell
the direction of the pagnetit flux around the wire by 4heuse.of the LEFT-HAND
RULE. The following drawing shows Ws-method.

' .

LOW DIRECTION

FLUX DIRECTION

Grasp the wire with the left hand with the thumb pointing in the direction of

the current flow. The fingers will wrap around the wire in.the direction of

the magnetic flux lines. Also, if the fingers Wer, to be wrapped around in the
dir$ction of the magnetic flux, the thumb will point in the direction of the

current flow.

11
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The amount of magnetic flux around one wire is quite small. To make a stronger

flux field, we can concentrate the wire. by winding it into a coil, To picture

-how qp coil can concentrate the flux, study the drawing of the coil below.

11111.01.

CURRENT

e
FLUX FOR ONE "MR

b

The flux lines go from the ombined flux lines for the coil

north end to the south end on
the OUTSIDE of the coil.

41, From the drawing it can be seen that the flux lines around each turn of the

coil can combine with the flux lines from the next turn. All of the flux lines

will combine to form a magnetic flux for the coil. Check it out with the left-

hand rule. The more turns of wire in the coil , the stronger the magnetic

effect. Notice from the drawing that the magnetic polarity is shown. This too

can be seen. Remember that the flux lines go from the north end of the magnet°

to the south end ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE MAGNET.. Check it out on the drawing.

The Electromq net

%4Now that we kn how the coil works, we can make an eleCtromagnet. First, we

need a core. The core should be a magnetic material. ,Iron is the strongest of

the three and also the most inexpensive. Because we want to turn the magnetism

off, we need'a form of iron that won't let the domains lock up. Remember, soft

iron is the best choice here because the domains are free to spin around and

cancel the external flux lines. The iron will concentrate thillines close to

the coil to give us the best magnetic effect. 4
\
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To construct the electromagnet we wind the wire around the core in a neat
spiral of insulated wire so the windings 011 not short from one to the other.
Study the drawing of the electromagnet.

SWITCH

BA7TERV

teeeeeeeiceeeeivelei

4.'4 " V 1" OF
4b. 4 or= ..let'

The Electromagnet
1

MAGNETIC FLUX

SOFT IRON CQRE

The magnetic action in and around the electromagnet is much the sameas that of
the permanent magnet except that the electromagnet can be turned off and on and
can be many times stronger.

The Solenoid

Another type.of electromagnet which is very useful is called a solenoid. The

solenoid is an electromagnet without a cote. The part that makes it inter-
esting is that it seeks or attracts a core when it is turned on. To a

solenoid you wind the insulated wire around a hollow nonmagnetic tube. The

tube.can be made of paper, plastic, or even a metal such as copper or brass.
Study the drawing of the solenoid below.

111.
41.1.11111

0.9.1PeostaYaV.fea'a% 011,

011111(111119111A
%WV C.,' 04. t 4/0 VV.

CORE

When the coil is turned bn,
the core will be sucked to
the center of the solenoid.

The Solenoid "Sucking Coil"

Be luse of the mechanical tr(vel that the solenoid can produce, it is used to
\ . 0 the following things:

1. Turn switches off and on.
2. Control draft and air flow in heating and ventilating systems.
3. Shift gears.
4. Operate door chimes,.

5. Start or stop machines.

13



Factors of Magnetism
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There are many measures and factors of magnetism: Included here are a few of
the most important ohies.

Magnetomotive Force (MMF)

Magnetomotive force is exP;;Ained as the force needed to produce a diletic
field. This force can be made ltrong#04by increasing the number of urns
of wire on the coil or by' increasing the amount of current through th coil.

"(The ampere turn 15 used with magnetomotive force as a unit of measure

Saturation

Saturation refei's to the state of a core which cannot be further magnetized.

More magnetomotive fbrce will not increase the amount of magnetism of a sat-
urated core. This condition takes place when all of the domains in the core
are lined up. It is at this point that more energy cannpt increase the domain
alignment so the core is said to be saturated.

Residual Magnetism ,

III
Residual magnetism is the magnetism that remains after the magnetomotive force
is removed. This condition is caused by a few,p$ thekdomains staying locked in
one direction. This residthal magnetism can cause probldlts As an example, a
relay can stay stuck down after the current is turned off..

Demagnetizing

Demagnetizing is the process of removing the magnettc effect from a material
or device. Many timet- tools will become magnetized and will need to be
demagnetized.. Tape recorder heads.often need to be demagnetized.

The device that is used to demagnetize is nothing more than a large coil with
no'core. The power to operate the coil is AC. To oper4te the unit the power
is turned on to the coil. This produces a magnetic field that switches polar-
ity back and forth. The object to be demagnetized is placed into the coil.
The object is forced to be magnetized first one way and then the other. The
object is then slowly removed from the coil. The strength of the back-and-
forth reversing field becomes less and less, This leaves the object with no
residual magnetism.

4 14
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Self -Test No. 2

1. If a current is flowing through a wire

a. a magnetic field-around the wire will be'present.
b. no magnetic action is present,

_c. one end of the wire is north and the other south.
d. the heat from the wire destroys the magnetic effect.

2. Electromagnets are made by winding wires into coils because

. a. it produces less heat.
b. the core is easy to install.

c. the leads are easy to connect.
d. it concentrates the magnetic field.

The left-hand rule for conductors

a. is used for checking wire temperature.
b. is used so the right hand is free to write voltage readings.

c. shows the,flux direction if the current direction is known.'

V d. is more accurate than the right-hand rule..

4. A solenoid is sometimes called

a. an electromagnet.
b. a sound generator.
c. a sucking coil.
di a long cored coil.

5. Saturation is 0

a. the point at which more magnetomotive force cannot produce more
magnetism from a core.

EL-BE-45
Magnetism.

b. the'point at which the coil cannot pick up moisture from the Itir.

c. the peak voltage point.

d. caused by the residual magnetism.

A solenoid is used for

a. heating soldering irons.
b. controlling temperature.

mechanical movement of
di measuring resistance..

7. Demagnetizing is best done with

a. a hammer.

b. a strong light.

c. a large AC.coil.
d. twisting the metal one half turn north.
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Task A

Given: Fbur unmarked magnets, a compass.

1. Identify the north- and south-seeking ends..

(Use masking tape to make labels.)
4

When'using the compass, keep it at least one inch away from the,magnetss

poles.

[] Instructor's Check

Given: Two bars of iron with no markings:

one unmarked magnet
one unmagnetized iron bar

2. You must present the magnet to the instructor in five minutes.

Rules: 1. No other metal object may be used.

2. No compass can be used.

3. You may not try to make a compass from the bars.

1nstructor' Check

1

16 dl
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Task B

Given: Iron core, paper tube, #18 magnet wire, and a heavy power supply.

1. COstruct the following'solenoid:

Wind 30 turns of #18 magnet wire on the paper tube, The wire must be

closely wound in a neat spiral.

age

Leave 10 inches of wire at eachA*nd of the coil for leads. (Tape.each

end of the coil to hold the wire.) t.
/ 0

Strip or-half inch of insulation off the end of each lead.

1/2 STRIP

Apply 3-5 volts to the coil fr m the power supply. (Don't overheat the

coil.)

With the power applied 4

ED

Explain what happened.

0 Irructor's Check

the coil, place the core into the coil.

17 348
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Task C

Given: Iron bar, #18.Magnet wire, small box of nails, and a power supply.

1. Wind 40 turns of wire On the iron bar in two layers of 20 .tirns each.

Leave 10 inches of wire for leads.

Strip ends as in Task B..

Tape the coil to hold the wire.

Iron nails -/A4

. .

2. Apply power as called for in the.chart below.'

.

3. Count the nails that it is possible to pick up with the coil at each

voltage level.

Volts Number; of Nails

4

.5V

1V

5V

.4

10V
. Work fasts the coil/will becOme,hot1

A

4, Did the'core becoMe saturated?

Ifiti.ructor's Check'

18.
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Final Test

The GdU&S and the Weber are both measures of
4

a. current levels' in a toil.
b. magnetic force.
c. the. Maxwell.

d. volts per inch.

The lines of magnetic'force have direction from

a. .the south end to the north end of a magnet.
b. the poles to the center of the magnet.'
c. .the north end of the magnet to the south end.
d. %the center of the magnet to the poles.

The three magnetic metals are

a. iron, copper,, and zinc.
b. iron, aluminum, and nickel.
c. iron, colbalt, and tin. -1'
d. iron, nickel, and colbalt.

4. If two magnets are brought together, the following action could result:'

a. the like poles'will repel.
b.* heat will be produced.
c. the. two.north'poles will attract.'
d. no action will take plaCe.

EL-BE-45
Magnetism

5. If an iron bar is brought to within one inch of a magnet and then-moved
to two inches away, what will happen to the pull?

a. It will, doubl

b'f. It will be redu d by four times.
C. It will be reduce by one -half.

.

d. It will be the same.

6'. The left hand rule.for,conductors is used to

a. check wire temperature.
b., show the direction of magnetic flux.
c. measure voltage.
d. count the flux lines\

A solenoid isa coil that

a. provides heat.
b. is used as a holdermAK soldering irons.
c. pulls the core to tnnienter of the cell.
d. has a permanent iron core.

113.`
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Coils of wire'are used for electromagnets because

a. they produce less heat.

b. they hold, the core better.

c. the leads are easy to connect.
d. they concentrate the magnetic flux.

9. If the core of an electromagnet becomes saturated

a. it must be thrown out.
b. it cannot be magnetized to a higher level,
c. it must be dried out.
d. it has reached the domain level.

10. To demagnetize a tool or part

a. a large AC powered coil is usea.

b. a heater must be used.

c. a sharp hit with a hammer will do it.

d. a strong light will do it.

351
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, Final Evaluation

Completed TasktA

Completed Task. B

Completed Task C

Completed Final Jest with 90% score

ELBE -45

Magnetism

OK RE-DO

When all checks indicate OK, 'proceed to the next learning package.

k

4

/
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Answers

Answers'to Self-Test #1

3. a

4. c

5.-d

6. b

7. b

8. d

Answers to Self-Test #2

1, a

2. d

3. c

4. c

5. a

6. c

7. c

1

4
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